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Discovery shuttle up and away
CAPE CANAVERAL, Fla. (AP — Shuttle Discovery found a
hole in the clouds today and finally rocketed away from Earth on
a daring salvage mission in which space-walking astronauts will
try to "hot-wire" a derelict satellite.
The twice-delayed shuttle mission began spectacularly as the
100-ton space plane thundered off its launch pad at 6:58 a.m. EDT
and dashed high over the Atlantic Ocean, spewing a 700-foot-long
tail Of flame and lighting up the dawn sky.
Weather had once spin threatened to block the launching as
clouds from a tropical Msturbance dumped rain on the space
center throughout the early morning. The five astronauts wore
rain slickers as they left their crew quarters for the 8-mile ride to
the launch pad shortly before 5 a.m.
But forecasters spotted a large hole in the center of the system
and predicted it would pass over the Cape shortly after 7 a.m.
With that information, launch director Bob Sieck pushed the liftoff back from 6:55 a.m. to 7:05, then ahead when the hole moved
over.
The clock was counted down to nine minutes and was held there
while meteorologists watched the weather. The hole materialized, the count resumed, and Discovery blasted into space, a pillar
of fire against the dark sky.
Nine minutes later, Mission Control Center in Houston reported
Discovery was in a secure orbit more than 200 miles high, racing
at more than 17,000 mph.
A Thunderstorm wiped out the first launch attempt Saturday
'and a failed spacecraft computer forced a second postponement
on Sunday.
The launch team had only a 34-minute period in which to put
Discovery.-on a proper course to deploy three communications
satellites and to track down a fourth for repair.
If Discovery had not been launched by Thursday, the rescue
would have been abandoned because the derelict satellite no
longer would be in a proper position for a rendezvous. In that
case, the astronauts would have flown a shortened mission to
deploy- three. communications satellites.
Although the rescue of the $85 million Syncom communications
satellite is the glamour part of the flight, the release of the trio of
satellites for -paying customers has higher priority and a $40
million delivery fee.
The first. for American Satellite Co., was to be dropped off 9%
hours after launthing. The others,for the Australian government
and Hughes Communications Services, are set for release on the
second and third days.
After the ,cargo bay is empty. commander Joe Engle and pilot
Dick Covey will steer Discovery through two days of maneuvers
to chase down the disabled Syncom, pulling alongside and "parking" about 35 feet away as shuttle and satellite streak around the
globe at 17.400 mph.

Elsewhere...
By The Assooleieed Press

BONN, West Germany — Chancellor Helmut Kohl called an
emergency Cabinet session to discuss the widening spy scandal,
which authorities say will force West Germany to reorganize its
counter-espionage operations.
WELLINGTON, New Zealand — Prime Minister David Lange
dismissed as "incredible and transparent" an official French
report saying that the French government wasnot involved in the
bombing of the Greenpeace ship Itairilidir Warrio?.'ile.hints that
the French ambassador may be expelled. '
MANCHESTER—Maine — Samantha Smith, the 13-year-old advocate of world peace and aspiring actress who died with her
father and others in a plane crash, was a friendly, normal
youngster who kept her celebrity in perspective.
JOHANNESBURG, South Africa
An anti-apartheid leader
says he expects some 20,000 people to join a march Wednesday
demanding the release of black leader Nelson Mandela from
prison.
WASHINGTON — Economic forecasters expect the government to announce the first decline in the poverty rate since 1978,
with one expert attributing the good news mainly to increased
employment nationwide.
WASHINGTON — Eight months after it won a bidding war, a
Washington state firm has finally received an Air Force contract
because of the willingness of Pentagon leaders to defy a House
committee.
SOLBOTNA„Alaska — When the salmon spawned in Kenai. the
"combat fishing" casualties began limping into the hospital
emergency room here. Along with checks, insurance forms and
the odd piece of skin, dozens of hapless fishermen leave a little
something else behind: Fish hooks. Enough fish hooks, plucked
from places it hurts to even think about, to fill a big display board
at the hospital here.
-

By MELINDA WIGGINTON
Staff Writer
Murray/Calloway Chamber of
Commerce members yesterday
congratulated Jim Garrison of
Ryan Milk Co. for winning the
1985 U.S. Senate Productivity
Award for Kentucky.
"It's a very prestigious
award," said Steve Zea, MCCC
executive vice president. "Ford
Motor Co. in Louisville won it
last year. It's one they just don't
hand out haphazardly."
GarrisOn will be presented an
award on behalf of Ryan Milk
Co. at the Industry Appt•eciation
Dinner on Sept.'5 at the Executive Inn, Paducah.
Chamber president Sid Easley
said the Council oh ' Higher
Jim Garrison and Melvin Henley listen intently at the Chamber of Commerce meeting.

Health Center
to hold clinicfor influenza
The Calloway County
Healtti Center will hold a
clinic to give Influenza Vaccine on Friday, Aug.-30, 1985,
beginning at 8 a.m.
In addition, it was anticipated that the clinic would
have enough vaccine to be
able to have an additional
clinic on Friday Sept. 6. Once
again a donation of $2 is requested to help cover the cost
of vaccine, and to allow this
service to be continued in the
future.
Formula for the 1985-86 flue
vaccine is a/Chile,„
a."/Phillipines and
B/USSR/100/83 strains.
Vaccine is recommended
(Cont'd on page 2)

Murray school board sets tax rate
allowed under House Bill 44, acBY KEVIN BOWDEN
cording to Sheila Shaw, district
Staff Writer.
.
finance officer. The $31,814.89 in
Meeting for the first time in
revenue which will be collected
the 'Murray Middle School
Library, the Murray Board of above what was collected during
the 1984-85 school year Will, be
Education worked through a
allocated in the areas of
hotir long agenda which includclassroom supplies, additional
ed the setting of the 1985-86
programs, equipment and
General Fund Tax Rates, a
salaries, according to Shaw.
variety of personnel items, and
In setting the tax rates, Board
review of the results of a recent
.Chairperson Doris Cella-pointed
career ladder survey.
A public hearing, attended on- out Murray's rankings in the
KEST (Kentucky Essential
ly by school officials and board
members, was held and without Skills Test) statewide testing
results, which showed Murray
any opposition the school board
ranking among the state's top
approved a General Fund Tax
schools in several areas. MurRate on real estate of 24.4 cents;
ray's 10th grade ranked as
a Special Voted Building Fund
number one in the state in the
tax rate on real estate of eight
NCE( National Skills Equivalencents and a Special Voted
Building Fund tax rate on tangi- cy) battery score with a 70.2 perble personal property of 8.8 cent mastery in the areas of
math, reading, spelling and
cents.
The setting of the tax rates language. Murray's seventh
grade test results showed the
represented the maximum rate
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Bayless tackles the challenge of dogs
BY KEVIN BOWDEN
Staff Writer
Dogs running loose in the city
• are becoming an increasing problem for Tony Bayless, Who as
the city's animal warden is
responsible for making sure
animals are restrained
properly.
According to Chapter 90 of the
city's bylaws. "each owner or
keeper of a dog in the city, either
licensed or unlicensed, shall
keep such animal confined in an
enclosure or restrained by a
leash. No dog shall be permitted
to run at large."
The city ordinance was passed
in 1973.and carries with it an impoundment clause which states
that "any dog found running at
large shall be seized and impounded by. the City Dog
Warden. Any unlicensed dog Sc)
seized and impounded and
. which is not claime-d or.relased
within seven days after its
seizure shall be disposed of by
the Dog Warden in such a manner as provided by applicable
laws and regulations."
If a dog owner clathis his dog
prior to the seven day period, he
will be required to pay a $1
redemption fee to the city clerk
ti.r.the first- redemption and a
' $IO fee ,for every subsequent
redemption.
•
whien have,-.not
tic-nosed-at the time they art+.71=._.,.
,pc:Wed will be given shots and,
lice:ed. which will cost the
dog's Owner an additional. US.
Fines will also be issued to

\\`SUNNY
Clear tonight with a low of
60 to 65 and light southeasterly winds.
Sunny and warmer
'Wednesday with a high in the
mid 80s and light southeasterly winds.
Extended Forecast
The extetuled forecast for
Thursday through Saturday
calls for partly cloudy skies
and very warm and—trumid
COnditione.ilighs willmbe from
85 to 90, and lows In the 60s
LAKE LEVELS
Kentucky Lake
356.7
Barkley Lake
356.6

grade level ranking second in
the state with a 693 percent
mastery in the same area.
"I think we should all pat
durselVes or. the back'for that,"
said Cella in reference to the entire school system's performance in the test results.
"We're falling right in line
with thq state average," added
Shaw as she explained that in
achieving the high ranking, the
school district is remaining on
level with other districts
statewide in terms of operational costs.
The school board also took
care of a variety of personnel
items during last night's regular
bi-monthly meeting. A letter of
resignation from middle schotil
librarian Joan Wils6n was accepted by the school board and
Paula Alcott was approved as a

Canine restraint urged by animal warden

today's index
One Section — 14 l'ages
Classifieds
12, 13
Comics
12
Crossword
Dear Abby
12
Garrott's Galley
3
Horoscope8
Murray Today
.
4, 5, 6
Obituaries
14.
Perspective
3
Sports
10. 11

(Cont'd on page 2)

Tons Ra)less loads up one of the ma n .tra;v dp.gs roving the streets of Murray.

(Cont'd on page 2)
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MCMA kicks off annual
membership campaign
Murray Civic Music Association began their annual fund
drive yesterday. Anyone interested in purchasing a
membership may complete the
accompanying coupon, or go by
the MCMA headquarters at the
Bank of Murray downtown
branch during banking hours.
The special number at the
Bank of Murray for MCMA

neadquarters is 753-0711.
The season begins Oct. 8 with
the Bourbon Street Jass Band,
followed by the Atlanta
Chamber Players on Nov. 17, the
Peking Acrobats on Feb. 28,
1986, and *'Brigadoon" on March
24, 1986.
All MCMA performances are
-scheduled to appear at Murray
State University's Lovett
Auditorium.

At no extra cost, MCMA
members may attend Paducah
CMA productions which include
pianist Thomas Lorango on Oct.
8, The Panocha String Quartet
on Nov. 22, Chanticleer 10-voice
male ensemble on Feb. 23, 1986,
and Big Band Hit Parade on
March 11, 1986.
For more informa.tion,
telephone 753-2368, 753-3516 or
753-1285.
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Health center...
((ont'd from page 1)
for healthy persons age 65
and older, or younger persons
who have heart disease.
respiratory disease, renal
disease, diabetes, or compromised immune systems.
Residents' are advised to
check with a doctor before

•-•
L i

No

rt-

taking vaccine if they: (
have fever or feel sick; (21
have a severe allerkY to eggs;
(31 are pregnant; or (41 have
ever been paralyzed with
Guiliain Barre Syndrome.
For more information
residents may call the
Calloway County Health
Depatment at 753-3381 between 8 a.m. and 4:30 p.m.

they would like to volunteer as a
pilot district in the proposed
career ladder program,
responded - 15 said yes, six said
(Cont'd from page 1)
no, 10 said if the school district
replacement for Wilson. Nancy
was chosen as a pilot district
Thurman and Beverly Wyatt they would be willing to parboth had their job titles chang— ticipate and 10 said they would
ed. in what Superintendent not be willing to participate.
Robert Glin Jeffrey described as
At the *middle school, four
moves to improve student- teachers were in favor of the
teacher ratios within the school district participating in a career
district.
ladder program, 13 were not in,
Contracts for four .substitute favor of participating, nine said
teacher§ were approved by the they would be willing to parboard. for Sharon Mayo, Doris ticipate in a pilot program if
Van Dyke, Kevin Luck, and
Murray was chosen as a pilot
Marion Brown, Katie Carpenter
district and eight teachers said
was formally hired as a partthey would not be willing to
time public information director
participate.
for the school district and Violet - The strongest opposition to the
Covington_ was ,hired as a
career ladder program came
secretary bookkeeper for the
from the Murray Elementary
Central Office. Both positions
Schools, where one teacher was
were approved on a one-year
in favor of a career ladder protrial basis.
gram. 20 expressed they were
In the athletic department, the
not in favor of a car er ladder
school board hired Jerry Shelton
program, five said tjiey would
as a high school varsity boys
participate in one if it were
basketball assistant coach:
brought to Murray and 14 said
hired Raymond. Sims
as a, they would not want to parclassified aide in the same
ticipate if it came to Murray.
department: hired Rich Rollins
A total of 60 of the 90 certified
and Mathew Bartholomew as
teachers approached responded
middle school assistant football
to the survey, with 33 percent
coaches; and hired Russ
approving of a career ladder
Buchanan as an assistant
program and 65 voicing disapbasketball and track coach at
proval. However, 40 percent of
the middle school. Amy Ross
the teachers said they would be
was also hired as a part-time
willing to participate in a proguidance office aide at Murray
gram, whereas 53 percent said
High School.
they would not be willing, to
The results of a survey,
participate.
among the teachers in the school
In other action, the school
district, showed that teachers in
board approved a recommendathe school district are not in
tion to seek and purchase a vafavor of participating in a pilot
cant house for use by the Murcareer ladder program. High
ray Vocational Center's carpenschool teachers, when asked if
try class as a renovation project. Once located and purchased, the project will have three
main, advantages, said Jeffrey
Z. community service, to train
*kw orb mama faAv
students, and to generate
skw &ow was behrvi
F F V ORE
14 dos pro
revenue - once the project 110
HAWN' JACK 4IA•44
completed. '
RUSIN sae wad 1.101
difle.la "KCVO OM dr
The school board also approv-,..itaMAtitiLLAZIAP
vawas• 11.4.
Sore
'thelaic haze •Oi- a - $26166. 65
eatkow lav Avowal nr
passenger school bus *to be
pn4a••••• vIrrwavior'
M WIN WI
delivered In March. Milne bins
The school board w4ll meet
....
romp
...
moo
I.
A
mop a.. .•
again September 9. with all
$r.. IC MN
meetings through Christmas to
•04.•••••
14•••••OW.
Calloway Service
.!)e held in the middle school
'Industrial Pd.
library.
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MSU's Racer Band takes the field
The Murray State University Racer Band (above) has been
working to get their show together for the football opener
against South Carolina State Saturday night. At left, snare
drummers Leigh ;Draper, Steve Wilson and Rick Wagoner
practice on campus. Below, trumpeters Rich Edwards and
Kurt Slaughenhoupt rehearse the Star-Spangled Banner.
Overseeing the rehearsals is Racer Band director David Wells
(bottom photo).

Ford to teach
customer skills
course at MSU
September 11

O.4

WRECK INJURES Mt-101AV WOMAN
Jan Knipp. 33, of
Route 7, Murray. was treated and released from the Murray- Calloway County Hospital early today following this two-vehicle
v. reek at the 16th and Poplar Street intersection. Knipp was
southbound on 16th Street in a 1974 VW when she struck a 1977
Ford driven by Elva Schrffader, 30. of 313 Irvan Street, Murray.
Knipp's minor injury was the only one suffered in the 7:53.a.m.
accident today..
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A one-day seminar titled
"Customer Relations Skills"
will be offered by the Center for
Continuing Education at Murray
State University on Wednesday,
Sept. 11.
To meet in the Curris Center
on the campus from 9 a.m. to
4:15 p.m., the seminar will teach
people who deal with customers
proven "state of the art" techniques that can be used
immediately.
Lisa Ford, a training consultant with more than seven years
of experience in training and
development for business and
government, will conduct the.
sessions.
Ms. Ford has been involved in
the development of many
seminars, including customer
relations for the utility industry,
guest relations for the hospital
industry, and. cross-selling and
communication skills for the
banking industry. As a consultant, she has trained more than
15,000 people in a variety of
organizations. '
Topics to be addressed include
the customer relations position,
managing angry and emotional
situations, being more persuasive and satisying
customers, communicating with
power and skill, using the "Big
Four" steps of listening, and
making transfers and referrals
work.
Participants will learn how to
cope with emotional situations,
how to solve customer problems
and build trust and rapport
while creating a positive company image, how to enjoy the
challenge of meeting customers,
and practical "how-to's" to to
improve customer satisfaction.
The seminar fee of $95 for one
registrant and $80 each for two
or more people from the same
organization includes tuition, all
course materials, and refreshment breaks.
Anyone who wishes to register
or to obtain additional information about the seminar may call
the Center for Continuing
Education at Murray State
University at (502 ) 762-4159.

Marshall to
he site of a
Guard unit
BENTON, Ky. (AP) Marshall County will be the
site of a new Kentucky National Guard armor tank
company, according to Adjutant General Billy Wellman.
The new unit will be
designated Company D, 1st
Battalion, 123rd Armor,
which has its headquarters in
Paducah and other units in
Marion, Hickman,
Hopkinsville and
Madisonville.
The company will consist of
77 troops recruited from surrounding counties, Wellman
said in a speech Monday at
the Community Center here.
Four full-time jobs for administrative personnel also
will be created.
eperate out of renrea
space in downtown Benton
until a permanent site is
found. A permanent armory
will be considered if community support warrants it.
Wellman said.
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Bayless struggling with stray dogs in city...
(Cont'd from page 1)
those dog owners who allow
their dogs to run loose in the city, said Bayless, who explained
that violators will be required to
appear in district court and
could face a fine of up to $25 as
well as court costs.
Bayless, during the past
several weeks, reported that he
has been flooded with calls from
local residents complaining of
dogs running loose and causing
problems such as rummaging

through trash placed out for col:
lection, dogs running in packs in
residential areas, and also dogs
killing other animals such as
cats.
"I had an incident a while
back on Beale Street where dogs
killed a cat that a family had for
years," said Bayless.
Although no reports of dog attacks have been registered with
the local police department.
Bayless explained that the loose
dogs are creating a menace,
especially now that school is
back in session.

In
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."A lot of times the dogs will
follow the kids to school (to Murray Middle School) where they
only have to walk a short
distance to school," Bayless
added.
People who walk around town
and exercise at night have also
registered complaints that dogs
have come after them.
Anyone seeing a dog running
loose in the city is urged to call
the Murray Police Department,
because, as Bayless pointed out,
"I want to get the problem
stopped."
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Chamber of Commerce congratulates Ryan Milk...
((ont'd from page 1)
Education public meeting in
Murray last week went "quite
well." His two concerns were
the proposal to move.control of
the Breathitt Veterinary Center,
"but, that doesn't bother me
nearly as much as the Centers
_for Excellence (proposal).
"If you'll think about that for a
minute. if they choose a Center,
It probably won't..k.f..- Murray or
Morehead." 'Dr. Kala Stropp,
Murray State University president, agreed.with Easley' that
the, meeting went well. "We
were able to attract the opinionmakers (on the CHE)."

reprelsentatives. To enroll, peo• The Chamber Board has
ple should contact the Chamber
begun its own campaign to proor WKSBDC.
mote a new facility for the ColZea added that the Existing
lege of Industry and
Industry Committee is planning
Technology. In a letter to Gov.
an Industrial Appreciation
Martha Layne Collins and 152
Breakfast. They hope to enlist
legislators, industrialists and
either Carroll Knicely,
MSU alumni. Easley said, "The
secretary of the state DepactBoa'rd believes this fiuilding will
ment of Commerce, or Brad
speak to Kentucky indugtrial
Richardson, director of inprospects and say,
that this state
dustrial development, as
is committed to educating its
youth for occupational survi
In a 'high tech' world."
A review .team for Murray's
. Zea announced that the West
certified iity award given by the
Kentucky.Small Business
Kentucky Chamber will be in
Development Council will sponMtirraY, Sept. 24, said Zea.
sor an IRS tax workshop on
Easley reported, that the
Sept. 11.'It is a one-day, free
workshop conducted by IRS .Chamber has 11 new members.
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PERSPECTIVE
Let's end marketing
orders on citrus
Citrus fruit grown in the
United States sometimes is
cheaper to buy 5,000 air miles
away in Japan than it is in this
country.
That's because our domestic
prices for lemons and oranges
are protected by federal marketing orders, and exported
fruit is not.
Marketing orders are really
government-enforced cartels
covering some 47 specialty
crops, from raisins and almonds to celery and hops. The
primary reason for them is to
boost grower profits by limiting distribution. That's a good
deal for some producers, but it
costs consumers.
These marketing orders
were drafted by the Department of Agriculture and have
been in existence since 1937.
The justification for them 48
years ago was to protect the
small, family farmer in a time
of economic depression. Is
there still justification now
that the orders seem only to
protect inefficient farming
methods by limiting competition among growers? We think
not.
In the case of citrus,
growers can produce all they

business mirror

want but can sell only their
allotment on the domestic
fresh fruit market. This
means that fruit sometimes is
left to rot in the groves — a
waste of crops and valuable
agriculture land. Two years
ago this waste amounted to
$45 million in lemons and $72
million in oranges.
Now marketing orders have
come under attack. In January the Department of Agriculture temporarily suspended supply restrictions on navel
oranges because of recordbreaking freezes in Florida.
Then, in July, Agriculture Secretary John Block terminated
the marketing order for hops,
used in making beer.
Some producers are all for
a free market. Others, including the Sunkist cooperative
that represents 6,000 growers,
are not.
Growers who seek to maintain the status quo have influenced legislation in Congress
that will severely limit the
Agriculture Department's
control over marketing orders. Congress should resist.
When it comes to citrus, it's
time for deregulation.

by john cunniff

NEW YORK (AP) - A shorpanies. It isn't so anymore;
tage of good quality corporate
some of the biggest names in
stocks?
business have become takeover
With closegto $800 billion of
targets.
shares traded last year on the
In the 12 months ended June
New. York . Stock Exchange. 30th, Wright notes,26 companies
alone, that hardly seems a
have been removed from the
possibility.
Standard & Poor's 500-stock inBut measured in certain ways,
dex as a result of mergers or
an argument can be made that
acquiseitions.
there • is now a shortage of
Since June 1984, it continues,
stocks, that the situation may be
mergers have removed more
worsening, and that the net efthan .$50 billion of..S&P. stocks
fect iSto keep prices higher than
from trading; several more
they otherwise might be.
billions of dollars have disapFederal Reserve statistics
peared through repurchases by
show that in just 1984 about $73
companies still listed in the inbillion in shares were taken off
dex; and several billion-dollar
the market by mergers, leveragdeals indicate more shrinkage to
ed buyouts in which equity often
come.
becomes debt, and stock
Lower interest rates, underbuyback programs by
valued equities, and increased
corporations. '
cash flow as a result of the
Those figures are net - after
economic expansion are among
accounting for new stock issues.
the reasons for the big-company
If the same trend continues
mergers.
this year - and it appears it is Among the effects is the
the net share retirements for
replacement of equity, or share
1984-1985 would more than,offset
ownership, with debt. Whatever
$141 billion in new stock issued
the reason, managements today
in the prior 15 years. seem willing to leverage their
These numbers were researoperations with greater borrowched by Wright Investors Sering and less share ownership.
vice, which advises and
In the short run, says Wright,
manages accounts made up
the shrinkage of shares argues
mainly of blue chips stocks, and
for relatively higher stock
which researches factors that
prices.
affect prices.
But longer term, it says, "the
Further evidence of the
taking on of excessive debt by
shrinkage of shares is a decline
management increases the level
in the number of stocks listed on
of risk in the economic system
the New York Stock Exchange
and runs counter to the deflaover the past 10 years, after havtionary trend of the 1980s."
ing expanfled at a 2 percent annual rate over the previous four
Its advice: Don't be certain
decades.
that quality hasn't been diluted
Wright observes that while
by the conversion of balance
mergers have been a fact of life
sheet equities into debts. A lot of
for decades they usually didn't
companies, Wright notes, may
involve the very largest cornhave overloaded themselves.
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garrott's galley

Good stock in short supply

WRITE A LETTER - Letters
to the editor are welcomed and
encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the
writer's address and phone
number must be included for
verification. The phone number
will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible
and should be on topics of
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by m.c. garrott

Departing ROTC major at Murray State
once was President Truman.s paper boy
A good friend will be leaving
Murray tomorrow. Major Dan
Farris has been reassigned to
the headquarters of the Army's
100th Reserve Division in
Louisville as deputy chief of
staff.
The job calls for a lieutenant
colonel and Dan is expected to
swap his gold oak leaf of a major's rank for the silver one of a
lieutenant colonel in December.
Dan grew up west of town on
94 at Tr -City, one of three
children of a farm couple, Leon
and Ada Farris. His father also
operated a grocery business at
Tr -City for a number of years.
He went to Sedalia to school,
but graduated from high school
in Independence, Mo., after his
mother went out there in 1959 to
teach school.
As a boy he was a newspaper
carrier for the KansaslCity Star
and had the downtown "walking
route" among the businesses on
the court square and
thereabouts. According to a
historical marker on the square,
part of his route was along the
famous Oregon Trail of pioneer
days.
Every morning, he would get
up at 3:30 and throw the morning paper. At 4 in the afternoon,
he would deliver the late edition.
• • •
Among his subscribers were
the folks who lived in the big,
white, two-story, frame house at
the corner of Truman Road and
Pleasant Street. Dan lived only
two blocks away, on South
Pendleton Street.
The man of the house, then
retired, had been the 33rd President of the United States Harry S. Truman.
Almost every morning,' Mr.
Truman, an early riser, would
take his customary walk, and
many a morning he and Dan
would meet. "I would just say,
'Good morning, Mr. President,'

and he would nod as we passed,"
second lieutenant and went right
Dan recalled the other day.
to active duty.
"He walked briskly, and
Enrolling at Murray State, he
generally followed the 'same
graduated in 1974 under proviroute," he went on. "He would
sions of the Army's degree comgo by the baVbershop for,a little
pletion program, and returned
while and visit there. Then he'd
to active duty.
make a turn around the court
In 1978, he joined the Bank of
square and then back home. He
Murray as a commercial loan
was a familiar sight in his big,
officer, but four years later
wide-brimmed hat and his cane.
returned to active duty with the
"Although there was a Secret
Army as a major and was
Service detail stationed at the
assigned to the Kemper Military
house in an apartment above the
Academy at Boonville, Mo. He
garage, he always was alone
was there for a year before
when he took his walk."
returning .to Murray State and
It was the maid at the Truman
Its ROTC program in
home who paid Dan for the
September, 1983.
paper, which he faithfully threw
Dan's 16 years of active duty
over the wrought iron fence surincludes two tours in Vietnam
rounding the home. He seldom
and short tours in Japan and
saw Mrs. Truman.
Panama. He is married to the
"I saw her a few times," he former Karin Conkle
of Lisbon,
said, "but mostly on Sunday
Ohio. Since last spring, she has
mornings when they would go to
been clinical manager of the
church just across the street."
Home Health Service at
• • •
.Murray-Calloway County
On his paper route was a Hospital.
bakery, the Snow White Bakery,
• • •
and on cold, winter mornings
Nancy Orr is a registered
Dan would stop there for a few
nurse. Recently, she was named
minutes to get warm and to grab to coordinate the new perinata
l
a quick cup of coffee. "It was education program
at the
warm and smelled so good in
Murray -Calloway County
there," he laughed.
Hospital.
One morning, the owner of the
Nancy is married to Rick Orr,
bakery asked him if he would the former Ledger &
Times
like to have a job working there. advertising manager now
with
Then, for some time-after that, -Murray Cablevis
ion, and they
he would get up at 3:30 a.m., have a three-year-old daughte
r,
deliver his papers, go to work at Robyn. Her parents are
Dr. and
the bakery ats5 a.m. and work Mrs. Frank Fitch.
until 7 a.m. then go to school.
A 1975 graduate of Muirray
Then at 4 p.m., he would deliver High, Nancy earned a four-yea
r
the afternoon edition of The degree in nursing at Murray
Star. This he did for a while State in 1979. She worked fof
a
before going to work fulltime at while as a
nurse at the Murray
the bakery, and giving up his hospital, and was a
clinical inpaper route.
structor in maternity nursing at
• • • •
•
Murray State for a while.
Dan's Army career began in
Four years ago, in the fall of
May, 1966, when he was drafted. 1981, she started a master'
s
He went to Officer Candidate degree program at Vanderbi
lt
School at Fort Benning, Ga., University in Nashville,
driving
where he was commissioned a back and forth
from Murray to
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Capitol renovated during Congress recess

WASHINGTON (AP) - With
The Churchill, on display for
Congress out of session, the
six months in a glass case in
keepers of the U.S. Capitol are
Statuary Hall before taking up
busy patching the old, installing
permanent place in the House
Ways and Means Committee
the new and pulling treasures
hearing room, comes complete
out of the attic.
The most ambitious project
with a minor mystery.
now under way is the painstakIts artist is unknown, and the
ing $49 million restoration of
Capitol officials say even the
original and now-crumbling
British don't know who made it.
sandstonf West Front of the
In the chamber of the House of
Capitol building.
Representatives, antique porThe flashiest may be the intraits of Lafayette and
Washington have been pried
stallation of a $600,000 privately
donated Alexander Calder
from their gilt frames and sent
mobile and stabile, "Mountains
out for restoration.
and Clouds," in the ice palace
And in the corridors of the
white-marble vastness of the
Senate wing, artisans peering
atrium of the new Hart Senate
through magnifying glasses' are
Office Building.
restoring the century-old wall
Other recent additions to the
frescoes of the Capitol's most
ubiquitous artist, Constantino
Capitol's art collection include a,
bust of a young and beardless
Brumidi.
Abraham Lincoln a gift from
Elliott Carroll. executive
the sculptor, Avard Fairbanks,
Assistant to the architect of the
and"t three-foot tall statuette of Capitol, provided an update on
Winston Churchill.
the ever-changing Capitol.
- Churchill.
- with- - The-- West-Front..rasthroijan
hands on hips and looking like
the conclusion of a long argument over whether to restore the
someone just snatched his cigar,
was presented earlier in the
Capitol's original wallg or to exyear by Biltatri-s prime
tend them and reproduce their
minister, Margaret Thatcher.
outlines in marble. began in the
The Lincoln bust is resting on
fall of 1983. it is expected to-be
a plywood packing case until a
completed well before the next
stone pedestal is made.
presidential Inaugural in 1989.
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her classes.
She is all finished now with her
class work. She neOs only to
write her thesis to get her
degree.
Looking back over those four
years, she figures she drove
more then 250 round trips and
70,000 miles to attend classes.
Some semesters, she would
make the 250-mile round trip
once a week. Some she would
drive it twice a week, and during
others, three times.
Then last summer, she drove
to Fort Campbell and back five
times each week to complete
work there associated with her
degree program.
She was expecting Robyn
when she started the program.
and had to drop out for the spring. 1982, semester after the
baby was born in February of
that year.
"Our gas bill looked like the
national debt!" she exclaimed.
"We got a lot of help from mom
and dad, though. I like to say I
went to Vanderbilt on a 'Frank
and Jane Scholarship.In addition to literally wearing
out a couple cars in the driving.
Nancy also escaped injury one
evening - last winter when she
lost control of her father's car on
an icy overpass. It spun around
hit_a guard rail and was struck
from behind by another car.
"After all that driving and
that wreck, it is just good to be
home!" she smiled.

Workers first removed some
30 coats of paint. then stabilized
the old facade.
This was done by using laser
beams to guide the drilling of
two-inch-diameter holes through
the west wall to make room for
some 200 stainless steel one-and a-quarter-inch tie rods that will
hold the old stones together.
Some are 38 feet in length.
others shorter.
About a quarter of the original
sandstone used in the walls is
broken and is being replaced
with stronger limestone, the
carved sections a perfect match
for the worn out old ones.
"When we're finished, it will
all be repainted. So it makes no
visual difference that we're using a better stone." Carroll said.
Over in the Hart building, a
temporary plywood fence surrounds the atrium, where a crew
is at work assembling the Calder
sculpture.
The Mobile part of the
assembly will whirl about-90 feet
above the floor. The -highest
-parts of the stabile or mountains•
will reach 55 feet toward the
ceiling.
"Our best completion dqte is
Nov. 15." Carroll said.

. Ten years ago
"Awakening '75" opened last
night at Ty Holland Stadiudi as
Evangelist Steve Hale began his
crusade here. It will cdhtinue
nightly through this month.
The yard of the Convalescent
Division of Murray:Calloway
County Hospital was chosen as
non-residential yard of the
month by Garden Department of
Murray Woman's Club. L.D.
Warren is in charge of
maintenance at the hospital.
Miss Gail Lyons, daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Paul Lyons Jr..
and Barry Thomas Eveland. soh
of Mr. and Mrs. V.G. Eveland of
Eustis. Fla., were married Aug.
9 at First Baptist Church.
Births reported include a girl
to Mr. and Mrs. James Michael
Ross, Aug. 7.
The 1960 graduating class of
Murray College High School
held its 15-year reunion at
Triangle Inn. Jerry Speight was
master of ceremonies.
Twenty years ago
Bids for bituminous concrete
surfacing on Faxon-Newburg
Road in Calloway County will be
received by the Kentucky
Highway Department on. Sept.
17. according to Highway Comissioner Henry Ward.
Lt. Stanley Young. son of Mr
and Mrs. Alfred Young, has.sailed aboard the USS Boxer headed
for Viet Nam area. His wife and
three children are now residing
in Murray.
Catherine Berry. daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Berry of
Murray, spent Aug. 7 to 21 working with CAP (Christian Appalachian Project in Eastern
Kentucky. She is entering Murray State College as a freshman
this fall.
The Rev J.C. Lewis showed
slides and talked about his work
with the Mission Board at New
Orleans, La., at a meeting of the
WW2 of First Baptist Church.
Thirty years ago
The Boy Scouts of America
will launch on Jan. 1, 1956, a
four-year program known as
"Onward For God and My Country." according to Al Hughes.
scout- executive of Four Rivers
Council.
Prof. Gerhard Megow of Murray State College spoke about
"Germany. Past and Present"
at a meeting of Murray Rotary
Club at Murray Woman's Club
House.
Mrs„ Mary Beck of Murray
%vat a telephone contestant on
radto program. "Phrase That.
Pays" on Aug.,24 over NBC She
won '12 blOrrses- and some fitird--- —
blankets for the phrase. "Can't
even boil water,!' she identified.Miss Martaz- Alveda Fisk
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Lenice .
Fisk. and Donald Pat Starks,
son of Mr. and Mrs. Urban a.
Starks's, were married'Aug, 21 at
Murray Church of Christ.
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MURRAY TODAY
Morrison-Black vows said
Ms. Jamie F. Morrison and Keith Carlos
Black were married on
Thursday, July 11.
The vows were solemnized in a sunset
ceremony ,said on the
pontoon boat of Frank
and Maxine Ryan off of
Panorama Shores on
Keniucky Lake.
A private reception
followed in the home of
,the groom's parents.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. John R. Morrison
of Murray. She is the
granddaghter of Mrs.
J.R. Morrison of Des
Moines, Iowa, and of the
late Mr. Morrison.
She is a graduate of
Calloway County High
School and is employed
by Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The groom is the son
of Mr. and Mrs. Carlos
Black Jr. of Murray. He
is the grandson of Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Black
Sr., of Murray and of
Mr. and Mrs. Eldridge
Swift of Rt. 1, Almo.
A graduate of Murray
High School, Mr. Black
is owner of Keith
Black's Painting and
Decorating.
Following a wedding
trip to the Great Smoky
Mountains National
Park, the new Mr. and
Mrs. Black are residing
in Murray.
. Out-of-town guests included Mrs. J.R. Morrison and
enee Morrison, Des Moines,,
Iowa, Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Paris of
Moravia, Iowa; Mr. and
Mrs. Don Windhorst of
Paducah.

Kcith Carlos 13Iack
married in stin,ct ccrenionv

Check the pages for bargains

Jo Burkcrn
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Vows solemnized at church
The wedding of Miss
Kimberly Dawn Erwin
and James Frank
Phillips Jr. was solemnized in a ceremony at
South Pleasant Grove
United Methodist
Church.
The bride is the
daughter of James Dale
Erwin of Hazel and Ms
Marilyn Erwin of
Murray.
The groom is the son
of James F. Phillips Sr.
and Ms. Myrna Phillips,
both of Murray.
The Rev. Paul
McAdoo officiated at the
double ring ceremony.
The altar was
centered with a heartshaped candelabrum
with a spiral
candelabrum on each
side. Side arrangements
included Boston ferns.
Vases of fresh cut
flowers adorned the
altar table which was
centered with the
161-year-old family Bible belonging to John
Johnston Erwin, the
bride's great-greatgreat-grandfather.
Music was presented
by Mrs. Kenny Erwin,
sister-in-law of the
bride. To mark the
beginning of the
•••
ceremony the church
bells were rung by
Kerry Erwin, brother of
the bride.
The bride was
escorted to the altar by
her father.and given in
marriage by her
parents.
She wore a Victorian
style cream lace teaThe attendants wore
length dress. The bodice
was illusion v-neck with short-length dresses of
simulated pearl button multi-color stripes.
trim topped off with 'a Each carried a longstand-up collar and ruf- stemmed silk pink rose
fled capelet. The sleeves backed with a miniature
and skirt' were of. illu- lace umbrella with matsion and trimmed In ching ribbon.
The groom wore a
lace.
The head piece was a cream tuxedo and matfloral wreath with an il- ching how tie. His
boutonniere was a
lusion veil.
The bride carried a cream silk rose with
bouquet of assorted baby's breath.
champagne and pink
Jay Phillips, son of
silk miniature rosebuds the groom, served as
accented with matching best man. His tuxedo
ribbon and a strand of was identical to that of
the groom.
miniature pearls.
The bouquet and other ,Steve Phillips,
wedding arrangements brother of the groom,
were made and design- served as groomsman.
ed by the bride's grandUsheres were Bobby
mother, Mes. James Phillips, nephew of the
groom, Don Wilson,
Euel Erwin.
Miss Tammi Bogard brother-in-law of the
of Paducah was maid of groom, and Kerry Erhonor. Mrs. Eugene win, brother of the
Barnett of Murray was bride.
The attendants and
matron of honor.

. Mr. and Mrs.•James Frank Phillips Jr.
the father of the bride
wore navy tuxedos.
Their boutonnieres were
cream silk rosebuds
with baby's breath.
Mrs. Don Wilson,
siste-rof the groom, kept
the guest register.
A reception followed
in the church fellowship
hall with Ms. Vicki
Washer, sister of the
groom, Mrs. Leah
Lassister, Mrs. Chris
Hoskins and Ms. Kelly
Jamison serving.
Mrs. Max Parks
directed the wedding.
The new Mr. and Mrs.
Phillips are now
residing at home on Rt.
1, Hazel.
Mrs. Myrna Puillips,
mother of the groom,
hosted a rehearsal party
at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. Steve Phillips.
A bridal shower was
held at the Hazel Baptist
Church. Hostesses were

Mrs. Gene Miller, Mrs.
Jackie Thorn and Mrs.
Kenny Erwin.
A housegpld shower
was held arSouth Pleasant Grove United
Methodist ChtirCh.
Hostesses were Mrs.
Max Parks, Mrs. Eddie
Workman, Mrs. James
Mahan, Mrs. George
James, Mrs. Alan
Vailes, Mrs. Ronald
Burkeen, Mrs. Gary
Cooper, Mrs. Terry
McDougal and Mrs.
James Euel Erwin.
A personal shower
was held in the Community Room of North
Branch of Peoples
Bank. Hostesses were
Mrs. Darrell 'Walker,
Mrs. Rusty Bogard,
Mrs. Tim Holsapple,
Mrs. Marty McCuiston,
Mrs. Mark Starks, Mrs.
Eugene Barnett, Ms.
Debbi Hooks and Miss
Tammi Bogard.

Abortion study is made
LOS ANGELES (AP)
— A study finding that
teen-agers who conceal
their abortions from
parents suffer no more
anxiety than those who
don't disputes an argument for state laws that
require parental consent, a psychologist
cantral cantor 753-3314 says.

.As you are packing bags for your son or daughter to
take away to school — don't forget to send the
Murray Ledger & Times along. Being away from
home can be very lonesome at times. They will
thank you for it.'

CHERI 3

42.50

cant difference between
the two groups.
Ms. Stark said the
study undermines the
argument that
adolescents are not
mature and need
guidance in making
decisions. State law requires the consent of
both parents unless a
girl gets a court ruling
declaring her mature.
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Many start back smoking

JOHN
CAND

LONDON (AP) — A
British medical journal
says a study indicated
40 percent of the
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who obtained abortions
at Minnesota clinics in
1984, said Trisha A.
Stark of the University
of Minnesota Medical
School.
Sixty-four of the girls
obtained court certification and 76 chose to tell
their parents. All were
given standardized
psychological tests for
The study involved 140 anxiety and depression,
girls, age 13 through 17, which found no signifi-
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smokers who had their the operation.
larynx removed
But the study publishbecause of cancer took ed in the British Medical
up smoking again after Journal said about half
of those who resumed
smoking later gave it
up, apparently because
they got less satisfication from being unable
to inhale the smoke.
Researchers said
cancer of the larynx is
responsible for about 1
percent of deaths in the
United States and Britain each year, and is
linked closely to
smoking.
Dr. Robert West, a
ONLY
research psychologist at
With Garlic Bread
the Insitute of
Psychiatry in London,
Salad 59 Extra
and Sarah Himbury', a
speech therapy student
Inside Dining Only Free Refills On Drinks
at London's Central'
School of Speech. and
Drama, said they
[99 Special For Kids
distributed questionnaires to 171 Britons
Wednesday 11 AM-10 PM
who had undergone the
I
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surgery.
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Wedding held at local church McKinney-Smith wedding planned

Miss Laurie Gay Alexander and George Ray
Wellinghurst were married at 4:30 p.m. on
Saturday, July 20, at
First Baptist Church.
The bride is the
daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Tommy Alexander
of Murray. The groom is
the son of Mrs. Sally W.
Wellinghurst of Danville, Ill., and the late
Gary Norman
Wellinglarst.
. The
ring
ceremony was•officiated by Dr. Greg
Earwood, church
pastor. Classical and
traditional wedding
selections wePe played
by Mrs. John Bowker,
organist. Wayne Halley
was soloist.
Two brass cathedral
crescent candelabra
with tall tapers formed
a circle at the center of
the altar. These were
banked with- magnolia
foliage and silk
magnolia blossoms. On
either side was a heart
shaped candelabrum
with crystal candle
cups, votive candles and
magnolia trim. White
bridal picot satin ribbons entwined the
candelabra linking
them. Two tree-shaped
candelabra on each side
completed the
background.
The magnolia foliage
and blossoms with satin
ribbons marked the
family pews. Tall tapers
and magnolias were of the waist. They carplaced in all the church ried Edwardian clutch
bouquets of freesia, pink
windows.
The bride was roses, dendrobium orchids, ivy and baby's
escorted by her father.
She wore a gown of breath.
The groom wore a
creamy white silk shantung. The molded bodice charcoal grey tuxedo
featured a portrait with satin lapel trim,
neckline 'with tiny' pouf matching bow • tie and
sleeves. French Alencon cummerbund. His
lace accentuated with boutonniere was
pearls and sequins stephanotis and ivy.
Jac Johnson of
framed the neckline and
defined the princess Leesburg, Fla., was
lines of the bodice. The best man. Groomsmen
full skirt flowed into a were Jon Wellinghurst
mere suggestion of a of Lexington and Neil
Wellinghurst of Bowling
train.
,
For her headpiece she Green, brothers of the
chose a custom design- groom, Michael Alexed wreath of silk shan- ander of Lexington,
tung rosebuds in- brother of the bride, and
terspersed with appli- James Shaw of Seffner,
ques of French Alencon Fla.
The men attendants
lace_ and pearls. A twotier fingertip veil of wore charcoal grey tuxsheer illusion with satin edoes, matching the
ribbon streamers com- groom, with pink rose
and ivy boutonnieres.
pleted the bridal look.
A reception followed
She carried an
English cascade bou- at the home of the
quet of gardenias, den- bride's parents.
drobium orchids, pink
The buffet tables were
roses, 'stephanotis, placed under a large
baker's fern, ivy and white tent on the back
bridal picot ribbon lawn: Individual tables
streamers.
covered with white
Miss Tammy Boone of cloths were provided for
Melton, Fla., was the the guests.
maid of honor.
The bride's table was
Bridesmaids were Miss centered with a four
Penny Wellinghurst of tiered cake, decorated
Tampa, Fla., sister of with white icing and
the groom, and Miss fresh summer flowers.
Jamie Garrett and Mrs. Assisting at the table
Bradford Boone of were Mrs. Donald Brock
Lexington.
and Mrs. Charles
The attendants wore Walston.
pink moire' taffeta
Providing music
gowns styled with a throughout the recepsquare neckline, fitted tion was the Todd Hill
bodice, pouf sleeves and Trio.
softly gathered a-line
Kelsey Christopher,
skirt worn at tea length. Kaylin Haverstock,
A separate sash was Hastings Housden and
tied in a bow at the back Catherine Hurt

Mr. and Mrs. J.D.
McKinney. of Murray
announce the approaching marriage of
their only daughter,
Cheryl Renee', to Aaron
Jay Smith. son of the
Rev. and Mrs. Dloy
Smittqf Mayfield.
The ride-elect is the
granddaughter of ,the
late Ed and Eulalah
Eldridge and of the late
Owen and Betty
McKinney.
•
Miss McKinney at-,
tended, Murray High
School and is now selfemployed.
The groom -elect is the
grandson of Lloyd and
Fern Smith of
Farmersville, Calif.,
and of the late Bunny
Ripley of Seminole,
Okla.
Mr. Smith attended
Reidland High School
and is employed with
D.R. Cunningham Construction Company.
The wedding will be
solemnized on Thursday, Sept. 5, at 6:30 p.m.
at Mayfield Tabernacle
Church, North Fifth and
Housman, Mayfield.
A reception will follow
at the church.
All friends and
relatives are invited to
attend the wedding and
the reception.

nouble

DATEBOOK

Mrs. George Ray Wellinghurst

Family reunion Sunday

presented to the guests Hall, Phillip and
handmade pink moire' Grayson
Hall, Dalton,
taffeta rice roses from Ga.; Mrs. James Shaw,
the white English Seffner, Fla.; Mr. and
baskets they carried.
Mrs. Wesley Beazley,
Assisting in wedding Panama City Beach,
and reception prepara- Fla.; Mr. and Mrs.
tions were Mrs. Jean Thurman Sage, Union
Hurt, Mrs. Hal Houston City, Tenn.,;
and Mrs. Sam Housden.
Miss Keane Gregory,
Later in the evening Prestonsburg; Mr. and
the bridal couple left for Mrs. A.W. Simmons Jr.,
a wedding- trip to Memphis, Tenn.; Mrs.
Sanibel and Captiva Jimmy Herndon, Miss
Island, Fla. They now Gina Herndon, Miss
are residing in Cheryl Herndon, Mrs.
Lexington.
James Wright and Mr.
Out-of-town guests in- and Mrs. Robert N.
cluded the following:
Steele, Paducah.
.: Miss -Joyce Fister,
Bridal events held in
Miss Mary Stubenburg, honor of the couple inDan Ezell, .Mrs. Mary clude the following:
A Sherry party at the
Hamilton., Mr. and Mrs.
Robert Spradlin, Mr. home of Mrs. Walter Apand Mrs. Cecil Hawver- person. Hostesses were
mole, Mr. and Mrs. Mrs. Apperson, Mrs.
John R. Allender, Mr. Wells Purdom Jr., Mrs.
and Mrs. Neale Hall, Jean Hurt, Mrs. Hunt
Miss Brucie Glenn, Smock, Mrs. Bobby Nix
Michael Noel, Mrs. Crawford, Mrs. Ken
Carolyn Harvey and Harrell, Mrs. James
Bradford Boone, all of Boone, Mrs. Don
Lexington;
Overbey, Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Barbara Freeze, Homra and Mrs. Fred
Miss Jenny Freeze, Mr. Wells;
and Mrs. Ray Weddle
A bridal brunch at the
and Mr. and Mrs. Don ,home of Mrs. A.B. Crass
Weddle, Thurmont, With Mrs. Crass anct
Md.; Mr. and Mrs. Bill Mrs. Eddie Rollins as
Dellinger, Bill Dell- hostesses;
inger, Jeff Dellinger,
An open house at the
Miss Tammy Dellinger, home of Dr. and Mrs.
William Ray Dellinger, Hal Houston. Hosts
and Mr. and Mrs. Steve were Dr. and Mrs.
Dellinger, all of Sterl- Houston, Mr. and Mrs.
Rob Ray, Mr. and Mrs.
ing, Va.;
Mr. and Mrs. Michael Sam Housden, Mr. and
Fischer, Cincinnati, Mrs. John Gregory, Mr.
Ohio; Mrs. Terry and Mrs. William
Paschall, Ahoskie, Wyatt, Mr. and Mrs.
N.C.; Mr. and Mrs. Don Keller, Mr. and
Mason McKeel, Fern- Mrs. Robert R. Buckdale, Mich.; Miss Mary ingham, Dr. and Mrs.
Smock and Mr. and James Hart, Mr. and
Mrs. Rick Herod, Mrs. J.D. Rayburn and
Nashville, Tenn.;
Mr. and Mrs. Hunt
Mr. and Mrs. Phillip Smock.

Newborn, dismissals released by hospital
A newborn admission
and dismissals at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital for Monday,
Aug. 26, have been
released as follows:
Newborn admisson
Baby Boy Milton,
parents, Billy and Lori,
2107 Westwood, Paris,
Tenn.
Dismissals
Mrs. Sarah Warford,
Rt. 2, Buchanan, Tenn.;
Miss Michelle Mathis,
Rt. 1, Benton; John
Trenholm, Rt. 4, Mur-

ray; Mrs. Jill Knipp and
baby girl, Rt. 2, Box 278,
Murray;
Mrs. Jill Reynolds,
Rt. 9, Benton; Mrs.
Mary Keats, Rt. 3,
Dover, Tenn.; Mrs.
Doris Garland, 811
North 18th St., Murray;
Miss Carla Cass, Rt. 4,
Benton;
Mrs. Jackolyn
Spiceland, Rt. 5, Murray; Albert Wilson, Rt.
3, Murray; Lee Mills,
Rt. 4, Murray; Mrs. Joy
Canup, Rt. 1, Benton;

To The Turkeys
Who Lost...
Kelly Doran
Judy Krouse
Jan Seargent
Mona Blankenship
Elizabeth Pasco
Kathy Kopperud
Vicki Jones
Pat Knifw-land

Julius Cooper, Rt. 4.
Murray; Mrs. Annie
Perry, Flazel; Mrs.
Naomi Cooper, Rt. 4,
Murray; Obid Burkeen,
Rt. 1. Almo;
Ira Krone, 635

Cheryl Renee'McKinnev,
fiancee ofAaron Jay Smith

Chestnut, Calvert City;
Mrs. Maudena Butterworth, 702 Meadow
Lane, Murray; Mrs.
Mary Hatcher (expired)
West View Nursing
Home, Murray.

The annual Howard-Brown fAmily reunion will
be held Sunday, Sept. 1, starting at noon at the
first pavilion on the right at Murray-Calloway
County Park. A potluck dinner will be served.

Tennis play Thursday
The Thursday Tennis Group of Ladies Tennis
of Murray Country Club will play. Thursday,
Aug. 29, at 9:30 a.m. at the chits courts. Pairings
are as follows: Court One — Joni Billihgton, Andrea Hogancamp, Gail Childress and Sheila
Farmer; Court Two — Peggy Billington, Brenda
Marquardt, Janie Ryan and Gayle Foster; Court
Three — Rainey Apperson, Emmy Edwards.,
Nancy Whitmer and Sharron Brown.

Church revival, continues
The Rev. Raymond Cale, evangelist, and his
family are speakers and singers at the revival
continuing in its second week at Calvary Temple
Pentecostal Church, located on U.S. Highway 641
South. Services are nightly at 7:30 p.m. Rev. and
Mrs. Cale, their two sons. David and Clay, and
their daughter-in-law. Tracy, are featured at the
revival. They are from Ohio, according to the
pastor. the Rev. Bill Cox. who invites the public
to attend.

Persons visit here
Mrs. Lucille Kemp Street and Mrs. Don Stubblefield of Howell, Mich., and Mr. and Mrs. Fred
Richard Kemp of Pilot Oak were guests this
week of Mrs. James H. Belcher of Rt. 1, Almo.
Mrs. Street is formerly from Calloway County.

Cub Scouts will
start at schools
Murray'Calloway County Cub Scouts will be
meeting this week and next to kick-off their programs for 1985-86 and to sign Up new members.
Cub Scouting is a program of the Boy Scouts of
America for boys, 7 through 10. Scouting helps
develop boys' physical and mental fitness.
character and citizenship skills through i variety of -fun and exciting activities.
To find out more about Cub Scouts, bring your
son and conic to his school on the night indicated
as follows:
•.-• East Calloway Elementary. Tuesday. Aug.
27. at 6:30 p.m.:
Murray City Schools — meeting at Carter
, Elementary, Thursday. Aug. 29. at 6,30 p.m.:
North Calloway Elementary. Thursday,
Aug. 29. at 6:30 p.m...-- Southwest Calloway Elementary, Thursday.
Sept. 5. at 5:30 p.m.

Two persons reenlist
Staff Sgt. Kathy M. Alcorn, daughter of Marvin E. and Delois A Scott of Rt. 1, Kirksey. and
her husband. Staff Sgt. Fred C. Alcorn Jr., son of
Fred C. and Shelby J. Alcorn, 3001 Kristen Lane.
Logansport, Ind., have re-enlisted in the U.S. Air
Force at Vance Air Force Base. Oklahoma.
Kathy enlisted after eight years of military service and Fred after nine years of. service. Kathy
is a personnel specialist and Fred i a personal
affairs supervisor with the 71st Ail. Base Group.
She is a 1976 graduate of Calloway County High School. He received an associate degree in .1984
from the Community College of the Air Force.

Reunion planned Sunday
The W.H. I Harvey Brown- Reunion will be at
Kentucky Dam State Park on Sunday, Sept. 1. A
basket hinch will be served at noon. All relatives
and friends are invited.

Benefit run Saturday
The Alpha Mu Chapter of Epsilon Sigma Alpha
International of Murray will sponsor a benefit
-Run Thru the Park" on Saturday, Aug. 31. A 5K
race will begin at 9:30 a.m and a 10K race at 8:30
a.m. The event will start at the Murray.-calloway
County Park with proceeds being donated to St.
Jude's Children's Research Hospital. For further information on registration or other questions call 753-038i.

Hooper event Saturday
Annual cleaning day at Hooper Cemetery,
located on Highway 732 off Highway 94 East, will
start at 8 a.m. on Saturday, Aug. 31. In case of
rain the event will be postponed until the following -Saturday. All persons interested. in the
upkeep of the cemetery- are urged to attend as
important decisions will be made. a spokesman
said.

EI-ents planned
Special events will be at Coles Camp Ground
United Methodist Church on Saturday, Aug. 31,
from 6 to 8 p.m. A supper of chili, hot dog, dessert
and beverage will be served for a free will donation. Following the meal a white elephant sale
will be conducted. All members and the public
are urged to attend, a spokesman said.

Patients dismissed.
Local persons recently dismissed from
Paducah hospitals include the following: Mavis
Gorham, L.D. Foster and Marshall Gilliam, all
of Murray, from Western Baptist: Maxine Ryan.
Franklin Shroat and James Parker. all of Murray, and Delores Boggess and Dora Partak. both
of Kirksey. from Lourdes

Singles plan social
The Murray Single Connection will meet
Thursday, Aug. 29. at 7 p.m. at Tern's house. 205
North Sixth St., for a night of card and board
games. Persons are asked to bring finger foods,
drinks and games.

AMIW

REVIVAL
Christopher Smith
8 yr. old son of
Kennith & Melissa
Green

"Watch Our
Baby. Grow"
Portrait
Club

When:

August 27-30
"Second Big Week"
7:30 p.m. Nightly

Who:

Brother & Sister Cale
Family From Ohio

Where: Calvary Temple,
Hwy. 641
(1 mile South of Murray)

Wednesday is
• Tot's Day
Special Packages
Special Prices

•

(135 mrn. 126, 110, S. Disc)

753-0035

1rt441.

.
„

At Time of Processing

Bus Running Nightly
For Ride Call 753-7389
(By 5 P.m.)

ARTCRAFT
-PHOTOGRAPHY
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II WEI.CLASS OF 19'i3 — Mr. and Mrs. Derrel Wilson of Rt. 2. Puryear. Tenn.,
entertained members
of his i955 Hazel HighLSchool graduating class with a barbecue dinner.
Music of the 1951is was also
presented. Graduates attending were, from left. kneeling. John Simmons
, Bobby Latimer, Janice
Miller%1 ilkinson and Derrel Wilson; standing, Tommy I). MIL Billy
Bruce Wilson.'Dan Poyner. Tommy_ Dan story , Carolyn Curd Byars. Janie Charlton Story , Ruth Ann Lassiter
NteClure, Jane Russell
they and %lie Arnett.

\X- ilntits. pimiento and tuna sandwiches featured
By('ICILY
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
LIGHT SUPPER
Soup. Sandwiches. Fruit
Cobbler and Beverage

Walnut Pimiento
Tuna Sandwiches
61
.
2-ounce can solid
pack light tuna in olive
oil, undrained
.
1 2 cup finely diced

KAPPA OFFICERS — Serng as officers of Kappa Department of the Murray
Woman's Club for
1985-86 club year are, from left, seated, Margaret l'uill and Marilyn Walker. co-chair
men; standing,
Gale Vinson, secretary. Dana Stonecipher, vice president. Ann Brooks. MW(' general
president who installed the officers, and Dana Bazzell, treasurer. The department will have its first meeting
of the new
club year on Tuesday. Sept. 3. at 6:30 p.m. at the club house.

0111.1.m.

Kappas will
open club year
here Tuesday

celery
2 whole canned pimientos, finely diced
(scant lyt cup)
1,1 cup coarsely
broken walnuts

LABOR DAY SPECIAL

NEW MEMBER — The Kappa Department of
the Murray Woman'i• Club welcomed two new
members at its last meeting. Outguing chairman
Rita Ford, left, is pictured with Renee Miller;
one of the new members. J'nable to attend was
the other new member, Faye Key.

14 lb. Box Quarter Pounders 100%

Ground Beef
17
99
Patties
Choice Sides of

Beef
Sm

No charge for cutting.
wrapping & Freezing

225 to 300 lb.

$ 1 1 9lb. I

Meaty

Pork Ribs

$169

Lb

Choice

Ribeye Steaks

Lb.

$369

Field's

Wieners

Lb.

$ 1 69

Our Best Slice

Bacon

Lb.

$1 39

Whole Pork Loin Sliced Into

Chops 10-12 Lb

149

Lb

— Wholesale & Retail Meat —

GIBSON HAM CO.

Phone 753-1601
7 a.m.-5 p.m. Mon.-Fri.
We Accept
107 N 3rd St.
7 a.m.-12 p.m. Sat.
Food Stamps
-Only Federal Inspected Meat Market In Murray"'

NEVER VISITED
DEEP-TANN?
WE WOULD LIKE TO GET
ACQUANTED WITH YOU!
Special Introductory Offer
$10 (New Customers Only)
*Don't be misled by other tanning beds.
Tan in the Klafsun Tanning Bed
The Original U.V.A. Bed.
300 min. for '35
(Special price for our regular customers)

beep

14 cup mayonnaise ,
, 1 teaspoon lemon
juice
10 slices bread
Lettuce
Mix together tuna and
its oil with the celery, pimiento, walnuts,
mayonnaise and lemon
juice. Makes 2 cups. Use
as a filling for sandwiches made from the
bread (trIngted if you
like) and the lettuce.
Cut each sandwich inter 2
triangles. Makes 5
servings.

community events
• Tuesday, Aug.27
Single Young Adults
of First United
Methodist Church will
meet at 5:30 p.m. at
Pagliai's with bowling
to follow at 7 p.m. at
Murray State
University.
———
• Parents. Anonymous
will meet from 6 to 8

Special names listed
by court commissioner.
LOS ANGELES AP ) — "You can call yourself
whatever you like," said court Commissioner
Christine B. Hickman, who presided over Los
Angeles County's name-change court until
recently. '
Lots of people have taken the Superior court
judge at his word.
Insurance worker William Wilson Bobo in July
became Beau Wilson Williams after his Colombian wife informed him "bobo" meant "idiot" in
her native language.
White-bearded Winfred Eugene Holley, 63,
became Santa Claus. And Frederick Koch, tired
of hearing his name mispronounced "Kotch,"
changed his moniker to Coke-Is-It.
Then there was Valentine
Kekahiolanikapukanehunamokiukakuialonoikaouiaulani Kanehailu, 27, who gave up spelling his
name for people and simplified it — to Valentine
Likolehau Likolehau Nebhaus.

p.m. For information
call 762-2504.
————
Registration for evening classes at Murray
State University will be
from 5 to 7 p.m. in Curris Center Ballroom.
— ——
Woodworking
Workshop will start at
5:30 p.m. at Murray
State University. For.information call 762-3392.
AA will meet at8 p.m.
at American Legion
Building,. South Sixth
and Maple Streets.
——— —
Murray TOPS (take
off pounds sensibly
Club will meet at 7 p.m.
• at Health Center.
————
Murray Lions Club
will meet at 6:30 p.m. at
Murray Woman's Club
House.
————
Cub Scouts will meet
at 6:30 p.m. at East
Calloway Elementary
School.

Wednesday, Aug. 28
Harold.. and The Boys
will be at 7 p.m. at
Robert E. Johnson
Theatre, Fine Arts
Center, Murray State
University. For 'information call 762-4421.
—— ——
The Youth Club of
First Christian Church
will start at 5 p.m. at the
church.
————
Auditions for Paducah
Symphony Orchestra
Will be at Music Department, Murray State
University, from 3 to 5
p.m.
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at County
Road Department, East
Sycamore Street.
————
Senior citizens activities will be from 10
a.m. to 2 p.m. at Hazel
and Douglas Centers.

Ladies day events at
Oaks Country Club will
include golf at 9 a.m.
Wednesday, Aug.28
and bridge at 9:30 a.m.
Auditions for Master
—— ——
Ladies Day Golf will
be played at 9 a.m. at
Murray Country Club.
————
Calloway County
Residential
Homemakers Council
11j •41111
meeting will start at
9:30 a.m. at Holiday Inn
with dutch treat luncheon at 11:30 a.m.
—— ——
Membership Drive of
Commercial
Murray Civic Music
Association will continue at downtown
branch of Bank of
Murray.
——— —
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Central Shopping
Center, Murray, from 9
a.m. to noon and 1 to 3
p.m.
*FREE ARCHITECTURAL SERVICE*
——— —
Bereavement Support
•FREE ESTIMATES*
Group will meet at 9:30
FHA, FmHA, VA APPROVED
a.m. and Diet and
Diabetes meeting will
be at 2 p.m., both in
third floor classroom of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
'NNW
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BUILDERS
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NO JOB TOO LARGE
NO JOB TOO SMALL
••••

,
N
4 16

Suntanning Studio
BellAir Shopping Center

Tuesday, Aug.27

L'.:
4`- 1111111

Mon.-Fri. 8 a.m.-10 p.m.
Sat. 9-5

y

Remodeling (All Types)
t

"BUILDING FOR A
BETTER TOMORROW"

•••

1lierArft.
Additions
(Any Type or Size)

-.AT 753-8593
•

Graded Choir and
Missions Enrollment
Fair will meet at 5:45
p.m. in Fellowship Hall
of First Baptist Church.
FtiFinformation call the
church office, 753-1854.
_

K&K STUMP REMOVAL
Me (On !V
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Thursday, Aug.29
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open
from 10 a.m. to 2 p.m.
for activities by senior
citizens.
————
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Baptist Church.
————
Murray Civitan Club
will meet at 7 p.m. at
Homeplace Family
Restaurant.
————
Free government
commodities will be
distributed from 9 a.m.
to 3:30 p.m. at County
Road Department, East
Sycamore Street.
————
Cub Scouts of Murray
City Schools will meet at
6:30 p.m. at Carter
Elementary School,
South 13th Street.
————
Cub Scouts will meet
at North Calloway
Elementary School at
6:30 p.m.
————
Membership drive of
Murray Civic Music
Association continues at
D94nitown Branch of
rank of Murray.
————
AA and Al-Anon will
have closed meetings at
8 p.m. at First Christian
Church, Benton. For information call 753-01'361,
762-3399, 753-7764 or
753-7663.
————
Murray Single Connection will meet at 7
p.m. at 'Perri's hours,
205 North Sixth St.
————
Health Express of
Murray-Calloway County Hospital will be at
Visitor Information
Center at Golden Pond
from 9 toll a.m. and 1 to
3 p.m.

Bon11) clefriicie(1
WATERFORD. Conn.
(AP) — Ray Bradbury,
known for his futuristic
novels, defends nuclear
weapons as having
"prevented a mkjor
war."
Bradbury turned 65
•last week in Waterford,
where he was turning
"Fahrenheit 451" into a
musical drama at the
O'Neill Theater
Center's Opera Music
Theater Conference:
"The atom bomb_ is
the most.,,!:;:prlstian thing
we've ever invented,"
Bradbury said in an interview in Sunday's edilions of The Day of New
London. "I'm totally
convinced it's prevented
Russia from taking over
the rest of Europe."
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AROUND THE HOUSE
French, English designs come from Orient
Americans
sometimes seem to have
a bit of an "interior"
complex since so many
of our design inspirations have come from
France and England.
But, says designer
Ray Sobota, perhaps
we'd be less intimidated
if we realized that many
of the French and
English designs are
themselves based on
Oriental motifs.
"The Chinese invented the cabriole leg
and much else besides,"
says Sobota, director of
design for Century Furniture Co. Furthermore,
he adds, many of the
most illustrious
designers of history —
Thomas Chippendale,
for example --borrowed
heavily from the
Chinese.
According to Sobota,
fretwork, which is
'characteristic of much

18th century English
furniture, is one of the
least-recogVed Oriental borrowirts. Western
furniture designers and
artists found the ornamental detailing and
patterns"on Chinese architecture so interesting
that they used them as
repetitive cut-out patterns to add interest to
furniture. Fretwork is
found as a design element on wallaper and
fabric, too.
Chinese motifs appeared not only on furniture, but also on 18th
century silver, chink,
textiles and architecture. In fact, the cult of
Chinese decoration was
so widespread that the
term "chinoiserie" was
invented to describe it.
While the Chinese influence was greatest in
England and also
flourished in France,.
the young nation of

Americain the late 18th
and 19th centuries Was
also influenced. Besides
the obvious motifs of
pagodas and Orientalgarbed figures, examples of chinoiserie include the flowers, trees
and bushes *of China,
such as the mulberry,
tOe peony and the
willow.
Today, the enthusiasm that began in
the 18th century has reemerged as Oriental
style home furnishings
once again become
popular. Today's interior designers use the
style as it was always
used: to lend distinction
to a faceless interior, to
provide a bit of color in
a drab room, to suggest
formality and richness.
One of the special advantages of decorating
with Oriental-style furnishings is the ability to
create both traditional

and contemporary settings with them.
Chinese-inspired pieces
such a lacquer screens.
Oriental rugs and ebony
and ivory furniture and
accessories are timeless
and are likely to remain
fresh and attractive for
many years.
Perhaps one reason
for the richness of
Chinese designs is their
symbolic content, which
may lend power to the
furnishings. Animals,
birds and elements of
nature are not merely
pretty designs to the
Chinese; each has a particular meaning. For example, the dragon
represents the deity and
has been the symbol of
the Chinese emperor,
Before 1912, when China
became a republic, the
five-clawed dragon was
used only on rugs made
for the emperor or important princes. Others

had to be content with a
four-clawed dragon.
Foo dogs are probably
one of the most familiar
Chinese depictions on
rugs as well as in
bronze. The Foo (or Fu )
dog is the companion of
Buddha whose Chinese
name is Fu. Elements of
nature such as the sea
and mountains symbolize luck and a long
life. Butterflies stand
for luck while fish mean
abundance. Tortoises
also indicate long life
while stags are supposed to stand for well
being.
If "important" Oriental furnishings such as
carved furniture,
screens and rugs seem
to be too rich for a room,
one can acquire a touch
of the Orient with
wicker furniture, ginger
Jar lamps, Chinese
brush stroke artworks
or pottery.
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Lang: Sharp saw vital to cutting plywood

•
•

By ANDY LANG
AP Newsfeatures
Q. — I am going to use
plywood in a room I plan
to start finishing soon. I
have worked with solid
wood panels for years,
but I have never done
anything with plywood.
My main concern is how
it should be sawed, as I
understand certain fundamentals must be
followed to avoid trouble. Can you give me
some advice about the
use of plywood?
A. — You did not say
whether you would be
using a hand saw or a
power saw. Here is
some information about
both types of saws. With
a hand saw, place the
plywood so the good side
is facing upwards. Keep
the saw at a low angle
and be sure the plywood
is thoroughly secured.
After you mark the
plywood to be cut, you
might want to place a
long piece of scrap wood
underside along the line
of the cut. This will prevent splintering, which
may or may not occur.
Some people skip the
scrap wood method if
the underside of the
plywood is being used in
a project where it will
not be seen. You also
keep the good side of the
plywood facing upwards
when you are using a
table saw or a radial.
However, the good side
must be facing
downwards when using
a portable power saw.
In all these cases, it is
vital that a sharp saw be
used.
Q. — I soon will paint
the outside of my house.
Everything will be the
same color -- windows,
doors, shutters, gutters,
etc. I planned on saving
myself some trips up
and down the ladder by
doing everything at one
time, but now I have
just read that only the
gutters should be
painted that way and
that the rest should be
painted later. I cannot
figure out why. Can you
help?
A. — You did not say
what the gutters are
made of, but in any
case, there is a good
reason for doing the
trim later.
should
be using t'firn p ipt on
what are called the trim
parts of the house,
although regular house
paint is sometimes used. You can keep a can
of trim paint on a ladder
hook (ditto a trim
brush), but this might
call for too much
maneuvering while high
in tilts air. As for the
shutters, the best way to
paint them.is to remove
them and do it on the
ground, but here again,
some persons' prefer to
• leave them on the house.
while they are being
painted. In one case,
yoti have the trouble of
getting the paint on all
parts of the shutters; in
the other, there is the
problem of removing
and replacing them.

Q. — I have an old
chest of drawers whigh
had an enamel finish on
it. It is very dark even
after stripping off the
old finish and we Would
like to bleach it if possible. What can we use to
bring it to a lighter
color?
A. — No reason why
you should not be able to
bleach it. Use 'S. commercial bleach made
especially for wood. It is
sold in any well-stocked
paint store or art supply
house, as well as lumber
yards and home
centers. One application
is likely to do it, but use
it a second or third time
if necessary to remove
all the old stain. Sanding
also May help. The vital
thing in using this type
of bleach is that it be
rinsed off exactly as
recommended by the
manufacturer.

Q. — You once told
about cleaning a varnished piece of furniture
with some chemical you
said would not harm the
varnish finish. Was it
lacquer thinner?
A. — No. Lacquer
thinner will often harm
an old varnish finish.
The product mentioned
was denatured alcohol.
Q. — We have an oak
table which I have
decided to refinish after
taking off the old finish
with a varnish remover.
I am wondering whether
the top of the table
should have the open
pores filled. Should they
be filled, as two people
tell me, or left unfilled,
as two others say?
A. — Nobody knows
whether it should be filled. It's simply a matter
of which way you want
the oak to appear. If you
like the smooth look, fill

the pores with a filler. If
you like the textured
look, don't use the filler.
Remember, we are talking about a filler made
especially for filling the
pores of oak, mahogany
and other open-pored
woods, not the filler used to patch holes or
scratches in wood. If
you decide to use filler,
tell your dealer what its
purpose will be.
Q. — I stirred the varnish m a can and later
got a lot of bubbles on
the surface of the table I
finished. A friend told
me varnish should
never be stirred, which
is why the bubbles made
an appearance, but he
didn't know how to correct the condition. Can I
sand out,the bubbles?
A. — Not very. likely.
You would be better off
to remove the finish,
rinse according to the

directions on the
remover container, and
revarnish.
(The techniques of using varnish, shellac, lacquer, stain, remover,
etc., are detailed in Andy Lang's booklet,
"Wood Finishing in the
Home," available by
sending 50 cents and a
.long, stamped,- seVaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P.O. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743. Questions of
general interest will be
answered in the
column.)
(Guide to- Selection of
Roofing, including an
asphalt shingle color
guide can be obtained
by sending 50 cents and
a long, stamped, selfaddressed envelope to
Know-How, P. 0. Box
477, Huntington, NY
11743.
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THIS TWO-BEDROOM, ONE-BATH HOUSE has only 960
square feet, but its plan offers practically all the amenities and
niceties of a house of much greater footage A screened corner
porch is the entrance and leads to the living-dining area. For more
information about Plan fiA1316R write — enclosing a stamped,
self-addressed envelope — to architect Jan Reiner. 1000-52nd St.
North, St. Petersburg, Fla. 33710.

WATERPROOFING MATERIALBasements • Block Buildings • Cellars • Watertanks
Fish Bait Tanks • Pools • Fountains• Etc.

— Stops Seepage —
Easy to Apply • "Inside" • "Outside"
New Construction • Old Existing Problems

Now Available at:
Murray Lumber Company
104 Maple Street

Black's Decorating Center
701 South 4th Street

•Zore'%W.,SHOP US FIRST

End
Of

Rickman
) A
-----443ito
Norsworthy 2)))11W
LUMBER COMPANY,INC.

500 S. 4th Murray
753-6450
Store Hours: 7-5 Mon.-Fri.,8-12 Sat.

August Specials
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All
Purpose

X
0

THE ONLY
LADDER
You'll Ever Need
I SUPerfaki

'

Hand
Truck

REMODELING

1995

STARTS WITH A
BEAUTIFUL IDEA.

10 LADDERS
IN 1

We now have
Vinyl Guttering in Stock.

11

We're
your
Bolt
and
Fastener
Headquarters.

4

A.n Andersen bo
window can add to the charm and value of v our
home. If sour wall space is
limited. an Andersen bov
has could be ideal-it can
take up as little as
vvall space. Come see our
Andersen ndo%v displav
It could give sou
a beautiful idea Ancler`cn

44••

SuperFold is a
• Step Ladder
• Trestle
• Hi & Lo Scaffold .
• Straight Ladder
• Work Tablebase
• Stairwell Ladder
• Double Sided Ladder
• Double Step Ladder
• L-Shaped Ladder
• and many more

Now In
Stock
Close-Out

1 Ton

Power
Pull

nut ,,,,JE•v!e,.1
I•• 1n.le••••tt

711",011

Reg. $41.29
NOW

25% Off List

$21 29

Presto Pressure
Cookers & Canners
Folding Lawn
Starting $
Chairs
3195
at
$488
American Stan= Bath
Fixtures Now In Stock
- We Stock
Tobacco
Cutting Knives
• 2-Cycle
Engine Oil
Save $20.00

In

12" Aluminum
Turbines
With Base

Owens Corning

$ 1995

$ 1949

Economy
Storm Door

Merrillat

2 and 3
$3995

Roofing
*20 Year Warranty
In

Cabinets

60%

••••14.

Pt.

Off List
•

Murray Supply Co.,

CASH.& CARRY
SALE ENDS 9-3-85
A 4p.rms_affo SHOP US FIRST ITI.IWM.i.14.21 208 E. Main "Growing t get your by
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the undertaker. If you are bothered
by the thought of possible chemical
adulteration, I recommend that you
purchase water-processed decaffeinated coffee, which has not been
treated with formaldehyde
DEAR DR.
You suggested
taking Turns as a calcium supplement. What about Turns' sodium
content?
DEAR READER — Turns is composed of calcium carbonate, which is
a good acid absorber as well as a
source of calcium. Tums.does not contain vitamin D, however, so people
who use Turns as a Calcium supplement must obtain their vitamin D
from a different source.
Many of my patients who use calcium pills have chosen to take two or
three vitamin-D pills a day and to
make up the remaining calcium dose
with two or three-Turns. That seems
to work well and is less expensive
than relying solely on calcium-D
combinations. The amount of sodium
per Turns tablet is insignificant —
about 3 mg. per tablet.
DEAR DR. GOTT — What is collagen disease(scleroderma)? I have had
one positive and two negative tests
for it.
- DEAR READER — "Collagen
disease" really refers to a class of
diseases characterized by an inflam-

Gorr -

Decaf facts
lead to jitters
By Petet H. Gott:M.D.
DEAR DR.
T heard thai
decaffeinated coffee is put through I
process that uses embalming Mid. Is
this true".
DEAR READER — Many people
get jittery, not from caffeine, but
from the knowledge that decaffeinated coffee is processed with embalming fluid. Maybe that's -one reason
decaf coffee doesn't keep us awake.
The formaldehyde used in the decaffeinating process does not affect the
final product. Still, it's a little disconcerting to start the embalming process with a relaxing cup of coffee
long before most of us are ready for

Gorr -

sunday school
lesson
by h.c. chiles
The central theme of
the Epistle to the Colossians is the preeminence
of Christ. Paul's assertion
of
Christ's
supremacy fills us with
an over-whelming sense
of the majesty and glory
of the Lord Jesus.
Colossians 1:15-20
One enjoys.a new throb
assurance
of
and
satisfaction when he
reads Paul's recognition
of Christ as the visible
representation of the invisible God. Truly,
'Christ is the correct
answer to humanity's
cry,"What is God like?"
As Christ went about
blessing the children,
feeding the hungry, healing the sick, comforting
the heartbroken, lifting
the fallen, quickening the
dead,and saving the lost.
'by His actions He • was saying "God is like this.

He that hath seen me
hath seen the Father."
1. Christ is preeminent
in creation.
He was first in the purpose, the promotion, the
power and the preservation of all creation. Out of
nothing He created all
that is. Therefore. He
should
have
the
preeminence in creation.
In Christ alone all things
find their _orderly aterangement and cohere or
hold together.
.2. Christ is preeminent
in redemption.
"In Whom we have
redemption through His
blood." For Christ Who
"died for our sins," there
is no substitute, nor will
He ever have a successor. He is absolutely
the only hope of the
world so far as redemption- is coriterned.
3. Christ is preeminent

mation of collagen, the body's
"cement," which connects tissues
together. A more modern term is
"disorder of connective tissue."
Scleroderrea is a form of connectivetissue disease. It causes thickening
and scarring of the skin and certain
internal organs, notably the lungs,
heart and kidneys. The esophagus is
often involved, making swallowing
difficult.
Experts theorize Tat disorders of
connective tissue are secondary to a
malfunction of the immune system —
the biochemical police force that
identifies foreign proteins in our
bodies. Apparently, some people's
immune systems become too belligerent and attack normal structures, like
those containing collagen. Inflammation And scarring result. No one
knowS what causes this to happen.
Treatment of connective-tissue disorders involves using drugs that. reduce
irritation and undermine the immune
system's normal defense mechanisms.

Showtime
By LEE SIEGEL
goony laughs.
AP Writer
The -summer crop of
The film world has teen science films —
taken one small step "Real Genius." "My
toward dignity for Science Project" and
"nerds" this summer by "Weird Science" — tell
portraying young us that even nerds can
science wizards as more fall in love and be
than just brainy social popular, despite long
rejects with thick laboratory hours workeyeglasses, zits and ing on a death ray, an

Send your questions to Dr. Gott at
P.O. Box 91428, Cleveland, OH 44101.
Due to volume of mail, individual
questions cannot be answered. Questions of general interest will be
answered in future columns.
(NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN)

in the church..
Of Christ Paul says:
"And he is the head of
the body, the church."
Because He- is the
mighty source of its life,
the bond of its fellowship,
and the One for Whom it
bears witness, Christ
should be given His
rightful place in all its
activities.
,4. Christ must be
preeminent in our lives.
Christ deserves and
desires the first place in
our lives. Let us be sure
that we give the peerless
Christ His rightful place
of preeminence in our
lives. Let us see to it that
He is above all in our living. our giving, our
witnessing, and our
hope. Let us place Him
above self, family,
friends,
business,
pleasure, etc.; as God
wills that we should.
C'elossians 2:8-10
Paul
warned
his
readers against the peril
of rationalism and urged
them to refuse to be
taken captive by the
false ideas of the deceitful
and
dangerous
philosphers who leave
God out of their reckoning.
Three
things

characterize
the
philosophy to which Paul
referred, namely, it was
after the tradition of
men--handed down from
generation to generation
and
therefore
encumbered with many
useless impediments; it
was after the rudiments
of the world--patterned
after worthless ideas;
and it was not after
Christ.

PETS OF THE WEEK — Anna,a five-year-old
spay female Lab. top photo, and Fritz, a 2-yearold male Peek•A•Poo, are available for adoption
at Animal Shelter, hri East Sycamore Ext.. just
east of South Fourth Street. operated by Humane
Society of Calloway County. Also available is
another small shaggy male dog, mix breed, who
woulte make a good pet. Animals who do not find
hors must be destroyed. Hours of the shelter.
open to the public, are 12:30 to 5 p.m., Monday
through Friday. and 1 to 4 p.m., Saturday and
—
Sunday.

When the Judaizers
promised the Colossian
Christians that they
would experience real
fulfillment provided they
would heed the elaborate
teachings which they
were imparting to them,
in response to their offer,
Paul
reminded
his
readers that they had
already come into fOlfillment of life .....and
through Christ. God's
fullness dwells in Christ.
In every respect Christ
was, is and ever twill be
God. Union with Chris-t is
what really matters.
Salvation by Christ
leaves nothing lacking.
But apart from a personal trust in Him one
need not expect to be
saved.

alien sptce-time warp
machine and a
computer-built woman.
Science nerds are
those high-IQ types who
carry large briefcases
filled with books, sport a
pencil holder in their
shirt pockets, wear
clothing that clashes
and spend most of their
time hunched over computer terminals or
growing bacteria.
But in Tr -Star's
hysterical "Real
Genius," Val Kilmer
plays rebellious science
wizard Chris Knight,
who wears an "I love
toxic waste" T-shirt and
makes clear he has sex
hormones as well as a
brain. Strong chemistry
develops between Gabe
Jarrett's socially
humiliated teen-age
prodigy and a talkative
female science buff.
Danielle Von Zerneck
portrays awkward,
bespectacled Ellen in
Touchstone Films' mildly interesting and amusing "My Science Project." She becomes
magnetically attracted
to John Stockwell's
handsome Mike, who
submits the alien space't
time warp machine for
his science project
because he was too busy
fixing cars to come up
with-his own.
But this film can't
resist mocking the standard nerd image, seen
in the character Sherman, who looks and
sounds like a geek with
his bottle -glass
eyewear, crew cut and
donkey-like laughter. To
make matters worse,
Ellen drops Sherman
'like a hot isotope and
suddenly stops wearing
her glasses as she falls
for Mike.
So much for nerd
liberation.
Anthony Michael Hall

Your Individual
Horoscope
Fraaces Drake

ALPHASEARCH

Alphasearch
1303 Poplar Street
Murray, Ky.

Will research
anything in
print. Computersearches also
available.
Call: 753-9700
Parker Brown.

What kind of day will tomorrow be? To find out what the stars say, read the
forecast given for your birth sign.
FOR WEDNESDAY,AUGUST 28, 1985

For all your Trove! Reservations Call

Marjorie and Bill Major
7S3-0880
representing
American and International Trareltime

America's getting the
picture in just 1 hour
from KIS:
No more waiting days Or weeks
Now you can get your film
developed in just 60 minutes with
our revolutionary new Kis 1-Hour
Photo Processor We'll take your
110:126, 135 or disc film and give
you picture-perfect prints on
Kodak• paper in no time.

ARIES
(Mar.21 to Apr. 19)
Luck comes to you through friends,
but in romance you're warned not to
come on too strong too soon. Raise
no issues.
TAURUS
(Apr.20 to May 20)
Career matters are especially
favored now. Opportunity drops into
your lap. On the home front, though,
you'll need to be patient.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20)
Though you're feeling pressures on
the job, a wonderful travel opportunity arises. Pay extra attention to detail
today.
CANCER
(June 21 to July 22)
"
IltE
New job chances require original
thinking. You can't put your foot
down with a child. Good financial
luck needs- wise handling.
LEO
(July 23 to Aug.
'22)
I
CC
Be careful of accidents around the
house. Some are swept away by
romance. Partnership enterprises
meet with,good fortune.
VIRGO
(Aug.23 to Sept.22)
The chance you've beeriwaiting for
comes careerwise. Don't slow down
your progress by being too picky.
Think big!
LIBRA
(Sept. 23 to Oct.22)
A stalemate arises with a friend
about money. An adventurous mood
spells good times for you. Enjoy fun
opportunities.

SCORPIO
(Oct.23 to Nov.21)
Career matters require patience
and thoroughness. It's at home base
where you meet with luck. Make
important domestic plans.
SAGITTARIUS
(Nov.22 to Dec.21)
Live up to your potential. Your
ideas today are truly worthwhile, but
stick to the facts. Evening doubts are
only temporary.
CAPRICORN
(Dec.22 to Jan. 19)
Though things are shaping up for
you financially, there's still a tendency to quarrel with others about
the use of your funds.
AQUARIUS
(Jan. 20 to Feb. 18)
Though you're self-confident and
surrounded by friends today, you may
feel somewhat held back by someone
close to you.
PISCES
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20)
sow
It's a good time for replenishing
energies and spirits. Stay clear of
controversy, especially on the job.
Inwardly, you are at peace.

cipe

de

A

YOU BORN TODAY are an individualist with an interest in public
service. You would make a good
leader for a cause, though you may
Lack the human touch. Something
about you remains aloof even though
you may devote your services to the
betterment of others. Mental occupations are likely to appeal to you.
You'll have success as a writer,
lecturer, lawyer' or teacher.

•

and Ilan Mitchell-Smith
play wimpy computer
freaks in "Weird
Science." They can't get
girls so they sit down at
a home computer,
punch a few keyboard
buttons and — presto! —
machine-made sexpot
Kelley LeBrock slinks
out of nowhere.
She teaches Hall and
Mitchell-Smith that
there's no technological
fix to the problem of
social isolation, and
they learn that if they're
cool and self-confident,
they' can attract real
women. Give that
woman a Nobel prize for
pop psychology.
As a comedy, "Weird
Science" is a big disappointment compared
with director John
Hughes' earlier, funnier
filins, "Sixteen
Candles" and "The
Breakfast Club." Director Martha Coolidge's
"Real Genius" shines in
comparison, with a fast
and clever script that
falters a bit, unfortunately, only during
the finale.
"Real Genius" and
"My Science Project"
rated PG, "Weird
Science" rated PG-13
because of sexual
references.
' --Motion Picture
Association of America
rating definitions:
G — General audiences. All ages
admitted.
PG — Parental
guidance suggested.
Some material may not
be suitable for children.
PG -13 — Special
parental guidance
strongly suggested for
children under 13. Some
material may be inappropriate for young
children.
R — Restricted.
Under 17 requires accompanying parent or
adult guardian.
X — No one under 17
admitted. Some states
may have higher age
restriction's.
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Dolb Parton,
Kenn Rogers
top hit charts
Best-selling countrywestern records of the
week of Aug. 25, based
on Cashbox magazine's
nationwide survey, have
been released as
follows:
1. "Real Love," Dolly
Parton and Kenny
Rogers
2. "She's Single
Again," Janie Fricke
3. "Love Is Alive,"
The Judds
4. "I Don't Know Why
You Don't Want Me,"
Rosanne Cash
5. "The Fireman,"
George Strait
6. "Modern Day
Romance," The Nitty
Gritty Dirt Band
7. "Highwayman,"
Nelson, Kristofferson,
Cash and Jennings
8. "Used To Blue,"
Sawyer Brown
9. "I Want Everyone
To Cry," Restless Heart
10. "Have I Got A
Deal For You," Reba
McEntire

AIN

The International
Court of Justice was
established at The
Hague in the
Netherlands in 1946.

Hrs.:
Mon.-Sat.
8 a.m.-8 p.n.?.
After Hrs,
Deposit For Next
Day's Service
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753-3621

Murray State / South Carolina State

2nd Roll FREE
I
• •
•
I

Saturday
7:30 p m

Stewart Stadium

• First 1000 persons receive Racer hand fans
• Bring your picnic, grills, and drinks Picnic begins at 5.,30 p.m
•Live music will be played during picnic
• Fireworks- after thogame
• Call 762-4895 for game ticket inforrhation
(Tickets bn sale 'daily in. room-211 at the stadium

tot1,i4.0Ge
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August 31

Murray-Calloway County Day

Bring in 2 rolls of 110 126 135 or
-disc film and welt process the
2nd roll free on genuine Kodak
Oaper in less than one hour Offer
expires September 14, 1985. •

1-Hour Photos
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Bullet removed from slain officer provides new evidence
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(API — Police haven't
found the weapon used
in the shooting death of
a Lexington police officer, but the bullet matches the type used by
some state troopers at
the time of the shooting,
officials said.
Dr. Frank Walen,
Mercer County Coroner,
said fragments from a
.223-caliber bullet were
, found in Roy Mardis, 35,
a canine handler who
shot Friday during a
manhunt for a jail
escapee in a cornfield
near Harrodsburg.

State police Capt.
John Lite said that type
of bullet is used in
Mini-14 rifles, which
were carried by as
many as four troopers
involved in the
manhunt.
But Lile refused to
comment directly on the
bullet taken from Mardis, who will be buried
today.
"We'd rather hold
that information until
after the funeral," Lite
said Monday.
State Police Commissioner Morgan Elkins
said through Lite that he
would neither confirm

nor deny the information about the type of
bullet.
Police are still investigating whether the
bullet that killed Mardis
came from another officer or from the subject
of the manhunt, Randy
Haight, who allegedly
shot at a trooper Thursday night in Mercer and
fled in car reported
stolen.
Police say Haight, 33,
wtecked the car and ran
from the officer, eventually heading into the
cornfield.
Warrants were issued
Monday charging

Haight with two
felonies, criminal attempt to commit
murder and unlawful
taking involving an car,
Lile said. Both warrants
are in connection with
the Thursday night incident in Mercer County.
State police have said
,Haight, _writ) escaped
from the Johnson County jail on Aug, 18, also is
a suspect in a double
slaying in Garrard
County.
But Lile said no warrants were issued Monday in connection with
that crime.
The bodies of Pat

Vance, 33, and David him to surrender, but he so thick that
at times the see each other," Lile
Omer, 40, were found didn't.
officers had to almost said.
shortly after midnight
What exactly happen- crawl through it, he
Haight, who was
Friday in a car. Both ed during the shooting is said.
wounded in the leg just
had been shot several unclear, Lite said. It
"It's possible that before his capture, is in
times, said Dr. John took place amid corn they (the
officers) may the Fayette County
Hunsaker, associate stalks and undergrowth not have
been able to Detention.Center. ,
chief medical examiner.
Lile said the pair/apparently had been shot
through the car windows and robbed.
BOBBY
. WOL
. FF
--400.4p,
_JSTO
•
The manhunt
'
-1
1 ,1
/StoelOr'
state troopers as well as
officers from several
"When two do the same thing. it
police departments.
NORTH
8-27-A
is not the same thing after
Mardis was handling his
•7 6 5
•
A
10 8
bloodhound in tracking
— Publilius Syrus.
•J 10
the suspect.
•Q J 1085
Lite said police spotWho gets the blame for today's WEST
EAST
ted the suspect and told
•A 9 4
defensive disaster'? After you have •Q 108 2
•52
•43
studied the facts, you will be able •A Q 7 5
•9 6 4 3 2
•
to judge the suspects.
K 73
+942
Dummy's trump eight won, and a
SOUTH
•K J 3
club finesse lost to West's king
V K QJ 9 7 6
West switched to the spade deuce,
•K 8 •
which East's ace won, and East
4A 6
In his opening statereturned a spade to South's king.
Vulnera
ble:
Both. Dealer South
ment Monday,
Trumps were drawn and South's The bidding:
Frankfort attorney
losers went on dummy's clubs, four
South
West
North
Joseph Leary, who is
East
hearts made with an overtrick.
1•
Pass
2V
Pass
representing the plain"I didn't know how to tell you 4•
Pass
Pass
Pass
tiffs, said he would show
that I wanted a diamond lead
that KU's action conOpening lead Heart deuce
through South's king," stated West.
tributed to the record
"I wasn't even sure you had the ace
BID WITH THE ACES
flood.
of spades."
8-27-B
"I played you for K-J-2 of South holds
spades," countered East. "Why else
*A 9 4
would you have led the deuce when
•43
dummy's clubs dictate a cash-out
•9 6 4 3 2
situation ?."
+942
Most of the blame goes to West
North South
chief engineer, vice
for leading the spade deuce instead 1+
2*
9
president and finally
of the 10. The spade deuce can be 3+
misinte
rpreted
the
;
10 leaves no
chairman of the board.
doubt that West has little interest ANSWER: Pass. Enough for a miniSinclair also served
mum raise, but not enough
in the suit. While East might have accepting North's invitation.to justify
several terms as presiguessed to switch to diamonds, his
Send bridge questions to
Aces, P0 Box
dent of the Institute of
spade continuation was a reason- 12363. Dallas, Texas 75225,The
with self-addressed
stamped
envelope
Radio Engineers.
for
reply
•
able play.
.

THE ACES R

Arguments heard in flood suit against KU
FRANKFORT, Ky.
(API — Water from the
Dix 'River contributed
no more than "an inch
or two" to the record
flood that hit Frankfort
in 1978, and could not
have been stopped by
the floodgates at the Dix
Dam, a Kentucky
Utilities' attorney,told a
Franklin Circuit Court
jury.
John T. Ballantine of
Louisville, one of KU's
attorneys, said dam
Superintendent John
Sparrow acted properly
by opening the
floodgates two days
before the flood crested
in Frankfort.
The early opening of
the gates allowed the

water to get past
Frankfort before a flood
of water from the mountains of eastern Kentucky reached the
capital city via the Kentucky River, Ballantine
said.
Dix Dam impounds
Herrington Lake and is
used by KU to generate
electricity.
But an attorney
representing Investors
Heritage Life Insurance
Co. and two individuals
said that an Army Corps
of Engineers report concluded a year before the
flood that a large
discharge from the dam
would affect propety as
far dOwnstream as
Frankfort.

The Kentucky River
crested in Frankfort at
48.5 feet on Dec. 10,1978,
15 feet above flood
stage. The flood caused
the evacuation of 2,000
people and an estimated
$50 million in damage to
the area.

In the class-action
lawsuit being tried for
the second time, the
plaintiffs allege that
KU's lowering of the
floodgates at the dam
worsened the flooding in
Frankfort.

Sinclair, pioneer in radio engineering,
died of cancer Saturday at the age of 75
BOSTON (API —
Donald B. Sinclair, a
pioneer in radio
engineering who worked
on radar defense during
World War II, died
Saturday of cancer. He
was 75.

Sinclair devoted much
of his professional life to
measuring properties of
high-frequency electrical circuits. He spent
most of his career at
General Radio Co. in
Concord. where he was
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This Money Saving Coupon,
Page will run Each
Tuesday in the Murray.
Ledger & Times
and Wednesday in
The Shopping
Guide.
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.
• Buy a year membership for .
.
.
.
only1
.
$ 995
.
and
.
. receive a movie rentals FREE! .

Opti-Ray Sunglass
with this coupon

•
w
er

•a

coupon)

.

Expires 9 1 85
INt• Wek
j

Central
"
Shoppi
ng
.

Discount Pharmacy
506 N. 12th, 753-2380

.

Any Purchase In
Our Hobby Shop
With This Coupon

I—Buy a large two item. pizza, cooked to perfection
for only $9251
Additional items $1.30
One coupon per order. Not
good with any other offers

0
IL__ _ loOpen 10-9
'
SALES & RENTAL
.
-

. Center
.

----,

--

753 7670

11881111811 •

Latpli
ex
viki.
wten

Natus le Coupon

Aie
Hardware Paint

Ear Piercing Free
6 Different ..t% les 1,1 tlltIv t,i
from.
(/ 84.75 to 87.
50
/(1

25% Off
With coupon

ll Seasons Lawn & Leisure, Inc.

(Y/
----

Murray Supply Co.
Main

205 N. 4th, Murray, 753-4110

206 E.

//11

753-3301

rbil3 *Xs. 1

8 Oz. Chopped Sirloin
$ 389

4

OVERBY HONDA
753-4092

500
e
• ( Do% ntown Across from the MethodistMapl
Church)

•Offer Good Mon.-Thurs., All Day Long
•Offer Does Not Require Coupon
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FRAMER'S GALLERY
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30% Off Any Ready Made Frame (3"x5" thru 24-x36"
Includes Oval Round
Antique Reproductions
Photograph Wood With linen Liners
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valuable Coupon

Maple Street
Tailor Shop

with salad bar

Good thru Aug 31st

Bel-Air Center
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FREE helmet with the purchase of.any Honda motorcycle or Honda ATV.
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II a.m.-I am
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II am 2am
Fri 8 Sat

DELIVERS FREE.
PHONE: (502) 753-9844
We -re on our way,
At Domino s Pizza we promise
a hot deIrcious custom made
ppm with our own special
sauce, and tyro kinds of 100%
real cheese We promise free
delivery and fast. 30 minute
service to you, door AN you
have to do is call,
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Nix looks to lofty goals as payment for off-season diligence

•

On The Line
At 5-foot-6, 2 Scott Nix may not be the ideal size
for a basketlaall player, but this summer the
Calloway County High School junior has put in
the off-season hours to overcome any handicaps
his height might plase on_his game. Nix is the onIV-returning starter from last year's 19-5 team.

If you believe in the axiom that players are
made in the off-season, you'llte interested in this
column..
If you don't believe a 5-foot-6 high school junior
can ever make it in the ranks of college basketball — don't try to convince Scott Nix that it isn't
ssibie _ - .
if you believe the allre-Ve akideri,lias made
hin•self a basketball player this summer.
Nix, if you look at his 5-foot-6 frame, isn't the
ideal imag.e of a cpllege basketball player. A
jockey. ye:, A basketball player ... hmmm.
But players like books, can't or shouldn't be
judged by their covers, Nix believes. And
because of this loherent dream, this undying
desire, the Calloway County junior will attempt
to prove a lot of people wrong about his future.
Charles DeGaulle once said. "Glory gives
'herself only to those who have always dreamed
of her."
Nix, the son of CCHS Athletic Director Jim
Nix, might be considered a dreamer by some, but
at least he's doing something about that dream.
And that's what makes this stcrry what it is.
From the moment the 1984-85 basketball
season ended, the younger Nix has refused to
turn loose of a basketball. "I've played every day
since the season ended, along with lifting weights
and attending camps. I warm up with about 50
free throws and shoot about 500 shots per day. I
just love to play," Nix says.
The older Nix, the A.D., says sometimes he'll
wake up at night to the sound of his son pounding
the backboard with shots long after the rest of the
family has gone to bed or-before the household
stirs in the morning.
"It's a oat he's always had," the elder Nix
says of his son's intentions to be a college player
someday. "I've always been a believer that you
try to do the best you can for your kids."
The best, in this instance, includes a variety of
sacrifices, not the least of which included sending Scott to five basketball camps across the
south including Murray State, Louisiana State
University, Tennessee Tech (team camp).
Louisville, and a Blue Chip All-Star Camp at
Milledgeville, Ga.
At all, except the team camp. Nix made a
- name for hirriselr as one of tfie most outstanding
players in attendence. At MSU he hit 24 of 25 to
win the free throw championship, he was the hot
shot runnerup and made the , 12-man All-,,Star
team. At LSU, in a camp of 375, his 5-on-5 team
went 11-1 and won the team championship with
Nix, again a camp All-Star, at the point._
At Louisville, another 375 member camp, Nix
won the as§i§t award for 63 _irk.eight.garne*. _he
won the speed dribble, passing and free throw
•
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Loans From $100 to '15,000
*Up to 10 Years
To Repay
•Home Loans •Personal
Loans •Consolidations
•Auto Financing
Monday-Thursday
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday
,
8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
*No Appointment Necessary
•

715 S. 12th,

753-4006

(Across from Storey's)

covering
all fields /
By JIM RECTOR
Sports Editor
/
1
4
contests and placed second in the hot shot
category. His 3-on-3 team was 15-0. His 5-on-5
team was 8-0.
•
At the invitation -only BC Camp for
underclassmen, Nix won the speed dribble contest against a camp of 130 members and placed
second in passing and free throws, once again
making the All-Star team.
One of the reasons for Nix's drive, besides the
possible college pot of gold at the end of his rainbow, is the fact that he's the only starter returning from last year's 19-5 team. He averaged
seven or eight assists per game and less than six
pdints per outing on a team leaded with inside
size and four senior starters.
"I knew if I wanted to make it (in basketball,.
I'd have to come up with a 20-foot jump shot. We
lost a couple of games last year because teams
would pack in a zone and leave me wide open. I
couldn't hit from the outside and they knew it,"
Nix said:
But hard work ithis summer, including one-onone drills almost every day against formerCalloway star Tommy Futrell, a rigid weightlifting program and exposure to some of the best
coaches in the business should pay off for the
Laker junior.
At a cost-of approximately 1200 per camp, plus
travel expenses, Nix's father hopes someday the
investment will pay off with a college
scholarship.
"I don't know what a college scholarship even
costs; nowadays, and I don't really want to
know," he laughs. "If this will 'help, I'm all for
it."
But despkte atI the time and money involved
this summer, the biggest obstacle in Nix's future
is his size, or lack of it.
But even that is being at least partially taken
care of.
Hormone shots for the past two years, which
incidentally ended this summer, have added inches to Nix's frame which would have remained
stunted without them.
__Before the _image of a dnig.-laking, -steroidpumped monster jumps into being, here's an ex-

planation of the hormone treatment involved.
At ,14, Nix was discovered to have the bone age
of a 12-year-old. Wbere his peers were growing at
•an average rate of '2-3 inches per year. he was
poking along at 14-12 per year. Since physicians
and x-rays determined the bone ends were still
wide openi_Sfor---Iriore growth. the Nix
family made an investment.
Under the strict supervision of specialists in
St.Louis, Nix underwent a hormone Program
which has enabled him to grow atwut four or five
inches .over the past year or so and 'which
possibly will help him reach the national average
height of 5-foot-9.
Without the program. doctors predicted his
maximum natural height would have been only
5-7 — a dismal prediction for one with such lofty
goals.
"I'm 5-6 and a half, now," Nix says, emphasizing the extra half. but I'm shooting for 5-9 or
.5-10 at least. I realize I could do a lot more on
basketball) if I were taller, but I'm not going to
let that stop ne."
Already, even at 5-6, Nix can grab the rim and
with daily quickness &ills and exercises, he intends to make up for height with hustle. Looking
at his summer record, he already has enough
heart.
"You know," Nix said. "basketball is
something I've always wanted to play, especially
college — major college. And all I'm asking for is
a chance."
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CalloiSIty Middle
hosts jamboree
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Calloway County Middle Schooj will be
hosting its annual middle school football jamboree. Thursday at Laker Stadium.
Eight teams will be represented in the four
quarters of action, beginning with the 5:15 p.m.
kickoff between host CCMS 7th graders and
Trigg County_7th -graders.
- .
The other three quarters will feature 8th
grade teams.
At 6 p.m. Mayfield will play Trigg County, at
6:.45 Calloway will play Paris (Tenn. 1 Grove.
and at 730 North Marshall will play craves
County.
Admission will be $2 for adults. $1 for
students.
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IIHS-CC
football
tickets
available
Pregame tickets are
on sale for the MurrayCalloway County high
school football game
which kicks off Friday
at 8 p.m. at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Both high schools and
board offices will be
ticket outlets this week
along with the Calloway
Middle School and three
county elementary
schools.
Tickets will cost $3 for
adults, $2 for students
and will be a dollar
higher at the gate. Pregame tickets will be sold
up until 11 a.m. Friday.
Both Murray and
Calloway suffered
season-opening °losses
last weekend. Murray
lost to Russellville, 22-3,
at Paducah's Purchase
Bowl and Calloway lost
at home, 6-0, to Fulton
County.
Murray High leads
the rivalry series; having won all five of the
matchups between the
two schools. Last year
Murray scored a comefrom -behind, 20-19,
triumph at Laker
Stadium.
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FUND-RAISER — Calloway County Principal Jerry Ainley (middle left) and Superintendent-Jack
Rose (middle right) buy the first tickets for the Bar-B-Que fund-raiser sponsored by the Calloway
Athletic Booster Club. Fund-raising chairmen Dan Kelly (left) and Joe Lawrence (right) make the first
sales which will benefit the Calloway athletic programs. The $3 tickets will be good for the Bar-B-Que
rib plate meal which will be served Sept. 7from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m. at the Central Shopping Center parking lot.
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Becker aims for 95-year-old Open mark
Co

NEW YORK'(AP) —
A year ago, he was oneof the relatively
anonymous kids performing on the outer fringes of the U.S. Open,
losing the junior boys'
singles final. Today.
Boris Becker appeared
in the first men's singles
match on the stadium
court.
Becker, 17 years old,
already is the youngest
LOS ANGELES AP) Wimbledon champion.
— The American The West German
Psychological Associa- wunderkind hopes to
tion on Sunday called break a 95-year-old
for the eventual record and become the
elimination of profes- youngest U.S. Open
sional and amateur box- champion. Oliver
ing to prevent brain and
nervous system injury,
but itopped short of urging an immediate ban.
The group's policyThe Associated Press
making council adopted
a resolution saying_ _ How good was Eddie
• psychologists should • Murray against the
"work to educate the California Angels?.
The crovid - at
American 'publie,
especially children and Anahe.Lm Stadium
young adults, about the started giving Min stan.dangerotis effects of ding ovations in the fifth
boxing on.the health of inning.
"Why nog? That's the
participants."
'

Boxing banurged by
APA council

as

Campbell won what in
1890 was known as the
U.S. National Championship as a 19-yearold.
Becker, fresh from a
6-4, 6-2 sweep of
Sweden's Mats
Wilander in last Sunday's final of the
Association of Tennis
Professionals Championship at Mason,
Ohio. opposed unseeded
Peter Doohan of
Australia in the day's
second stadium match
— preceded by women's
12th seed Wendy Turnbull pf Australia playing
Virginia Ruzici of

Romania and followed
by defending men's
champion and No. 1
seed John McEnroe facing Shlomo Glickstein of
Israel.
The No. 2 men's seed,
Ivan Lendl of
Czechoslovakia, begins
play Wednesday,-facing
American Jay Lapidus,
as does fourth-seeded
Jimmy Connors, who
opens against Gary
Muller of South Africa.
Wilander,, the No. 3
men's seed, went today
against Vijay Amritraj
of India on the grandstand court.
Becker, a virtual

unknown last year when
Mark Kratzman
defeated him 6-2, 7-6 in
the junior boys' singles
final, is seeded eighth
among the big boys now.
He thinks he should be a
lot higher. "At the moment," he said after his
ATP victory, "I rank
myself No. 3 behind
McEnroe and Lendl."
If he wins the U.S.
Open, he'll be the first
non-American — and
the first right-handed
man — to do so since
this Grand Slam event
moved here in 1978 from
the staid, old West Side
Tennis Club.

Eddie Murray homers Angels into submission
best performance and driving in nine runs, productive game of a
anyone's ever seen leading a seven-honier most productive career,
here, said California's attack Monday night as. drilled a three-run
Reggie Jackson. "It's the Orioles crushed the homer in the first innthe best perforinanCe -Angels 17-3.
ing, hit a solo shot in the
anyone -in baseball has
seen the last 10 years." player of-t he-week-- grand slam In the ftfth:
Murray tied award in one game,"
After the slam, the
Baltimore recprds by Jackson said.
..crowd of 45,805'stood in
hitting three home runs
Murray in the rhost appreciation.
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Obstacles plentiful between 49ers, repeat Super Bowl
,
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Three years ago, after
winning their first Super Bowl, the San Francisco 49ers were beset by injuries and the posttitle blahs, and couldn't even qualify for the
strike-expanded.playoffs.

The addition of first-round draft pick Jerry
Rice gives them the one ingredient they lacked in
1984 - a deep receiver to make Joe Montana's
mid-range passing more dangerous. Walsh
predicts Rice will beat out Freddie Solomon for a
starting job by midseason.
If there's any challenge, it will come froni the
Rams (10-6), who bombed out of the playoffs in
the wild-card round when the New York Giants
controlled Eric Dickerson and dared Jeff Kemp
to pascp Dickerson, who set an NFL single-season
rushing record with 2,105 yards, walked out of
camp in a bid to renegotiate his contract. If he
comes back, he'll find that 34-year-old Canadian
Football League refugee Dieter Brock has added
a passing threat. If the Rams can develop a pass
rush, watch out.
New Orleans tends to overload at some positions and underload at others.
The defense, led by linebacker Ricky Jackson,
is solid, and George Rogers has been traded to
Washington, easing the crush at running back
that developed when the Saints acquired Earl
Campbell.
But there's no quarterback. Richard Todd,
who had a dismal year after being obtained from
the New York Jets, is still No. 1. Nos. 2 and 3 are
Dave Wilson, who wants to be traded, and Louisiana product Bobby Hebert, who jumped from
the United States Football League's Oakland
Invaders.
About all that can be said about the Atlanta
Falcons is that it looks like more of the same about 4-12.
Four NFC East teams were in contention for
playoff spots going into the final week last year.
This year could be a repeat.
St. Louis (9-7) should have won the division
last year. The Cardinals had the best talent, led
by Neil Lomax, whose 4,614 yards passing was
the fourth best single-season performance in
NFL history.'
The most serious problem is the offensive line.
The Cards lost guard Terry Stieve to retirement
and tackle Luis Sharpe to the USFL. Sharpe
wants to come back and if he does, that means
larger holes for Ottis Anderson and Stump Mit-

NFL Preview:
NFC Outlook
•
Coach Bill Walsh says he has no such worries
this year. The 49ers lost just once in 19 games
last year and routed the Miami Dolphins 38-16 in
the Super Bowl, becoming the only team to
shackle Dan Marino in a year in which he
became the first National Football League
quarterback to throw for more than 5,000 yards.
But let's not call off the 1985 season.
It's been five years since the Pittsburgh
Steelers became the last team to win two
straight Super Bowls by beating the Los Angeles
Rams 31-19 at the Rose Bowl.
During that period, every champion has lost
more games the season after its victory than it
did in its title year. The Steelers in 1980, Raiders
in 1981 and 49ers in 1982 failed to make the
playoffs the next year. Only the Redskins in 1982
and 1983 have been to the championship game
two years in a row.
It's not like there's nobody out there.
Four teams in the NFC East have the potential
to challenge the 49ers - the St. Louis Cardinals,
New York Giants, Washington Redskins and
Dallas Cowboys. Add the Chicago Bears, Green
Bay Packers and Los Angeles Rams and there
are plenty of obstacles between San Francisco
and New Orleans, where the Super Bowl will be
played next Jan. 26.
The 49ers, whose 15-1 regular-season record
gave them a five-game cushion over the Rams,
should have little trouble in the NFC West.

Class 3A Redbirds in race for East pennant
LOUISVILLE, Ky.
( AP)- With just seven
games left in the
regular season, including three against
rival Nashville, the
Louisville Redbirds are
In for a season-finale
showd.own in the
American Association's
Eastern Division.

But they started their pushed its record to
final homestand off 68-67 and left Nashville
right with an 8-4 victory a half-game back at
over Nashville Monday 67-67.
night that gave them
The four-game series
their first outright continues tonight with
possession of first place Louisville's Kevin
in the division, since Hagen., 9-9, against
Aug. 12.
Nashville's Paul Voigt,
Louisville, winning its 11-8.
sixth game out of seven,
Gary Rajsich con-

tinued his hitting streak
with a three-run homer
that snapped a 4-4 tie in
the bottom of the fifth
and drove in Gene Roof
and John Morris.
It was his third threerun homer .in • four
games, amassing 13
RBIs in his last seven
games.

chell; more time for Lomax to find Roy Green.
and probably a division title.
The Giants (9-7), may have,found one element
they lacked last season - a running game in
rookie George Adams and USFL refugee
Maurice Carthon to go with Phil Simms, who
passed for more than 4.000 yards last year toa
young reteiving corps headed by Lionel Mandel.
The Redskins, who won the division with an
11-5 record,.'have the same problem they've had
since the days of George Allen - age. But Bobby
Beathard and Joe Gibbs do the-same things Allen
did - suceessfully come up with the right body
for the right hole.
on./
This year, the body is Rogers. John Riggins is
back, and Gibbs says he may sometimes abandon his one-back set to get them both into the
game.
Dallas (9-7) missed the playoffs for the first
time in 10 years last year with a teamlhat added
16 new players. But the Cowboys seem to have
solved a couple of problems.
For one thing, there's no quarterback controversy. Tom Landry says he'll start Danny
White at quarterback over Gary Hogeboom,
although is expected to miss final two preseason
games because of injuities. For a second, the offensive line, so banged-up last season that the
Cowboys finished the year with five guards in the
lineup, is back intact.
But Dallas' strength is defense - Randy White
up front, an improving linebacker corps led by
second-year Eugene Lockhart and what may be
the best secondary M football.
Philadelphia (6-9-1) revived late last season.

Manning
announces
retirement

But new owner Norman Braman's austere financial policies have resulted in several holdouts,
most importantly by wide receiver Mike Quick,
the team's one offensive threat. Even some
Eagle players predict-disaster.
The Chicago Bears (10-6) survived a series of
injuries to quarterback Jim McMahon to win the
Central Division and reach the NFO title game.
They did it with the /NFL's most dominating
defense, - which registered a league-record 72
sacks.
Green Bay started 1-7 in Forrest Gregg,s first
year, then finished 7-1. The key is the health of
quarterback Lynn Dickey, who took his usual
battering last year but still.managedto throw for
3,196 yards.
The other three Central teams changed"
__coaches.
Minnesota, 3-13 under Les Steckel, brought
back Bud Grant, who realistically pronounced
that there would be no Super Bowls this year.
Still, Grant and a healthy Tommy Kramer at
quarterback could produce a third-place finish.
Tampa Bay (6-10( brought in Leeman Bennett
to replace John McKay. Bennett was confronted
with an immediate problem
the loss for the
season with a back injury of his best defensive
player, Leroy Selmon. One plus is James Wilder,
who led the league- in combined rushing and
receiving yardage last season.
Detroit (5-11) lost its best player last year
when Billy Sims tore up his knee. Siins isn't full
strength yet, which means serious problems for
Coach Darryl Rogers. who replaces Monte
Clark.

7 70/0
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MANKATO, Minn.
(AP) - Archie Manning, whose 14-year National Football League
career was Mostly spent
as a scrambling New
Orleans Saints' quarterback, announced his
retirement from professional football.
Manning, 36, who
spent the last two years
as a Minnesota Vikings
backup quarterback,
cited problems with his
right elbow as the
reason for his decision
to leave .the NFL and
'return to his home in
New Orleans to pursue
other interests.
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ESCORT-EXP-TEMPO-MUSTANG
LTD-THUNDERBIRD-LTD
CROWN VICTORIA
..1-FULL SIZE PICKUPS-ECONOLINE VAN
CLUB WAGONS
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Special Red carpet
Lease Rates Available

PARKER FORD
INC.

701 Main St.
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Your disoount parts supermart

Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck parts...save 10-50%

Major League Baseball Standings
Maier League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
Toronto
New York
Detroit
Baltimore
Boston
Milwaukee
Cleveland

78 47
73 40
67 57
66 57
58 64
56 66
44

80

Pct.
624
.563
.540
.553
475
.450
.355

GB
4
10%
11%
18%
30%
33%

West Division
71 54
568
68 54 .557 1%
65 60 .520 6
60 62 .492 9%
57 68
466 14
66 67
461 14%
46 77 .37424
Monday's Gems.
Cleveland 4, Milwaukee 3, 1st game
Milwaukee 8, Cleveland 3, Ind game
Chicago 7, Barton 6, 10 beano
Kansas City 9, Texas 2
Toronto 4, Minnesota 3
Baltimore 17. California 3
Detroit 6, Seattle 3
Oakland 3. New York 2, 15 inning'
Timulars Games
Boston (Trujillo 3-2) at Cleveland (Wardle 5-6),(n)
Texas(NoWs 4-7) at Chicago (Burns 13-6). (1)
Toronto (Filer 7-0) at Minnesota (Viola 13-10).(n)
Kansas City (Jackson 12-7) at Milwaukee
(Cocanower 3-3). Oil
Baltimore (McGregor 10-11) at California (Witt
11-7). (n)
Detroit (Tanana 7-11) at Seattle (Young 8-14),(n)
New York (Guidry 16-4) at Oakland (John 3-5). (n)
California
Kansas City
Oakland
Chicago
Seattle
Minnesota
Texas

St. Louis
New York
Montreal
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
San Diego
Cincinnati
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
76 46
75 49
6656
61 61
5866
39 82
West Division
73 49
67 58
64 58
56 67
51 71
48 75

Pct
GB
623
605 2
552 flkt
500 15
472 18%
322 36%

3 GREAT BUYS ON ALL SEASON STEEL BELTED RADIALS!

508 .536 7%
.525 9
.456 17%
.418 22
390.25%

•
P155 001113
Wrutesvail
No trade n•ecssa

Monday's Games
San Francisco 7, Montreal 4
Lon Angeles 6, New York 1
Philadelphia 4. San Diego 3
St Louis 3. CincinnaU 0
Atlanta 2, Pittsburgh 1
Chicago 10, Houston 4

P•55
Jr,tewen
No trade needed

New Tiempo N Radial

Tuesday's Games
San Francisco (Blue 5-6) at Montreal I Youmans
1.1). (n)
Los Angeles (Fleuss 11-8) at New York (Fernandez
5-7).(n)
San Diego (Thurmond 5-7) at Philadelphia Denny
8-10),(n)
St. Louis (Tudor 15-8) at Cincinnati )McGaffigan
1-1).(n)
Pittsburgh (Rhoden 8-13) at Atlanta (Bedrosian
5-11).(n)
Chicago (Botelho 0-2) at Houston 4 Niekro
In

Waltman
Sta.

SALE MICE
No trade
seeded

P185/80813
P185/754314
P195/75814
P205/75814
P205/751315
P215/75815
P22 ,75815
P23575815

$43.65
$45.45
$49.50
S53.115
S54.t5

Arriva Radial

$57.55

S59.40
$63.15
Sale Ends August 31

TRIPLES - McGee. St. Lads, 15; Samuel.
Philadelphia, 11; Coleman,St. Louts. 10; Raines, Montreal. 10, Gladden. San Francisco. 7.
HOME RUNS - Murphy, Attanta.$t; Guerrero. Los
Angeles, 80; Parker, Cincinnati, 2$; Schmidt.
Philadelphia, 22; JCIark, St. Louis. 21
STOLEN BASES - Coleman. St. Louis, IS; Raines,
Montreal, 50; Lopes, Chicago. 42; McGee,
42: Radio. Cincinnati. 41
PITCHING (10 decisions) - Franco. Cincinnati.
11-1, 917, 1.94; Ooodsn, New York, 20-3. .870, 1.78;
Welch, Los Angeles. II-2. BIC 210; Horshiser, Los
Angeles, 13-3. 813, 2.37; Burke, Montreal, 2-2, 800,
1 78, Hawkins. San Diego, 16-4: .800, 02
STRIKEOUTS - OMi, Wow Tort. 212. Wiwi.
Houston. 178, Soto. Cincinnati. 178. Valenzuela. Los
Angeles. 171, Darling. New itark, 125.
SAVES - Reardon. 1665ttri6l. M. locarnith.
Chicago. 38: Oaseage.Ian DIN% au Sutter, Mean,_
ttscloWaYL.:11L
30
11:451446.4
1Wilbia.

iouth 12th

Sir""

SALE PatCE
ele basis
mewled

Weasitatl
Size

SALE PRICE
go trade
aweett

P165/75813
P165'801313
P175/75813
P115/80813
P185/80813
P185.,65814
P175,75614
P185'75814

$54.00
$56.45
557.10
$58.05
558.95
$64.35
$59.25
563.95

P195/751314
P205.75814
P215 75814
P195,75815
P205/75815
P215/75815
P225:75815
8235 75815

$67.05
57095
$7490
$6935
$73 75
S7700
$80.45
$84 15

SALE PRICE

81658081.'
P175 8081-2
818.5,80813
75 75614
P185 '5814
I' 3 4" 5414

S6015
361 95
$6315
$6345
$68.50
$71.80

878-13
C78-14
078-14
E78-14
F78-14
G78-14

444-6L

IF rot'day
Low enc.
wow els) km

Whitsms0

$32.90
635.20
$36.40
$3720
$39.60
$43.05

H78-14
E78-15
F78-15
G78-15
H78-15
L78-15

Size

P2i.> ..5r14'
P195 75815
P23575815
P2,5 751315
P225 75815
P235 75815

Tracker LT

Siackwall
Size

E 1006yd/iv
Low Po."
WEER Ewe It.

$45.80
$3875
S41.10
$44.20
$4550
$4885

You may also use these other ways to buy Amencsn Express Carle Blanche
Diners Club MasterCard Visa
Not ava)iabie at some locations

G78-15
H78?-1'5
L78-15

800-165
875-165
950-165

Load
Range

SALE
PRICE
No trade
needed

95

$59.95
$65.00
$67.50
$69.95
$75.00
$79.95

,a 0•IV
L
tra nate Wt6YEZ

• The strength of tempered
tongwearmg-rtylart toed
• The peoenclabibry of rugged
bias-Ply construction
• L.Se on front or rear ..hee,
drive veh,cies
Sale Ends August 31
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GOOD,YEAR

PRICES LIMITED WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS SHOWN ARE AVAILABLE AT GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTERS SEE ANY OF THE BELOW LISTED
INDEPENDENT DEALERS FOR THEIR COMPETITIVE PRICES WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS AUTO SERVICES NOT AVAILABLE AT STARRED LOCATIONS

Oil, Lube, Filter

Rudolph Godilyear.
Murray, Ky.

U.S. 641 S.
"Business is Good

"We Have A Winning T.
,am

(502)753-0595
Quality, Quantity &

Price

So(i(Hoile Centel

dr
ves7'(•80)41808

S76.05
$76.90
578 95
582.60
$86.15
$8980

SAVE ON THIS LIGHT
TRUCK TIRE FAVORITE!

tilt Ott WI

OUICKtREDIT FROM CITIBANK

Me trade
wows

Sits

ATO '3

I ASK US ABOUT 90 DAYS SAME AS CASH

SALE PRICE

Wenswee

ise Haw
wawa

Sets Ends August 31

Power Streak II

WhOeorall
Sue

nonoe.,

'Vector Radial
*Sasso
Sus

GOODYEAR BIAS-PLY

60

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats) - Boggs. Boston. .359
Brett. Kansas City, 358; Henderson. New York. 340.
Mattingly, New York. .331; Lacy. Baltimore. 316
RUNS - Henderson, New York, 106, Ripken.
Baltimore. 89; Murray. Baltimore, 86, Whilaker.
Detroit. 36; Wlnfield. New York. 35
ELS' - Mattingly. New York. 101, Murray:
Baltimore, 102; Winfield. New York: 88: Bell. Toronto.
87; Ripken, Baltimore, 87
HITS - Boggs, Boston. 174: Mattingly, New York.
163: Wilson. Kansas City. 152. Bradley. Seattle. 151.
Brett. Kansas City, 148
DOUBLES - Mattingly, New York, 39: Bdtkner,
Boston,36; Boggs. Boston. 32. Cooper, Milwaukee. 12.
Brett, Kansas City. 30; Walker, Chicago, 30, Davis.
Oakland...10.
TRIPLES Kansas City. 19. Butler.
Cleveland, 12; Puckett. Minnesota. 11. Barfield,
Toronto,!; Cooper. Milwaukee.!. Bradley. Seattle. 8
HOME RUNS - Fisk. Chicago, 3$. DaEvans.
Detroit, 29; Bell, Toronto, 27; Balboni, Kansas City.
IS; °Thomas, Seattle. 24. Kingman. Oakland. 24
STOLEN BASES - Henderson. New York, 57. Pet
B., California, 36; moon, RAPALA City. 39: Butler,
Cleveland. 35; Moseby. Toronto. 31
PITCHING (10 decisions) - Cliburn. California, 8-2
.800, 1,80. Guidry, New, York. 16-4. .800. 292.
Sagerhagen. Kansas Cit'164. .762, 2 81. Birtsas
Oakland, 10-4..714. 3 56, Latbrandt, Kansas City. 13-6
2.7I.; Romanic., California. 134. .064. 3.75
_STRIKEOUTS,EPrIevea. Minomoir.ligzhiorna.
Devon, 107;-2
,
3saimister. Chicago. HT: . Burns.
Chicago. 138; Witt. California, 1311.
. SAVES - Quisinberry, Kansas City. IS: Hernando., Detroit, r; Howel1„,r0ekliaist II; FUghetti.
31111111fack.111L11.1agnot chicago. n:.Dhlaacaahilttor116•-111.

753-8971

'Meese
illze

Sale Ends August 31

Major League Baseball Leaders
NATIONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats) - McGee, St. Louis, .360;
Herr. St. Louis. .324; Guerrero. Los Angeles, .321:
Rabies, Montreal, .310; Gwynn. san Diego, .306.
RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta.96; Rallies. Montreal,92;
Coleman, St. LAWS, 88; Guerrero. Los Angeles, 011;
McGee, St. Louis. 85.
RBI - Murphy. Atlanta. 90; Herr. St. Louis. 87:
Parker, Cincinnati, 86; JCIarit, St. Louis, 64; °Wilson.
Philadelphia, 81.
HITS - McGee, St. Louis, 160; Gwynn. San Diego,
149; Herr. St. Louis. 1441; Raines, Montreal, 142;
Parker. Cinciruusti, 141.
DOUBLES - Herr. St. LOWS. 31: Wallach, Montreal. 30; Parker, Cincinnati. 29; Hernandez. New
York, 28; GWileon, Philadelphia, 27.
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Nix looks to lofty goals as payment for off-season diligence
If you believe in the axiom that players are
made in the off-season, you'llte interested in this
column
If you don't believe a 5-foot-6 high school junior
can ever make it in the ranks of college basketball - don't try to convince Scott Nix that it isn't
'possible. •
•
Nix, if you believe the above axiorm:has made
By JIM RECTOR
harsell a basketball player,this summer.
Nix, if you look at his 5-foot-6 frame, isn't the
Sports Editor
ideal in.age of a college basketball player. A
jockey. yes A basketball:player ... hmmm.
But players. like books, can't or shouldn't.be
contests and placed second in the hot shot
judged by their covers, Nix believes. And
category. His 3-on-3 team was 15-0. His 5-on-5
because of this ieherent dream, this undying
team was 8-0.
desire, the Calloway County junior will attempt
At the invitation-only BC Camp for
to prove a lot of people wrong about his future.
underclassmen. Nix won the speed dribble conCharles DeGaulle once said, "Glory gives
test against a camp of 130 members and placed
-herself only to those who have always dreamed
second in passing and free throws, once again
of her."
making the All-Star team.
Nix, the son of CCHS Athletic Director Jim
One of .the reasons for Nix's drive, besides the
Nix, might be considered a dreamer by some, but
possible college pot of gold at the end of his rainat least he's doing something about that dream.
bow, is the fact that he's the only starter returnAnd that's what makes this story what it is.
ing from last year's 19-5 team. He averaged
From the moment the 1984-85 basketball
seven or eight assists per game and less than six
season ended, the younger Nix has refused to
points per outing on a team loaded with inside
turn loose of a basketball. "I've played every day
size and four senior starters.
since the season ended,along with lifting weights
"I knew if I wanted to make it (in basketball ),
and attending camps. I warm up with about 50
I'd have to come up with a20-foot jump shot. We
free throws and shoot about 500 shots per day. I
lost a couple of games last year because teams
just love to play." Nix says.
would pack in a zone and leave me wide open. I
The older Nix, the A.D., says scrme„times he'll
couldn't hit from the outside and they knew it,"
wake up at night to the sound of his son pounding
Nix said.
the backboard with shots long after the rest of the
But hard work this summer, including one-onfamily has gone to bed or before the household
one drills almost every day against former
stirs in the morning.
Calloway star Tommy Futrell, a rigid weightlif"It's a goal he's always had," the elder Nix
ting program and exposure to some of the best
says of his son's intentions to be a college player
coaches in the business should pay off for the
someday. "I've always been a believer that you
Laker junior.
try to do the best you can for your kids."
At a cost of approximately $200 per camp, plus
The best, in this instance, includes a variety of
travel expenSes. Nix's father hopes someday the
sacrifices, not the least of which included seninvestment will pay off with a college
ding Scott to five basketball camps across the
scholarship.
south including Murray State, Louisiana State
"I don't know what a college scholarship even
University, Tennessee Tech (team camp),
costs,
nowadays, and I don't really want: to
•
Idouisville, and a Blue Chip All-Star Camp at
know." he laughs."If this will help, I'm all for
-11filledgevillie, Ga.
it."
At all, except the team -camp, Nix made .
But despite all the time -and money Involved
name-farhirnself as One °rifle most outstanding
this summer, the biggest obstacle in Nix's future
players in attendepce. At MSIThe hit 24 of 25 to
is his size, or lack-of it.
On The Line
win the free throw championship, he was the hot
But even that is being at least partially taken
shot runnerup and made the 12-man All-Star
care of.
Xt -fot6'25
Scott 1ix may not be the ideal size
team. At LSU, ip a canip of 375, his 5-on-5 team
Hormone shots for the past two years, which
for a basketball player, but this summer the
went 11-1 and won the team championship with
incidentally ended this summer, have added inCalloway County High School junior has put in
Nix, again a camp All-Star, at the point.
ches to Nix's frame which would have remained
the offseason hours to overcome any handicaps
At Louisville, another 375 member camp, Nix
stunted without them.
his height might place on his game. Nix is the onwon the assist award for 63 in eight games, he
Before the image of ,a drug-taking, steroid.1rellirning 'tarterfrom last year's.19-1•Icam. ... won the -speed -dribble, passing -and -free- throw
-pumped-monsterlipflpS
iiefe'•in -6i,-
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Marilyn Burkeen

Sara Harrell
Connie Jones

Loans From $100 to $15,000
*Up to 10 Years
To Repay
•Home Loans •Personal
Loans •Consoji,dations
•Auto Financing
Monday-Thursday
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m.
Friday
• 8:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
*No Appointment Necessary

715 S. 12th

753.4006

(Across from Storey's)

MHS-CC
football
tickets
available

planation'of the hormone treatment involved.
At 14. Nix was discovered to have the bone age
of a 12-year-old. Where his peers were growing at
an average rate of 2-3 inches per year, he was
poking along at 14-12 per year. Since physicians
and x-rays determined -the bone ends were still
wide open, allowing for more 'grolkth, the Nix
-family made an investment7
Under_ the strict supervision of specialists in
St.Louis, Nix underwent a hormone program
which has enabled him to grow-about four or five
inches over the past year-or -so -an& which
possibly will help him reach the national average
height of 5-foot-9.
Without the program, doctors predicted his
maximum natural height would have been only
5-7 - a dismal prediction for one with such lofty
goals.
"I'm 5-6 and a half. now." Nix says, emphasizing the extra half,."but I'm shooting for 5-9 or
5-10 at least. I realize I could do a lot more (in
basketball) if I were taller, but I'm not going to
let that stop me."
Already, even at 5-6. Nix can grab the rim and
with daily quickness drills and exercises, he intends to make up for height with hustle. Looking
at his summer record, he already has enough
heart.
"You know," Nix said, "basketball is
something I've always wanted to play, especially
college - majdr college. And all I'm asking-for is
a chance."

Calloway Middle
hosts jamboree
Calloway County Middle School will be
hosting its annual middle school football jamboree. Thursday'at Laker Stadium.
• Eight teams will be represented_ in the four
quarters of acii9n, beginning with the 5:15 p.m.
kickoff between host CCMS 7th ,graders and ,,
trigg•Cbtint ,7th graders.
The other jhree• quarters will feature 8th
grade teams.
At 6, p.m. Mayfield will play Trigg County. at
6:45 Calloway will play Paris (Tenn.) Grove.
and ak 7:30 North Marshall will play Graves
County.
Admission will be $2 for adults. $1 for
students.

_

Pregame tickets are
on sale for the MurrayCalloway County high
school football game
which kicks off Friday
at 8 p.m. at Ty Holland
Stadium.
Both high schools and
board offices will be
ticket outlets this week
along with the Calloway
Middle School and three
county elementary
schools.
Tickets will cost $3 for
adults, $2 for students
and will be a dollar
higher at the gate. Pregame tickets will be sold
up until 11 a.m. Friday.
Both Murray and
Calloway suffered
season-opening losses
last weekend. Murray
'lost to Russellville, 22-3,
at Paducah's Purchase
Bowl and Calloway lost
at home, 6-0, to Fulton
County.
Murray High leads
the rivalry series, having won all five of the
matchups between the
two schools. Last year
Murray scored a comefrom -behind, 20-19,
triumph at Laker
Stadium. ,

FUND-RAISER - Calloway County Principal Jerry Ainley (middle left) and Superintendent Jack
Rose (middle right) buy the first tickets for the Bar-B-Que fund-raiser sponsored by the C11.1110WILY..
Athletic Booster Club. Fund-raising-chairmen Dan Kelly (left) and Joe Lawrence (right) make the first
sales which will benefit the Calloway athletic programs. The $3 tickets will be good for the Bar•B-Que
rib plate meal which will be served Sept. 7 from 9 a.m. until 9 p.m. at the Central Shopping Center parking lot.

Becker aims for 95-year-old Open mark
•

NEW YORK (AP) - Cimpbell won what in Romania and followed
unknown last year when
A year ago, he was one 1890 was known as the by defendin
g men's Mark Kratzman
of the relatively U.S. National Chamchampion and No. 1 defeated him 6-2, 7-6 in
anonymous kids perfor- pionship as a 19-year- seed
John McEnroe fac- the junior boys' singles
ming on the outer fr- old.
ing Shlomo Glickstein of final, is seeded eighth
inges of the U.S. Open,
Becker, fresh from a Israel.
among the big boys now.
losing the junior boys' 6-4, 6-2 sweep of
The No. 2 men's seed. He thinks he should be a
singles final. Today, Sweden's Mats
Ivan Lendl of lot higher. "At the moBoris Becker appeared ---Wilander in last Sun- Czechoslovakia,
begins ment,"he said after his
in the first men's singles day's final of the play Wednesda facing
ATP victory,. "I rank
y,
match on the stadium Association of Tennis America
n Jay Lapidus, myself No. 3 behind
court.
Professionals Cham- as does fourth-seeded McEnroe and Lendl."
Becker, 17 years old, pionship at Mason, Jimmy
Connors. who
If he wins the U.S.
already is the youngest Ohio, opposed unseeded opens
against
Open,
Gary
he'll be the first
LOS ANGELES (AP) Wimbledon champion. Peter
Doohan of Muller of South Africa. non-American - and
- The American The West German
Australia in the day's Wilander, the No. 3 the first right-handed
Psychological Associa- wunderkind hopes to
second stadium match men's seed, went today man - to do so
Since
tion on Sunday called break a 95-year-old
- preceded by women's against Vijay Amritraj this Grand Slam event
for the eventual record and become the
12th seed Wendy Turn- of India on the grands- moved here in 1978 from
-elimination of profes- youngest U.S. Open
bull of Australia playing tand court.
the staid, old West Side
sional and amateur box- champion. Oliver
Virginia Ruzici of
Becker. a virtual Tennis Club:
ing to prevent brain and
nervoas system Injury,
but stopped short of urging an Immediate ban. The . group's.policyThelAssociated Press
making.council adopted
best performance and driving in nine rtins, productive game of a
Hosy good was Eddie anyone's ever seen leading a Seven-homer most
a resolution saying
productive career,
psychologists should Murray.. against the. hare," said California
-attack Mayday night as drilled a heee-r
"work to educate the California Angels?.
_ Reggie Jackson. "It's the Oriolei criiihed the homer in the first
inn-T-h e•-e
w-d---a-4- the best 'performance Angels 17-3.
A m cr1 can7-pub-lic,
ing. hit a solo shot in the
espe_cially :children apd • Anaheim Stadium „ anyone in baseball has
"Ha earned the- fourth and- bei*ed
young adults, about the • staitedgiving him stan- seen the last 10 yew's." prayer-of-the -week 'grand slam
in the fifth.
dangerous effects of .ding ovations in the fifth
Murray tied,award in one game,"
After -the slam, the
boxing on the health of Inning.
•
Baltimore records by Jackson paid.
crowd of 25,805 stood in
participants."
"Why not? That's the hitting three home runs
Murray, in the mofit appreciation.

Boxing ban
urged by
APA council

• . Eddie Murray homers Angels into submissi
on

•
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Obstacles plentiful between 49ers, repeat Super Bowl
By DAVE GOLDBERG
AP Sports Writer
NEW YORK (AP) - Three years ago, after
winning their first Super Bowl, the San Francisco 49ers were beset by injuries and the posttitle blahs, and couldn't even qualify for the
strike-expanded playoffs.

NFL Preview:
NFC Outlook
Coach Bill Walsh says he has no such worries
this year. The 49ers lost just once in 19 games
last year and routed the Miami Dolphins 38-16 in
the Super Bowl, becoming the only team to
shackle Dan Marino in a year in which he
became the first National Football League
quarterback to throw for more than 5,000 yards.
But let's not call off the 1985 season.
It's been five years since the Pittsburgh
Steelers became the last team to win two
straight Super Bowls by beating the Los Angeles
Rams 31-19 at the Rose Bowl.
During that period, every champion has lost
more games the season after its victory than it
did in its title year. The Steelers in 1980, Raiders
in 1981 and 49ers in 1982 failed to make the
playoffs the next year. Only the Redskins in 1982
and 1983 have been to the championship game
two years in a row.
It's not like there's nobody out there.
Four teams in the NFC East have the potential
to challenge the 49ers - the St. Louis Cardinals,
New York Giants, Washington Redskins and
Dallas Cowboys. Add the Chicago Bears, Green
Bay Packers and Los Angeles Rams and there
are plenty of obstacles between San Francisco
and New Orleans, where the Super Bowl will be
played next Jan. 26.
The 49ers, whose 15-1 regular-season record
gave them a five-game cushion over the Rams,
should have little trouble in the NFC West.

The addition of first-round drift pick Jerry
Rice gives them the one ingredient they lacked in
1984 - a deep receiver to make Joe Montana's
mid-range passing more dangerous. Walsh
predicts Rice will beat out Freddie Solomon for a
starting job by midseason.
If there's any challenge, it will come from the
Rarirs (10-6), who bombed out of the playoffs in
the wild-card round when- the New York Giants
controlled Eric Dickerson and dared Jeff Kemp
to pass.
Dickerson, who set an NFL single-season
rushing ecord with 2,105 yards, walked out of
camp in a bid to renegotiate his contract. If he
comes back, he'll find that 34-year-old Canadian
Football League refugee Dieter Brock has added
a-passing threat. If the Rams can develop a pass
rush, watch out.
New Orleans tends to overload at some positions and underload at others.
The defense, led by linebacker Ricky Jackson,
is solid, and George Rogers has been traded to
Washington, easing the crush at running back
that developed when the Saints acquired Earl
Campbell.
But there's no quarterback. Richard Todd,
who had a dismal. year after being obtained from
the New York Jets, is still No. 1. Nos. 2 and 3 are
Dave Wilson, who wants to be traded, and Louisiana product Bobby Hebert, who jumped from
the United States Football League's Oakland
Invaders.
About all that can be said about the Atlanta
Falcons is that it looks like more of the same about 4-12.
Four NFC East teams were in contention for
playoff spots going into the final week last year.
This year could be a repeat.
St. Louis (9-7) should have won the division
last year. The Cardinals had the best talent, led
by Neil Lomax, whose 4,614 yards passing was
the fourth best single-season performance in
NFL history.
The most serious problem is the offensive line.
The Cards lost guard Terry Stieve to retirement
and tackle Luis Sharpe to the USFL. Sharpe
wants to come back and if he does, that means
larger holes for Ottis Anderson and Stump Mit-

chell; more time for Lomax to find Roy Green.
and probably a division title.
The Giants (9-7), may have found one element
they lacked last season - a running game in
rookie George Adams and USFL refugee
Maurice Carthon to go farith Phil Simms, who
passed for more than 4,000 yards last year to a
young receiving corps headed by Lionel Manuel.
The Redskins, who won the division with an
11-5 record, have the same problem they've had
since the days of George Allen - age. But Etobby
Beathard and Joe Gibbs do the same things Allen
did - successfully come up with the right body
for the right hole.
This year, the body is Rogers. John Riggins is
back, and Gibbs says he may sometimes abandon his one-back set to get them both into the
game.
Dallas (9-7; missed the playoffs for the first
time in 10 years last year with a team that added
16 new players. But the Cowboys seem to have
solved a couple of problems.
For one thing, there's no quarterback controversy. Toni Landry says he'll start Danny
White at quarterback over Gary Hogeboom,
although is expected to miss final two preseason
games because of injuries. For a second, the offensive line, so banged-up last season that the
Cowboys finished the year with five guards in the
lineup, is back intact.
But Dallas' strength is defense - Randy White
up front, an improving linebacker corps led by
second-year Eugene Lockhart and what may be
the best secondary in football.
Philadelphia (6-9-1) revived late last season.

Manning

But new owner Norman Braman's austere financial policies have resulted in several holdouts.
most importantly by'wide receiver Mike Quick.
the team's one offensive threat. Even some
Eagle players predict disaster.
•
The Chicago Bears IIQ.6 ; survived a series of
Injuries to quarterback Jim McMahon to win the
Central' Division and reach the NFC title game.
They did it with the NFL's most dominating
defense, which registered a league-record 72
sacks.
Green Bay started 1-7 in Forrest Gregg's first
year, then finished 7-1. The key is the health of
quarterback Lynn Dickey. who took his usual
battering last year but still managed to throw for
3,196 yards.
Other three Central teams changed
coaches.
Minnesota, 3-13 under Les Steckel, brought
back Bud *Grant, who realistically pronounced
that there would be no Super *Bowls this year
Still, Grant and a healthy Tommy Kramer at
quarterback could produce a third-place finish
.Tampa Bay-46-10i-brought-in -Leeman Bennett to replace John McKay. Bennett was confronted
with an immediate problem - the loss for the
season with a back injury of his best defensive
player, Leroy Selmon. One plus is James Wilder.
who led the league in combined rushing and •
receiving yardage last season.
Detroit 15-11) lost its best player last year
when Billy Sims tore up his knee. Sims isn't full
strength yet, which means serious problems for
Coach Darryl Rogers, who replaces Monte
Clark.

.'70/0

announces
retirement

OR CASH

MANKATO, Minn.
(AP) - Archie Manning, whose 14-year National Football League
career was mostly spent
as a scrambling New
Orleans Saints quarterback, announced his
retirement from professional football.
Manning, 36, who
tinued his hitting streak
with a three-run homer spent the last two years
that snapped a 4-4 tie in as a Minnesota Vikillgs
the bottom of the fifth backup quarterback,
and drove in Gene Roof cited problems with his
and John Morris.
right elbow as the
It was his third three- reascin for his decision
run homer in. four to leave the _NFL and
games, amassing 13 return to his home in
RBIs in his last seven New Orleans to pursue
other interests.
games.

ESCORT-EXP-TEMPO-MUSTANG
LTD-THUNDERBIRD-LTD
CROWN VICTORIA
FULL SIZE PICKUPS-ECONOLINE VAN
• CLUB WAGONS

Class 3A Redbirds in race for East pennant LOUISVILLE, Ky.
(AP)- With just seven
games left in the
regular season, including three against
rival Nashville, the
Louisville Redbirds are
in for a season-finale
showdown in the
American Association's
Eastern Division.

But they started their pushed its record to
final homestand off 68-67 and left Nashville
right with an 8-4 victory a half-game back at
over Nashville Monday 67-67.
night that gave them
The four-game series
their first outright continues tonight with
possession of first place Louisville's Kevin
In the division since Hagen. 9-9, against
Aug./12.
Nashville's Paul Voigt,
Louisville, winning its 11-8.
sixth game'out of seven,
Gary Rajsich con-

Special Red Carpet
Lease Rates Available

PARKER FORD
INC. Murray

" 701 Main St.
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Your discount parts supermart
Do it yourself...save big bucks!
Car & truck partsmsave 10-50%
Major League Baseball Standings
Maio/ League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
East Division
W L
Pd. GB
Toronto
78 47 .024 New York
73 50 .503 4
Detroit
87 57 .540 10%
Baltimore
05 57 .533 11%
Boston
58 64
473 18%
Milwaukee
56 Ile
Me 20%
Cleveland
44 80
355 33%
West Division
California
71 54
568 Kansas City
68 54
567 1%
Oakland
05 80
530 6
Chicago
80 62
482 9%
Seattle
57 88
me 14
Minnesota
55 67
651 14%
Texas
44 77 .374 94
Monday's Games
Cleveland 4. Milwaukee 3, 1st game
Milwaukee 8, Cleveland S. 3nd game
Chicago 7. Boston 6. 10 innings
Kansas City 9, Texas 2
Toronto 4. Minnesota 3
Baltimore 17. California 3
Detroit 6. Seattle 3
Oakland S. New York 2, 15 /rulings
Tuesday's Games
Boston (Trujillo 3-2) at Cleveland (Wardle 5-5). Int
Texas (Notes 07) at Chicago (Burns 13-81. ft)
Toronto (Filer 74) at Minnesota (Viola 13-10),(n)
Kansas City (Jackson 107) at Milwaukee
(Cocanower 3-3).(n)
Baltimore (McGregor 1011) at California (Witt
11.7). (n)
Detroit (Tanana 7.11) at Seattle (Young 8-14),(n)
New York (Guidry 16-41 at Oakland (John 3-5). (n)

St. Louis
New York
Montreal
Chicago
Philadelphia
Pittsburgh
Los Angeles
San Diego
Cincinnati
Houston
Atlanta
San Francisco

NATIONAL LEAGUE
East Division
W L
76 46
75 49
6956
81 81
5865
3982
West Division
73 49
67 58
64 58
56 67
51 71
48 75

Pd. GB
.623
.605 2
5E3 13%
500 15
.472 18%
322 36%
.508
.536
.525
455
.418
390

3 GREAT BUYS ON ALL SEASON STEEL BELTED RADIALS!

7%
9
174
23
25%

95

Monday's Games
San Francisco 7, Montreal 4
Los Angeles 6, New York 1
Philadelphia 4. San Diego 3
St Louis S. Cincinnati 0
Atlanta 2, Pittsburgh I
Chicago 10. Houston 4

P15580013
P4mtewail
No track. ropectect

P155 82F-.3
Whoewali
No Iraoe need,'

New Tiempo N Radial

Arriva Radial

SALE PIUCE
*8)15.46
No naRS
See
••••M
P185/801113
543.65
P185/751314
$45.45
P195/75814
$49.50
P205/75814
$53.85
P205/75815
$54.75
P215/75815
$57.55
P22f,1751il5
$59.40
'P235751115
$63.15
Salo Ends August 31

Tuesday's Games
San Francisco (Blue 5-6) at Montreal I Youmans
1.1), In)
Los Angeles (Reuss 11-8) at New York (Fernandez
5-7), In)
San Diego (Thurmond 571 at Philadelphia (Denny
8-10).(n)
St. Louis (Tudor 15-8) at Cincinnati I McGaffigan
1-1). In)
Pittsburgh (Rhoden 8-13( at Atlanta (Bedrosian
011).(n)
Chicago(Botelho 02) at Houston I Niekro 010), in

NO'
,KW harta0ea

IIINImasal
SIM
P165,751113
,
1 165,80813
P375/75813
P175,80813
P185/80813
P185,65814
P175,75814
P18517511.
14

&ALE
PRICE
Ns uaie
IVIMEms11
line
amillal
P195,175814
554.00
$56.45
P205/751414
P215/75814
357.10
358.05
P195/75815
$58.95
P205/151115
P215,175815
$64.35
P225.'75815
559.25
P23575815
$63.95
Salo Ends A4/94.1g1 31

SALE PRICE
IN Hole
aimed
S67.05
S70.95
$74.90
$69.35
$73.75
577.00
$80.45
$8415

Vector Radial
Soo
P165 8081.i
P175-80813
P185;80813
F175 75814
P185 75814
P195 75814

Wanitsau
SU.
P205 751114
P19575815
P205 75815
P215 , 75815
P225'75815
P23575815

SAVE ON THIS LIGHT
TRUCK TIRE FAVORITE!
Tracker LT

95

Al 13
*Mess
PPM ol0 hit

lUiTiONAL LEAGUE
BATTING (300 at bats) - McGee, St. Louis, .3110;
Herr. St. Louis, .324; Guerrero. Los Angeles. .821;
Raines, Montreal, .310. Gwynn. San Diego. .305.
RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta,95; Raines. Montreal.93;
Coleman. St. Louis, 88; Guerrero. Los Angeles. 98;
McGee. St. Louis. 95.
RBI - Murphy. Atlanta. 90; Herr. St. Louis, 87;
Parker, Cincinnati, 80; JCiarit St. Louis.84; °Wilson.
Philadelphia. 81.
PUTS -'McGee. St. Louis. 100; Gwynn, San Diego,
149: Herr. St. Louie. 146; Raines. Montreal, 142;
Parker. Cincinnati. 141. .
DOUBLES - Herr. St. Louis. 31: Wallach. Montreal, 30; Parker, Cincinnati. ;I; Hernandez, New
York, 23; GWilson. PMiadelphia, 27.
TRIPLES - McGee, St. Louis. le, Samuel,
Philadelphia, 11, Coleman.St. Lode,10, Reims, Montreat 10; Gladden, San Francisco. 7.
HOME RUNS - Murphy. Atlanta. U: Guerrero. Los
Angeles, SO, Parker, Cincinnati, 23; Schmidt.
Philadelphia, xi; JCIark, St. Louis. 21
STOLEN BASES - Coleman. St. Louis, 90; Raines,
Montreal, 50. LopestaiChicago, 42; McGee, St. Louis.
42. Redus. Cincinnati. M.
PITCHING (10 dedidons) - Franco. Cincinnati,
11-1. 917, 1.04, Ooodan, New York, 20.11. .870. 1.72;
Welch. Los Angeles, 02. .818, 2.10; Hershissr, Lou
Angeles, 1$-0 .813, 2.17: Burke. Montreal, 11-2. .300,
1 78, Hawkins, San Diego. 16-4. .800. $00.
STRIKEOUTS - Cloidan. New York, 212. Ryan.
-Houston. 178; Biota, Cincinnati, 178; Valmisuela. Los
Angeles. 171: Derling. New York. 1118.
SAYKS - Reardon. Kelnual. 112;
Chicale, U; Clownige. flab Oleg*.Bl; Sutter. Alialita.
W; Damn& Houston, 1St Pewee. Cincinnati, 15.

iouth 12th

AMERICAN LEAGUE
BAITING (300 at bats) - Boggs, Boston, .359.
Brett, Kansas City. .358: Henderson, New York, 340.
Mattingly, New York, .331; Lac)), Baltimore, .316
RUNS - Henderson, New York. 106; RIpken,
Baltimore, 89; Murray, Baltimore. 86; Whitaker.
Detroit, 96; Winfield. New York, 85.
RBI - Mattingly, New York, 104; Murray,
Baltimore, 102; Winfield. New York,88, Bell, Toronto.
87; Ftlpkert Baltimoh. 87
HITS - Boggs, Boston, 174; Mattingly. New York,
163; Wilson, Kansas City, 152; Bradley, Seattle. 151.
Brett, Kansas City. 148
DOUBLES - Mattingly. New York. 39: Buckner,
Boston.30 Hogg,. Boston, 33; Cooper, Milwaukee. 32.
Brett, Kansas City, 30: Walker. Chicago, 30; Davis.
Oakland. 80.
TRIPLES - Wilson, Kansas City. 19: Butler.
Cleveland, 12; Puckett, Minnesota, 11, Barfield.
Toronto,8; Cooper, Milwaukee, 8: Bradley. Seattle. 8
HOME RUNS - Flak. Chicago, 33: Nayarit..
Detroit. 29; Bell Toronto. 27; Balboni. Kansas City.
26: °Thomas, Seattle, M. Kingman. Oakland, 36
STOLEN BASES - Henderson. New York, 67. Pet.
Us, California. 30; Witiledt. Kansas City. W; Butler.
Cleveland. IS; Moseby. Toronto. 31.
PITCHING 110 decisions - Cliburn,California. 8.2.
.900. 1.80: Guidry,' New York, 18-4, 800. 292,
Sabs7hRVIII) Kansas City. 0111, 751, 281. lingua.
Oakland, 10-4,.714.3.56: Leibrandt, Kansas City. 13-6,
.11131, 2.79; Romardck, Callfornia. 134. SS& $ 79
STRIKEOUTS - Blyleven, Minnesota. 100. Morris.
Detroit, 152; FBannister, Chicago. 147. Burns.
Chicago. 130 Witt, California, 136
- Quiesisberry, Kansas . city. 30.HerHOW•11, OIMEMEM. 23. Funtiet11.
nantlea."Detroit..
New Tert.SS: Warne*.Chicago. lit: Diloors.Cantor.
1186. 85,

strf,„, 7t)3- 971

BtackwsiI

WIstesse
Sus
B78-1 3
C78-14
078-14
E 78-14
F 78-14
.078-14

-kiAa

E'Of VSOY
Low Phc•
Mn,old,,..

Whttaterell
See

$32.90
135.20
$36.40
$37.20•
$39.60
$43.05

H78-14
E78-15
P78-15
078-15
H78-15
178-IS

E voryday
Los Price
With *Who.

$45.80
$3875
141.10
544.20
$46.50
$4685

l QUICK CREDIT FROM CITIBANK
ASK US ABOUT 90 DAYSSAME AS CASH

You may also use mese Other wayS to
()meta Club MasterCard v,sa
Not available at some locations

buy

American Express Carte Btancne

- SALE PRICE
N. ems
mime
$76.05
57690
S7895
S82&4)
s86 15
58980

Sate Ends August 3i

GOODYEAR BIAS-PLY
Power Streak II

Major League Baseball Leaders

PRICE
Re nom'
sessIM
$60.15
561.95
563.15
$6345
568.50
571.80.

SALE

lit/1111551111

SUR
G78-15
H78-15
L78-15
800-165
875-165
950-165

Load
Range

SALE
PRICE
No trade
flooded
$59.95
$65.00

$67.50
$69.95
$75.00
$79.95
.a.

• 'a
"se
adicl ‘4AIIQC
NG bete what.:

• The strength of tempered
long -wearing nylon cord
• The Clependabil,ty of rugged
bias-ply construchon
• Us6 on front or rear wheel
dr.ve ,en.cles
Sale Ends August 31

GOODfrl'EAR

PRICES LIMITED WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS SHOWN ARE AVAILABLE AT GOODYEAR AUTO SERVICE CENTERS SEE ANY OF THE BELOW LISTED
INDEPENDENT DEALERS FOR THEIR COMPETITIVE PRICES WARRANTIES AND CREDIT TERMS AUTO SERVICES NOT AVAILABLE AT STARRED LOCATIONS

Oil,- Lube, Filter

199

s
Rudolph Goodyear.
U.S. 641 S.
Bosirteti is

Gooci

Murray, K y.
iho Have A Winning Team

(502)753-0595
Quality, Quantity 11 Price'

..o7111,..orle Center
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Don't Import
Beyond that, there are
strict regulations prohibiting the importing of
certain wild animals into the state for any purluite
de
. wild
b
Kentucky Veterinary Medical Association monk parakeet, th
javelina and nutria, wild
turkey, the San Juan
Pity the poor little result in human °rabbit, bears,
bobcats,
rabbits, orphaned in infection.
cougars and wolves.
their nest by the mowTularemia is another
The only exceptions to
ing machine. And the danger. In humans it
this regulation are zoos
baby squirrel dropped causes headache, with animals
for
from its nest. As well as nausea, high fever and exhibit.
the young raccoon ob- severe prostration,
Department of
viously disoriented and followed by extreme
lost.
weakness, recurring
To pity them is fine. chills and profuse
To take them home with sweating. Even slight
you, even if the pity is contact with an infected
sincere, may be opening animal is sufficient to
to you a Pandora's box transmit the disease,
WINCHESTER, Ky.
of trouble and which is caused by (AP) — East Kentucky
disappointment.
Francisella tularensis, Power Cooperative is
May Not Adapt
which can penetrate un- filling in a hillside near
To begin with, wild broken skin. It is so its headquarters with
animals have per- highly infectious that ash from a disposal site
sonalities and natural special precautions to make room for more
instincts that equip must be taken in waste and increase
them to survive in a wild laboratories when at- storage capacity
for
environment. They may tempts are made to equipment.
not survive in captivity, isolate it.
At the peak of the
and certainly will not
Legalities
moving operation this
thrive. Most have an inAll wild animals in fall, trucks will be haulstinctive fear of man as Kentucky are protected ing as many as 100 loads
well, which further com- to one degree or another a day, six days a week,
plicates things. And by government regula- from the 14-foot deep,
then, you simply may tions. To keep one in 8-acre landfill, company
not have time to care for captivity requires a spokesman Robert
the very young accor- holding permit, Miller said.
ding to their needs.
available from the
TransAsh Co. of CinWild rabbits are a Department of Wildlife cinnati was awarded a
good example. If their for $6 per year. The $50,000 contract for the
eyes are not open, they holder is subject to in- project, which began
require almost constant spection by the depart- three weeks ago.
attention. If they can ment at any time to
Utilities that burn
see, their fear of man assure the animal coal to generate elecbecomes a dominant receives proper care. tricity are required by
factor and they may Penalty for violation is a the U.S. Environmental
refuse to eat or drink.
fine ranging from $15 to Protection Agency to
No matter how good $100, plus court costs.
keep ash out of the air.
the intention, attempPet stores and others The waste is collected in
ting to raise extremely dealing with animals for two ways, Miller said
young wild animals may exhibition or sale re- explaining that bottom
Innocently result in quire a commercial ash' accumulates when
their death.
license, available from coal is burned and fly
Beyond that, consider the same department at ash is captured by
the danger to humans. a cost of $30.
devices in smokestacks.
Skunks, - for example,
Federal regulations
East Kentucky has
are the primary reser- protect most birds such four "ash ponds,"
or
voir of rabies in Ken- as hawks, eagles and landfills, near the Dale
tucky. Baby skunks owls. Permits for keep- Power Station at Ford.
have been known to be ing them in captivity Until recently, it had
carriers and even a are difficult to obtain been digging new sites
playful nip from an in- and penalties are as existing ones were
fected young skunk can severe.
filled.

By Abigail

NIMALS

Van Buren

Suicide Attempts Will Recur
If Cry for Help Isn't Heard
pEAR ABBY: You frequently deal
with many subjects that are socially
taboo. May I bring to your attention
one that is rarely mentioned: attempted
jF&erifuccessful
suicide there are three to five failed
attempts. Studies reveal that a person who makes one attempt is 10
..rames..mure-likely than the average
person to end up as a suicide
statistic
Adolescents and young adults are
attempting suicide in alarming
numbers. An attempt to destroy
oneself is a desperate cry for help,
an angry attempt to punish someone, or an effort to deal with feelings
of intense pain, hopelessness, frustration and depression.
Some teen-agers who try to kill
themselves have fantasies of being
"reborn," denying the finality of
death Many expect to be rescued.
But tragically, when they are rescued
after a long delay, they suffer from
xygen deprivation and or the toxic
effects of an overdose, leaving the
Would be suicide with irreversible
brain, heart, kidney or liver damage.
Unfortunately% many first at
tempts are not taken seriously, and
the underlying problem surfaces
again to end with tragic .consequences for victims and. survivors
alike.
Abby. please print this and sign
me
A CONCERNED PROFESSIONAL

.-•

DEAR VONCERNED: If attempted suicide is a part of an
ongoing dialogue, then a successful suicide is a final message
to which there_ can be no reply.
- Parents teachers And friends
of teen-agers should be alert to
the cry .for help in any attempt
At. suicide, and do everything
possible to respond to that message.
Trained counselors are as
close as your telephone. Ask the
operator for the nearest suicide
hotline. Somebody will listen
because somebody cares.

Wildlife personnel
recommend that if you
discover orphaned wild
animals, report it to
their office or to local officials who will contact
them. They are equipped to care for young
animals and then
release them in their
natural habitat. They
will pick up such wild
animals with no questions asked.
Those who wish to
keep wild animals in
captivity should also be
aware that not all

DEAR ABBY: Recently my husband and I had dinner at a very nice
restaurant. When we gave the
waitress the order for our.aPpetizers,
she said, "You got it, you guys!"
After the dinner order was given,
she said the same thing. After we
ordered coffee, she said again,"You
got it, you guys!" This went on
through the whole dinner.
We are not oldsters, but we would
have appreciated more respect than
"you guys."
She was a good waitress. We
didn't want to report her to the
manager. What would you have
done?
CUSTOMERS, NOT "GUYS"

S's

DEAR ABBY: There is a chap in
our office who is 35 years old, lives
at home and seems perfectly happy.
His mother packs his lunch every
day, does his laundry and cuts his
hair. He says he never invites a
young lady out until he introduces
her to his "Mum."
Abby, he likes the way he lives,
but is it healthy for,a grown man to
.depend on his. mother so much?
OFFICE CHUMS
IN VICTORIA, B.C.
DEAR CHUMS: If he likes the
way he lives, it's healthy, and
will probably continue to be
until he loses his mother,or she
loses him.
,
•*

When the Dale station
was built in the 1950s
"rules and regulations
weren't in place like
they are today, so not
much thought was given
on how much land to
buy. We just went down
and bought what we
need for the plant,"
Miller said.
"For us to be able to
keep operating the plant
down there, in keeping
with the law, we needed
to have another ash
pond," he said.
Land for such uses
has become scarce in
Clark County, though,
and the company didn't
want to devote effort as
much as would be
necessary to hauling
ash from the power station to a distant landfill,

1
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HOW WILL WE KNOW
WHERE TO GET ON?
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THERE'S ONLY ONE
THING I DON'T
UNDERSTAND

...WHY DC) THEY
CALL THEM

SLUMBER
PART I E57?
If

JEWRY Scr.577

1.4ZT
7
Ceramics Christmas hours starting
Sept. 9. will be open
Mondy & Friday
lp.m.- 9p.m., Tues
MAMIE Brown Play
School is open 181/2
hours daily 6a.m. til
12:30a.m. New borns to
6 years old. Four
qualified staff members, unique fun filled
program. For more
Information call after
11:00a.m. daily 753-7359

ziaSrcre,
-,9 .corwrs..

..***(4.

"We'll ask you one more time, stranger—if you're
really a cowboy from the Rio Grande, then why
ain't your legs bowed or your cheeks tan?"

Classes Tue.-Thurs.
2:00 p.m. til 10 p.m.
1 mile from Murray
Hwy. 94 East
Phone 753-0079

ACROSS

38 Mild expletive
40 Mine veins
1 Seed container
42 Compass point
4 Besmirch
43 Choir voice
9 Inquire
45 cancelled
12 Ventilate
47 Pedal digit
13 Martinique
49 Calumniate
volcano
50 Ductile
14 Eisenhower
54 Choice part
nickname
57 Metric measure
15 Lucid
58 Flowering tree
17 Soviet citadel
60 Hindu cymbals
19 Word of sorrow 61 Moisture
21 Cheer in Madrid 62 Canonized
22 Entrusts
person
25'Heavenly bodies 63 Pitching stet.
29 Egbally
DOWN
• 30 Scoff
32 Redact
1 Moccasin
33
heep
2 Lubricate
35 G say bric
3 Vision
37 Individual
4 Weakens by

AMMO"
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excessive
exertion
5 Myself. ,
6 Antlered animal
7 Danish island
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SUNSHINE
CENTER
A Christian
Child
Development
Center
Has openings for
ages 2-5 & 6-10
after school care.
Limited enrollment. Qualified
personnel.
Phone
753-6695

2 r
yellc
100
plea
753.
a.m
hay(
neut
all tt.

LOST
female
be on r
Wearin
collar,
Rewar(
leading
6

H

Mur

PIANO LESSONS
Piano teacher, new
to Murray, has opening for students.

Ap

Hermitage Place

753-2532

Ca
Rivi

7177
WORK!

-Guarar
No e
sales. I

MC VISA'

Recieye a mastwcard w Visa
credit card regardless of your
past credit history, or present
marital $tatus
(No Sayings
Account Required', I

address
velope;
3418 En
Pierce.
EXCEI
for pa

GUARANTEED!
For application call
uREDIT
1-800-637-6680
(toll free)

assemi
info. c
Ext. 804

rEDEI
civil jot
Call 1info. 24

FOR SALE
Antique selfplayer piano,
very good condition, $850.
Floor drill press,
$125. 71/21'
table saw, $75.
Call 753-4862.

8 Wa ks
unsteadily
9 Be II
10 Snow runner
11 Range of
knowedge
16 Charity
18 Apportion
20 Take unlawfully
22 Gem weight
•
23 Kind of orange
24 Surgical thread
26 Fuss
27 Wash lightly
28 Spirited horse
311s borne
34 Male
36 Disregard
39 Specks
41 First king of
Israel
44 Irritates
46 Commonplace
-48-Lembts-pee
•
name
50 Youngster
51 Before

52 Recent
53 Yale man
55 Sailor
56 Outdo's high
note
59.Article

Notice

"LIMITED OFFER

Answer to Previous Puzzle
CAP
APARA
LO
0131
RED AN
AIR
LATTER
PEBBLE
RAFT
TL
riBLY
EAR
ALSO
POT
SCREAM I Nli
AS
SAT
PIE
A el
COMPLEMID
AP
EMIR
DAL
MISS
I $
BUE
TARGET
ENTIRE
AGE
COUNT
LET
POD
TONTO
KEA

—

5

NO CREDIT
CHECK!

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
9A),rs

Sol
7-

Miller said there
haven't been similar
problems at other power
plants because officials
have been able to plan
for ash storage sites.
For example, the
utility's new J.K. Smith
site, under construction
at Trapp and to be completed by 1992, will have
3,000 acres reserved for
a landfill.

Z.:OSMETOEOGY by
LaDora, a new hair
salon. Cuts $5, perms
$25. shampoo/set $5,
manicure $3.50
753-0658, Closed Wed.

Cindi Lin
Ceramics

.‘,985 :MAKI,
••hre Svxhcate Sc

TNE LONE RANGER I-IA5 TONTO,
THE GREEN HORNET 14AS KATO,
AND BATMAN ;-4A5 ROBIN.
TWE (APED AVENGER NEEDS A
SIDEKICK TOO

121

Ashley
New
Fireplace Insert.
Call
753.1794
after 4:00.

_ 141 I' \I F: I
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MODULE STOP '

NOT YET, I KNOW
NEIL WANT TO
LOOK AT
IT

2

Miller said,
Instead, it decided to
clear its No. 4 Dale landfill and create the new
level site behind the
headquarters with the
ash. When the hillside
has been filled in, the
ash will be packed and
covered with topsoil and
grass will be sown, he
said.

2

2.Notice

THE GENERAL'S MOTOR
souNps PINNY. SHOULP
I TAKE TIN
FOR REPAIR?

2

••=lo=

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS

•

C.3RT... WE 4DE
GIZZA AND POPCORN
Ar(D GIGGLED MOST
THE

MIN

KentuckyEas
utility is moving bottom
ash from disposal site to fill in hillside

DEAR CUSTOMERS:A friendly, tactful word of caution to the
waitress would have been an act
of kindness. The next customers
she "you guys" may report her
to the manager, costing her her
job.
I probably wouldn't have
tipped her off (pun unintentional) until I read this.

NO, WELL BE RING IN A
'MOBILE ATTENDANCE
MODULE:. THAT'S
THEY CALL A SCHOOL BUS

veterinarians are willing to treat them, and
that treatment of wild
animals is not always as
successful as treatment
of domestic animals.
If you're thinking of
catching a wild animal
for a pet, best advice is
— don't!
If you're thinking of
buying one at a pet
store, thus covering the
legal aspects, look
around in advance for a
veterinarian who both
has the expertise and is
willing to treat it.

WANTED now
standing hardwood timber
for domestic & imports.
..Smatil or large tracts.
Gel top dollar. New
aggressive timber
merchandising concept.
Needed immediately.
Send information in
detail to P.O. Box
1040-A. Murray. Ky.

91.

Jim Suitor &
Jerry Henry will
be
in
our
showroom,
-from 6:30-8:00
Mon., Tues.,
Thurs., Fri.
PURDOM
MOTORS, INC.
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now tal
•
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THE ‘11UHICAY LEDGEH & TIMES

CLASSIFIEDS
2

No•tice

2.Notice

15. Articles for Sale

TI ES11.41', AUGUST 27, 1985

Miirray Ledger & Times

24. Miscellaneous
36. For Rent or Lease
OREGON bars
-17i 15 x60 BUILDING

46. Homes for Sale

53. Service

s Offered
53 Services Offered
53 Services Offered
NEAR Murray, 3 BR, APPLIANCE
11/2 bath, brick, 2 car SERVICE. Kenmore.
PAINTING
Newest
attached garage. 15x24 Westinghouse,
WHIRLPOOL heavy
swimmi
ng pool, central Whirlpool. 23 years
Party Plan
duty washer with 4
37. Livestock -Supplies
heat & air on 71/2 experience.. Parts and
INTERIOR
cycles, only $6.00 per
Christmas around
Has Monroe
acres,
$53,500. Also. 43 service. Bobby Hopper.
R sale, white Burock
EXTE*10111
week. Rullolph
the world, hiring
acres
12 miles N. of Bob's Appliance SerBoar or trade for a boar
Heavy Duty
PAINTING
Goodyear, 753-0595.
home makers to
not kin to our sow. Call Hardit,- $22,500. Phone, vice, 202 S. 5th St
a.
Shocks For
Gingerwood Realty 502- Business 753-4872, 436demonstrate
16. Home Flirnishings
436-2349.
WALLPAPERIF40.
Industrial Rd.
362-8948
5848 (home).
Christmas decoraUNCAN 'Phyffe
For Soil Testing Ser38. Pets -Supplies
!trry 3 BR, 2 bath, brick APPLIANCE REPAIR
6 chairs, hutch & buffet.
tions. Good pay. Can
vice, Stec Dust,
AKC Boxer puppies, house. Buy now & pick. Factory authorized for
200 N. 4th St.
earn at least '8 an 'eAlso, antique 'white
Sales, Spreading
Brindles &'Fawn, males your carpet color. Call Tappati, Kelvinator and
French
Provinc
ial
twin
Murray, Ky.
hour, 12 weeks,
Brown. Service on
as
$125, females $110. 753-3903.
Service,
headboard, double
Lime
' 753-6001
and electric ranges.
part-time. Free '300
Paris, Tn. 901-642-9142.
dresser, chest & night
Spreading, Culvert
micro
waves
,
dis
Kit. No investment.
*FREE ESTIMATES*
ALL, breed dog groom- 4 7 . Motorcycles
stand. Call 435-4150.
Pipe etc.
hviashers. reing. Now thru Sept. 20, 1984
No collecting. No
WHIRLPOOL heavy
YAMAHA 225 DR frigerators, etc. Earl
We want to do
Free
dip
duty
with
each
dryer
with
delivery. Call Carlene
3 temp
3-wheeler. Must _sell. Lovett, 354-6956 or 753- GENERAL
business with you.
mainte
comple
n
te
groom
selecti
ing.
ons,
only $4.00
Call 436-5692 after 5p.m.
Lovell, collect
5341
ance, roofing, painting
Free pick-up and delivLocated across
per week. Rudolph
1985 ATC, 250 R. / DENNIS McClure con- etc 20 yrs.
502-333-8951 or
ery. Call Sue 436-5835.
experience
Goodyear, 753-0595.
from Farris Groin.
month
old.
struct
Call
ion,
Free
general-line
753-7252
roofing,
estimates. Call
write Rt. 1, Sturgis,
CHUMBLER'S Pef after
WHIRLPOOL side by
5p.m.
Call
painting, plumbing, in- 474 2330
Shop Dixieland Center
Ky. 42459.
ciiuntr)
side refrig.. Whirlpool
ROND
terior
A
or exterior
753-4533 Day
MB5,
good
SEWIN
G
is
Machin
now
e
open.
Rep
Call 753- condit
self-cleaning elect.
store
ion, excellent Phone 502-382-2689, EU
air. All makes arid
759-4640 Night
7601.
range, Hotpoint refrig.,
1101 HY,
price. Call 753-1660.
1, Sedalia.
models.- Industrial, home
RIDDEN Valley KenWhrilpo
ol
elect.
range,
Sg-CRETARY/ reliENCE sales at Sears and bag closing
nels at Kirksey has 4 9
machines
. Used Cars
ceptionist needed, some Kenmore washer &
now. Call Sears 753-2310
9-5
40 yrs. experience. All
STUMP REMOVAL
boarding. Large dogs
dryer,
Kenmor
e
upright
office experience
for free estimate for work guarant
Niiiarila, 9-1
1973
I,
$4, small dogs & cats
eed. Ken
OLKSWAGON
SERVICE. Tired of
preferred. Send resume freezer, 3 pc. Bedroom
your
needs.
neth
1:11.••..41
412,
Barnhil
new fuel injectors.
l, 753 2674, unsightly stumps and
$2.50 per night. Also,
to P.O. Box 1040-J, set, green couch &
!Nuririli” ti
female Pomeranians excellent work car, best GENERAL HOME Stella, Ky
mowing around them?
chair, dinette set, twin
Murray, KY.
REPAI
R.
15
years
'
exoffer.
Call 753-5330.
We can emove any
WHITE Swanuniforms for sale. Call 489-2377.
WANTED, babysitter beds & chest, 2 end
perien
ce.
Carpen
try
MALE Beagle, good 1976 MONZA, good
stump and leave a fresh
for 3 children, age 5 and tables & coffee table. for restaurant wear &
concrete. plumbing.
hunting dog. Call 753- condition, motor excelseed - bed within° dam
younger, 1 day week. <all before 5:00 at nursing. Regularly $20roofing,
siding.
YOGA
NO
JOB
lent. New tires, battery,
age to surrounding
$32 uniforms sold at 2708 after 4p.m.
References please. Call .753-4078.
TO SMALL. Free esSoothing•Stimulating
lawn Larry Wood 753
TI-color Beagle pups, vinyl top, muffler, air,
$8.99. Call 753-5365.
753-0618
.
timates
.
Days
753-6973.
7-9 p.m. Tuesdays
AM/FM cassette. Call
0211.
WHITE wedding dress, 2 males, 2 females, just
ni ir
trE
s 474-2276.
WANTED, experienced
753-8821.
North 641 Craft
Starts Sept. 3
BRING your mowers
Chantilly lace, size 5, weaned. Call 753-2708
professional painters,
RING
by Sears
Free Estimates
1977 TRIUMPH Spit Fire,
(riding 8, push), tillers,
435-4261
8. Flea Market
with veil & slip. Never after 4p.m.
at least 3 years exgood condition. Call 759- Sears continuous gut759-1983
chain saws, small en
8 weeks-540
been worn. $300. Call
perience. Call 753-6244.
ters
installe
Now renting spaces.
d for your
9960.
gines and welding to
753-2504
.
specif
ications. Call THWE
WE need salespeople.
For information call
1978 CUTLASS Supreme
Moody's Repair for
ATT S Alterna
40, Produce
Sears 753-2310 for free
Must have car, no
Brougham, triple
27. Mobile Homes for Sale
tor, Generator & Starter their tune up and over
753-4
566
anytim
e.
estimat
e.
5 Lost and Found
travel. Prospects furAPPLES, cider for sale. burgundy with all fachaul. Cherry Corner
Service (rebuilt & re
14x70 3BR, central air, Call 489-246
nished. Excellent
7 Tucker tory options. Call 753- INSULATION blown in paired). Rt. 51, Almo, Road, 753'5668. Pickup
gas furnace, 1 1/2 Orchard,
by
working conditions,
Lost very important
Sears.
TVA
apLandfill Rd.
7252 after 5p.m.
Ky. 42020, shop (502)753
& delivery
Work
baths, $6500. Call 474proved. Save on those
high earning potential. 19. Farm Equipment
paper from Lady
1979 DATSUN HatGuaranteed.
8031 after 9p.m.
43.
high heating and coolCall
Real
Larry
Estat
Suiter
e
9-5
Home
chback, good condition.
Journal.
310 MASSEY Ferguson 1 BR double
TREES rrimmed or
ing bills. Call Sears 8742.
daily 502-362-8652.
wide near BANK of Murray
& Fm Call 753-1396 between 7 5 3 - 2 3
diesel combine, 1976, Ky. Lake
removed. Also, yard
Mary L. Edmonds,
1
0
at Hamlin, H.A. reposse
for
free
ssed pro- 9a.m.-5p.m.„ after 5p.m. estimat
both headers. Call 345- Ky. Call
work. Experienced.
Rt. 3, Box 44, Mure.
753-8964 leave perties. Other
listings, 753.0606.
2574.
4
F3ce
6690
2ee.st!mates. Cali
Industrial Rd.
messag
J.L.
e
anytime
ray, Ky. Reward ofMcKnig
.
ht
&
Sons
WATCH, (Work
Murray-Calloway Co. 1979 FORD Mustang
Sawmill
TRAI
on
LER
Poor
for
Farm
sale. Realty, 304 N. 12th St. "Turbo" 2-door
Now
Offers Lawn
fered. 753-4343
Activities Training for 22. Musical
, 4
TREE work Complete
12x60, see Brandon
753-8146 or' Ron Talent speed, 4 cylinder, radio, Rd. Buyer of standing removal,
Renovation Service.
the Handicap) is ac- 1 GUITARS, 1- 6 string, Trailer Court. 753-9104Dills
in
to
tri
,
timer.
Call
753-7528
.
.
753-9894.
ac, radial tires, 59,000
We have Stoc
mming & stump
re
cepting applications 1- 12 string, with cases,
COMMERCIAL office miles. Extra sharp. JOINER'S complete
28.
moved. Insured. Call
Mobile
Dust a Dew Plant
Homes
both
for
Rent
in
excelle
nt
condifor the position of Inbuilding for sale, zoned price $1,600. Call 753- tree service, 32 yrs. 753 0211.
tion. Call 753-0235 after 2 OR 3 BR, furnish
experience. Also,
Food material that
structor/Aid. High
ed, B2, good location, 1,500 8165.
For information on
WET BASEMENT? We
stumps mechanically
AC/natu
ral
is
extremely fast
gas.
Shady
square
feet,
5
offices,
1979
SEVILLE, excel1
School education or
make wet basements
IMBALL pianos & Oaks 753-5209.
the whereabouts
conference room, and a lent condition, $5,600. removed 10" below
acting on soil P.H.
equivalent preferred.
dry.
'work"
complet
organs. Check our
ely
surface. Call 753-0366_
BR trailer for rent. 1 small kitchen. Call 759- Call 382-8190 or 898-3449.
of a 1949 HarleyTo have healthy,
prices before you buy. miles out on
For information conLICENSED Electrician guaranteed._ Call or
94 East. /779.
1980
280Z
DATSU
N
"2
Davidson. Inforcturable grass you
Thurma
n Furniture, 208 For more information
for residential and - write Morgan Con
tact Peggy Williams,
plus 2, loaded. Call
struction Co. Rt. 2, Box
Main St. Murray 753- 753-7506.
commercial. Heating
must have a good
45. Farms for Sale
mation confidenExecutive Director,
901-232-8221.
409A, Paducah, Ky
4834.
and
air
conditio
n,
gas
P.H. in your soil.
NICE
2 BR trailer near 128 ACRES in Calloway 1980 FORD Z28
tial, no questions
759-1965.
Camaro
42001 or call 1 442 7026.
.
PIANOS Baldwin Murray.
No pets. Call County. 3 miles from black, fully loaded installation • and repair.
We offer comasked. 436-2623.
. Phone 753-7203.
organs, player pianos. 489-2611.
Dexter
9,000
&
8
miles,
miles
plete service. We
N.
$11,000.
of
Call L&J Sanitation County
New, used pianos,
Murray on 2000 ft. of 753-3146 or 492-8987.
BAILEY'S
will aroate, ferorgans, grand pianos. 32. Apts for Rent
9. Situation Wanted
Garbage Pick-Up. 6 bag
blacktop road. 32 tilla- 1980 OLDS Cutlass
Lonardo Piano Co. 204
limit. $7 per month. Call
tilize, lime, spray
FARM
LOST
LUMB
1 & 2 BR apt. near ble acres 81 96 acres of Supreme, ps, pb, tilt,
WILL do housecleaning, W. Washi
ER
ngton St.,
436-2264.
for
unwanted
experienced, dependa• Paris.
downtown Murray. woods rolling, small cruise, 350 V-8, extra
2 male, fluffy,
Tenn.
SUPPLY
ble, references. Call
Adults only. Call 753- barn & 2 wells. Make a clean, extra sharp. Call MITCHELL Paving
vegetation.
TRUMPET & case. Call
yellow cats on S.
Sealing
striping, repair
753-6043
4109. 762-6650, or 436- reasonable offer. 219- 436-5462.
Has tobacco
prepare seed bed &
753-5950 or 753-9756.
& complete asphalt
10th St. If find
2844.
926-2798.
WILL sit with elderly al
1980 RIVIERA, loaded,. installation.
seeding.
stick
s
$.18.
All
00
jobs,
-hom
1
BR
e- or in -hospital. at 24. Miscellaneous
furnished apt., air
please
excellent condition, 60. large &
call
Call 753-4533 Day
small. Call
night. Good references.
conditioned. College 46. Homes for' Sale
per hundred.
000 miles, $7500 firm. 753-1537.
753-9964 after.10
759-4640 Night
Call days 753-.4 4 10, 1 SET of patio sliding boys preferred. No pets. 1 BEDROOM, 2 bath, Call 489-2453 after 6p.m
storm doors with 121 North,
MOWING, hauling,
Industrial Rd.
a.m. Both cats
nights 753-4590.
For free estimate
next to fair split-level !muse, 1980 Z28, Black & gaTT.
trees and bushes pruned
WOULD like to babysif screen, $100. Call 753- grounds. 753-3139.
located at 2216 excellent condition. qt11
have
and referrals.
Murray, Ky.
.been
9479 or 759-1509.
or removed. ReasonaFEMA
In
my
Gatesb
LE
home,
orough
have
house
Circle.
my
435-4557
mate
.
neutered and have
We want you to
ble rates, good reIMAM
&
white
console
759-1099
own' children. 181
wanted. Call 759-1936 Call 753-0764.
1981 OLDSMOBILE ferences. Call Jerry at
have a beautiful
TV- $45, tool box for after 2p.m.
all their shots.
Riviera Courts.
4 BR, 2 bath, cedar Delta 88, 5.8 liter diesel, 759-9661
lawn.
.
WOULD like to give pickup truck. $40, four LOWER brick duplex, 2 siding, fireplace, 3 blue on blue, loaded.
your
in-home care to elderly 15" radial tires- $50. BR, stove, refrigerator, miles from town. Re- Call after 5p.m
. trees? Topping, prunLOST Blue Heeler, or convalescing in- Floral couch & chair, W/D, just off campus. duced $10,000. Phone 489-2372.
ing,
like
new.
shaping
Call
,
489-2440
complete
.
female, on 94 east, may dividual. Certified
Married couples or between 9a.m.-4p.m. 1984 FORD Escort
L, removal and more. Call
be on north side of town. nurse aide, cetified BRAND new, never responsible adult, $175. 753-2701.
2-door
,
hatch
back,
BOVE
R'S
used,
TREE
water purifier. Call 314-458
Wearing black leather CPR. nursing home
-2060 - after BY contractor, new 3 automatic with air, SERVICE
for Procollar, no name plate. work experience. Call Hooks up to kitchen 4Ltn.
CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
BR, 2 bath brick & am -fm stereo. 6,000 fessio
nal tree care.
faucet'. Removes harReward for information 901-885-0724 or 762-4338.
PRIVATE furnished cedar house ready to actual miles, sharp, 753-0338
gi CUSTOM WOODWORKING
.
mful chemicals, bacteleading to dog. 753-4755.
move into. Priced in the $5200. Call 436-2165.
room for boys, kitchen
ODD job specialist.
ria, bad taste. ect. $125
10. Business Opportunity
•
nvrR
.
facilities, central air & 60's. Call 753-3903.
1984 RENAULT Alli- ceiling fans, electrical,
6. Help Wanted
.,r) VI ARS
•
A golden opportunity. firm! 753-3711.
heat. Rent by the BY owner, 3 Br cedar ance, good conditi
on. plumbing, fencing. You
SOLID WOOD CABINETS IS
I %PERIL NCI
make money in your CAR batteries, 60 semester. 1626 1/2 and stone, wood stove, Call anytime 759-4615
RAISED PANEL DOORS
.
name it. I do it. You
month, 85 amp, 460 CCA Hamilt
spare time. Join
on. Phone 436- TVA insulation,deck '66 MUSTANG.
Birch • Oak .• Walnut • Cratrry
buy, I install. You
Call
05-24C
$29.99.
Wallin
GUNCASES • MANTLES • BOOKCASES
5479.
FRIENDLY HOME
approx. 2 acre lot, 5 492-8343.
break, I fix. Call 436Hardware, Paris, TN.
KITCHEN. CABINET TOPS • VANITIES
TOY PARTIES, the
miles fro town across 77
2868.
CUSTOM
BUICK
BUILT
Regal
FURNITURE Er FURNITURE REFINISHING
2
dr.
FESC
UE
seed.
Call
leader for 30 years.
from MSU Golf Course. '80
COMPETITIVE PERCES Drop By & Soo Ow Diseloy
For Rent
Olds Brougham 4 dr. PAINTING = Paper •
Openings 'for managers 435-4121 after 6p.m.
For appt. call 753-0047.
Call 753-0422 or 759-4047.
hanging, commerical or •
Nice furnished apartand dealers. We have rIREWC1OD for sale.
117 owner, goocrrtiR t177 FORD
Murray, Ky. 753-5940'
Pinto for residential. Free es- ••1 212 Main
Seasoned hardwood
ments for 1, 2, 3, or
the largest and best line
brick house, kitchen sale.
•••qi •••••••••••••1
•
•
Local car, 4700+ timates, References. 25
tops. Cut & haul your
in party plan. Earn big
4 students. Call
combinatron, living
miles, $850. Call years experience.
own, $5/rick. Located
money plus bonuses and
room & dining room. 753-8002
753-5865
or
Tremon Farris 759-1987
4
.
travel incentives. Start off Stateline Rd. 901-782large
utility. 1 bath,
753-5108.
MAZDA GL
. C deluxe, ROOFING, Plumbing.
3572.
now and earn money
JERRY ATKINS & ASSOC.
plenty of closet space. 1984, 5 speed, air con- Concrete work, Adimmediately. Call toll
hard wood floors, elecdition
s.
Paint
ing.
free 1-801227-1510.
TAKING applications tric heat, ceiling fan. ditioning. am-fm stereo
(Formerly Atkins Gutter Service
General Carpentry.
cassette. Call 753-9240.
for Section 8. Rent garage on large lot.
MINIATURE golf
WHIRLPOOL
806
P.A.
Mol,o
ny Co
& Circle A Fencing)
Subsidized apt. 1, 2 or 3 N. 18th St. 753-3796.
courses. Del. in 3 days,
Air Conditioners
50. Used Trucks
753- 8628 . Free
NOW OFFERS A COMPLETE LINE OF
BR. Apply Hilldale ENJOY country living
outdoors or indoors.
Estimat
es.
5,000 B.T.U.
Aluminum & Vinyl Siding,
Price $3,900 up. FinanApts., Hardin, Ky. In this 2 BR home on 1956 FORD pickup, $350.
EASY ASSEMBL
Equal Housing 3/4 acre lot. White Call 753-1820.
Soffit & Trim Work,
$4.00 Per Week
WORK! $600.00 per 100. cing available. Lemma
Opportunity.
1984 DODGE custom
Seamless Aluminum Guttering
frame
house
Guaranteed paymtnt. Enterprises, Scranton,
with
Weddin
g
10,00
0 B.T.U.
WANTED: female pickett fence enclosing van with raised top &
Renovator Insulated Replacement Windows
No experience/no PA 18505 Te.: 717-346Photography
$6.50 Per Week
house mate to share front yard. New carpet, dual air, 7,000 miles.
Aluminum Carports & Patio Covers
sales. Details send self- 55511.
753-8
298
fully furnished house in wood or electric heat. Call 753-5744.
18,000 B.T.U.
Aluminum Screen Room Enclosures
addressed stamped en- 1 1 . Instructio
n
CARTER STUDIO
Murray. Reasonable Located 12 miles from '73 INTERNATIONAL 2
velope; Elan Vital- 332.
FENCING
$8.25 Per Week
expenses. Call 759-4011.
Murray in the Browns ton grain truck. Call
300 MAIN ST., SUITE B
3418 Enterprise Rd., Ft. DANCE Instruction for
Chain-Link•Split Rail•Farm•Privacy
25,00
0 B.T.U.
ages 4-adult. Call BeGrove Community. 492-8989.
I North 3rd Entrance
Pierce, Fl. 33482.
Financing Available Phone 753-8407
33. Rooms for Rent
$10.75 Per Week
Only $20.000. Call 435- TRADE 4WD InterEXCELLENT income verly Peeler 753-8226 for
4354
after
info
6p.m.
nationa
rmat
l
ion
Scout,
&
excelLARGE upstairs room,
for part time home
(With Approved
$120. Share kitchen, NEED to move. Price lent condition, for 3/4 WILL do bush hogging
assembly work. For registration.
Credit
)
Call 753 8590.
ton
L
Reduce
truck
YNDI
of
d
HOUSE
A
equal value
Cochran
and
info. call 504-641-8003
bath, washer, dryer.
Hopkins Insurance Agency
two lots. 3 BR, dining prefer Ford V8 stan- WILL haul white rock
Dance & Gymnastics.
Ext. 8047.
Mature female student
Rudolph
room, kitchen, living dard. 43,6-5806.
sand, lime, rip rap aria
Call 527-9567.
FEDERAL, state, & Register now. 753-4847.
Kentucky Central Insurance Companies
Goodyear
masonary sand, coal
ROOMS for girls or room and utility room. 2 52.
civil jobs now available.
05 FEli
Boats
-Moto
1 4 . Want to Buy
rs
storage
building
dirt, gravel,i. fill sand
s, carCall 1-619-565-1657 for
boys near university.
721 S. 12th
port,
grape
vines and 14 FT. John Boat, Call Roger Hudson
info. 24 hrs.
Call 753-8146 or 753-9894.
DEALER wants to buy
.•ee An•l,s.• 6 C),..c•e,
berries vines. Price pedestal seats. carpet. 7514545 or 753 6763
753-0595
LOCAL Mayfield Co. very old furniture, de4011 So,6 12,6
$22.000.
Phone 492-8492.
34. Houses for Rent
12 h.p. motor, trolling
.en.ucley •20,1
now taking applications pression glass, fesita
NEW, 3BR brick, / motor, depth finder.
for sales representative glass, old coke mate1 OR 3 BR home, 1 bath,
Alum
inum
baths, central heat & battery & trailer. Call,
for the Murray area. rial. Call 753-3642 after 5 'ARRE
TT metal de- heat and air condition- air. approx. 2 miles east 753-9240 or 753-0148.
408 So. 12th
Service Co.
Excellent pay struc- o'clock call 753-5738.
tector, never used, $225. ing, 350 month plus Murray. Call 759-9619 17 Ft. Blue
Hole.,canoe.
Aluminum and vinyl
FARM wagon with good Also,
ture, no
Murray, Ky.
26" girls bicycle, deposit. Call 753-8923.
after1rf .
ip_2
.n1,5_70_17az good condition, $250 or siding. Custom
necessary 'will
will train. running gear, approx. excellent condition, $50.
BDRM brick, 1711
trim
ren
best
offer.
42071
Call
753-9384
.
Call for appointment 15x8 feet. Call 753-0640 Call 753-8628
Farmer, $325/month &
work. References.
.
buys 50e4, interest in a 1983, 19 1-1'. Baja, 356
before 5p.m. ask for
247-6577 or 247-6604.
deposit
753-300
Call
.
6
Call
Will
Ed
Bailey.
MF-250- new- 42 HP.
three bedroom home' If I 0. stailless steel
NTED immediately 106 Laura.
diesel. power steering- evening
733-0489
ever a home projected prop. 'Ver• low hours.
people seriously interORECLOSURE. We power adjust
ROUS
for
rent
E
in
rearsan air of coziness and Call 436-5356 or 759-9576.
ested in losing weight. have an investor that auxili
Taylor
Store
Commu
nary _hydraulicsgood cheer this one 1983 CREST III, pontoon
Call 1-800-992-9991.
will make up your back best seatextra heavy ity. Call Larry Hurt certainly does. Once
boat. 24 ft, full furniture.
PART-time, female, payments for an rear end• bumper- fluid 753-3361.
kitchen & bartending ownership interest. You in rear tires- stabilizer LARGE 1 BR house. inside, the aura of- depth finder. CB, Camper
warm
th
does not kit, 50 Hp Mercury motor
SAT. 10 A.M., AUG. 31ST
help. Mostly days. some stay. Dial Mary Jane bars 4: brackets. 2 year single or couple, no
nights. Call before 753-1492 at Century 21 warranty• list price pets. One year lease. diminish-- bright spac- with lift. Excellent conBLOOD RIVER AREA
ious
kitchen
. French dition. Call 436-2289.
Loretta Jobs Realtors.
7p.m. 901-247-3229.
$16239. 2 in stock- sell 753.3913 before 9p.m.
Directions: From Murray take Highway 94 East 2.1 miles to State
doors from dining room EXTRA
nice, 1983 28 ft.
KALESPERSON. New WANT to buy used for $9995. See Gene or NOW available, 1 BR on to screene
d sun room, Lowe's Monacco PonRoad 280. Go 7.3 miles to auction. From New Concord take 121
vacation resort on Lake metal suitable for roof- Will Ed at Stokes Trac- 2nd floor, section 8, low bountifu
l storage, with -Woo- -Loade -•
d with all
to 280. 5.3 miles to auction.
.13kley4-•looking --tor---trig, Call-- -alter-- frr:ms- tor153•1319.
traditional fireplace
1', Story Home: Home des ). • '• '
several enthusiastic 901-247-5867.
MISTRAL Naish Manor.. 753-8221 from serving the living area. the extras plus sunroof
• ••
'am
•
Call Jim Meeks 502-885,00st ot ,obrners compactor.
persons if you are over
sailboard. Also, Ford 9-12, Mon-Fri.
D
torv
Another chance like this 1171
3' C!
15.
Articles
for
Sale
Mon.
-Fri
19, have a pleasant look
t)edroom 2 car goroge completeo
Courier shOrt wheel SMALL house, suitable may. not come along.
.th '.O".'''L heo. '77
r7,77
a.m.
8
5p
m. in
and an outgoing perWIIIRLPOOL 17 Cu. it. base camper topper. for couple or single, Call Mary Jane now outomarr, door <losers Excellent ‘-rn
,
Hopkinsvtlle.
sonality. This could be
refrigerator with tex- Call 753-5066.
Land: lots Plent),
close in,' water fur- 753-1493 at.; Century 21
h,ghiNcer frontiole •rr
,
' • 7 olhey perfec
THE ideal starter
the opportunity of your
tured steel door, only NEW MF-1010 3 cly. nished. Call 492-8722.
to• or,or,
Loretta Jobs-Realtors
B.,. these lots for .yo,_ • •.
Houseboat. 33 foot Seagolifetime. Call 502-924$8.00 per week. Rudolph diesel- 16 Hp- with 54"
1,4,ng rocs"
ing-with.largt front deck.
5814
• •-• •
Goodyear 753-0595'.
'Center Mount_ mower bedroom or ,r,henetre or,ci bath 2na t2r1,/
4--ry1.- Vohs, engine, air.
:
Per-ff., •'
turf tires- the ultimate
fishermen - ;rr d'ervW
rr)r-ohr,r
DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRICES
shower, radios, tape
lawn mowing machine
Auction
eers
Note: Seldom does a home or investment of this value reach
player. excellent condiGold
Silver
plus you have 3 point lift
the open market-walking distance hi a grocery. walking'distanc
tion Under $10,000 See at
Closed
& PTO for other yard &
e to a public
Close#1
- •
Town & Country Marina
boat dock -rental income from your own cabins-school- bus stops at front
garden work..List priceYesterday 338.00
Yesterday
6_35
..2k11.4
-5244533
.,$2446.--1
stock-'to -sellOpened "-'
'Opened
Terms: 10 percent down day of sole.-and balance with closing IW 3tratayi
for $6495 with 7.91-f
53. Services *tiered
.
-Today
336.0
Today
6.34
Coll for more information or 0 showing.
financing 'for 60 months.
ALL
type
mason
Down
See Gene or Will Ed at
ry
1.50
Down
' 01.
wrirk. block, britk.
Slokes Tractor 753-1319.
Co.601iments of:
ESETSTf..i
concrete, driveways,
OAK
anti
Hicko
ry
VERNON
Pkia-r, sJE s
'S
WESTER
N WEAR & SHOE REPAIR
tavoms-mi
sidewalks. patios, house
firewood. U -haul
713 S. 12th Murray. Ky. 42071
foundations. new
$20/rick. Call 437:4k9..
chimneys or chimney
753 7113
OLD Arnett Barn print.
We buy Gold Silver & Diamonds
repair. 25 years exdouble
'matted
in
rustic
-4-S.1
Hours. 1CI 6 Doily. Closed Sunday
to IL hi I 1'IL
perience Free es•
frame. Call 753.6148
timates. Call Charles
after 5:30p.m.
Pr
Barnett 753-5476

BARRETT'S
SERVICE
CENTER

America's

$8.88

GE freezer. 20 Cu. ft.,
chest type. Call 436-2942
after 5p.m.

Homelite chain saws:
12"- $11.99, 14"- $14.99,
16". $19.99, 20"- $26.99.
Wallin Hardware,
Paris, Tn.
OREGON saw chains
3/8" Pitch for 16" bar$7.99, 20"- $8.99. Wallin
Hardware. Paris, Tn.
SEASOlkIED firewood•
oak, hickory, mixed
hardwoods $30/rick
delivered. Miri. order 2
ricks. Call John Boyer
753-0338.
FIARDWOOD slabs in
bundles delivered.$80 a
load. 901-584-3306 after
7p.m. Charley Tubbs
Sawmill, Camden, Tn.
TRADE 4WD Inter.
national Scout, excellent condition, for 3/4
ton truck of equal value.
prefer Ford V8 standard. 436-5806.
WHIRLPOOL
microwave oven with
700 watts cooking
power, only $4.50 week.
Rudoph Goodyear, 7530595.

in
Murray, ideal for service business. Call 4892761 after 6p.m.

FarmersLand Owners
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JIM DAY
PAINTING
753-3716
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OBITUARIES

Pineville mayor says he will not step down

Mrs. Mary G. Hatcher dies Mrs. Givens
Mrs. Mary Geneva Mrs. Gladys Johnson,
rites today Hatcher, 79, died Mon- Palm Dessert, Calif.;
day at 7:40 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. She had
been a patient at West
View Nursing Home.
Her husband, Henry
Wilsbn Hatcher, died
Dec. 31, 1974. She was a
member of Grace Baptist Church.
.
t3imp in Hart County,
she was the daughter of
the late Pearlie Arthur
Smith and Annie Hodge
Smith. .
'Survivors are one
daughter, Miss Jane
Ann, Hatcher, Riley
Court; --t‘ko sons, Henry
S. Hatcher and wife,
E d it h , Johnson
Boulevard. and A.R.
Hatcher and wife,
Melva, Glendale Road;
three sisters, Mrs.
Flossie Peyton and Mrs.
H all ie Payton,
Elizabethtown, and

one brother, Arthur
Smith, Hodgenville.
Three grandchildren
are Tracy Stalls, Murray, Cheryl Clark,
Panama Canal Zone,
and Brent Hatcher,
Mattson, Ill. Three
great-grandchildren are
Shonna. Easley, Derek
Stalls and Jeremy
Clark.

Services for Mrs. Euple Givens are today at 2
p.m. in the chapel of
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home.
The Rev. R.J. Burpoe
and John Dale are officiating. Music is by
Grace Baptist Church
Choir with Leland
Peeler as director and
Dwane Jones as
organist.
Pallbearers are David
Norsworthy, Don
Norsworthy, Dan
Wilkinson, Kim
Puckett, Larry Diinn
and Hardiman Miller.
Burial will follow in
the Murray City
Cemetery.
Mrs. Givens, 80, 412
South Eighth St., died
Saturday at 10:55 p.m.
at West View Nursing
Best-selling records of
Home. Her husband,
Sam Givens, died Nov. the week of Aug. 25, bas20, 1976, and her ed on Cashbox
brother, Edgar Taylor, magazine's nationwide
survey, have been
died in 1962.
She is survived by a released as follows:
1. "Power of Love,"
half sister, Mrs. Altie
Duncan, Brookville, Huey Lewis and the
Fla.; two half brothers, News
2. "Shout," Tears for
Mason Taylor, Wyatt,
Mo., and Albert Taylor, Fears
3. "Freeway of Love,"
Lafayette-, La.; brotherin-law, George Fouch Aretha Franklin
Givens, Murray; five
4. "Never Surcousins, Mrs. Jack render," Corey Hart
Norsworthy, Mrs.
5. "St. Elmo's Fire,"
James Wilson, Charles John Parr
6. "We Don't Need
Wilkinson, Brad Wall
and Mrs. Sarah Another Hero," Tina
Turner
Robinson.
7. "If You Love
Somebody Set Them
Free," Sting
Federal State Market Sews Sert Ice
iugust r, 19/45
8. "Everytime You Go
Kentucky IPurtiguse Area Hog Market
Away," Paul Young
Report Includes g Buygag 15101k1119
Receipts: %et. 549 Est. 550 Barrows
9. "Summer of
& Gilts 1.191 tower Sons steads to .50
Bryan Adams
loner
IS 1-2 210-240 lbs.
$41.00-41.510
10. "You Give Good
ten 41.75
Love," Whitney
1-2 200-210
‘lbs.
040.1M9-41.011
Houston
S 2.3 2111•250 tbs.
$40.511-41.110

Services will be
Wednesday at 9:30 a.m.
in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev. R.J.
Burpoe and Dr. Greg
Earwood will officiate.

Best-selling
records are
listed, week

Graveside services
will be at 330 p.m.
Wednesday at Pearl
Webb Cemetery at
Canmer.
Friends may call at
the funeral home after 4
p.m. today (Tuesday).

Noah Gerald Paschall dies
Noah Gerald sons, Danny Paschall,
Paschall, 41, died Mon- Paris, Tenn., and James
day about 2 p.m. at his Paschall, Hazel; one
home in Hazel.
stepdaughter, Miss
His death was from a Tammy Markle, Hazel;
self-inflicted gunshot two stepsons, Richard
wound, • according to Markle, Paducah, and
Deputy Coroner Kerry Stephen Markle,
Evansville, Ind.
Burton.
His mother, Mrs. Sue
The deceased was
employed by Jackson Paschall, surGallimore's Truck Line, vives along with two
sisters, Mrs. Jimmy
Puryear, Tenn.
Born Oct. 31, 1943. in (Judy) Hamilton and
Henry County, Tenn., he Mrs. Leslie (Jane) Merwas the son of Sue rell, all of Paris, Tenn.
The funeral will be
Jackson Paschall and
the late Wesley Wednesday at 1 p.m. in
Paschall.
the chapel of Miller
Be..issurvived by his. Funeral Home, Hazel.
Officiating will be the
wife, Mrs. Joyce
Roberts Paschall; two • Rev. Gerald Owen. Mrs.
Oneida White will be
pianist.
Burial will follow in
the Paschall Cemetery
in Henry County, Tenn.
Friends may call at
the funei al home after 4
Final rites for p.m. today (Tuesday).
Thomas (Slick 1 , Banks
were Monday at: 2 p.m.
in the chapel of J.H.
Churchill 'Funeral
Home. The Rev. G.T.
Moody officiated. Gus
Robertson Jr. was
soloist with Mrs. Oneida
White as accompanist.
Dan Foster,
Talmadge Tutt, Bobby
Nix Crawford, Harold
McReynolds, Gregg
McReynolds and John
Parker were active
pallbearers.
An honorary group
was Baraca Sunday
School Class of First
Baptist Church.
Burial was in Murray
City Cemetery.
Mr. Banks, 76, Coldwater Road, died
Saturday at 6:50 p.m. at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital. His wife,
Margaret, died Aug. 25,
1982.
He is survived by one
daughter. Mrs. Margie
B . Graham,
Owensboro; one son,
Craig Banks and wife,
Janet. Murray; nine
grandchildren.

•

........ •

PINEVILLE, lily.
(AP)- Pineville Mayor
Bob Madon, who was indicted along with three
other city officials, says
he has no inteKtion of
stepping down.
His comments came
Monday night at a city
council meeting, where
council member Larry
Sinkhorn made a motion
asking Madon to step
down.
Sinkhorn said the
mayor should follow the
same example he set
when he suspended two
city officials last week.
Police Chief David
Hoskins was suspended
Thursday, and his wife,
City Clerk Karen

Hog market

•

Banks' rites
on Monday

I. 5 1-4 2.511-270 It,,..
Sons
IS 1-2 270-3511 lbs.
ES 1-3 nal-4511
IS 1-3 4541-500
IS 1-3 Over 500 lbs..
2.3 300-5011 lbs.

039.511-40.511
$31.00.33.09
032.00-34.00
$34.00-35.50
035.50-UAW
Few 38.50_
031.00 32.00

Prince Rainier of
Monaco married
Hollywood movie star
Grace Kelly in 1956.

Hoskins, was suspended
Friday.
Madon said Ile
thought the suspensions,
while the legal action
was pending, were' in
"the best interests of the
city."
A former deputy city
clerk, Debbie Cashem,
also named in the indictments, resigned earlier.
Madon, the Hoskinses
and Ms. Cashem were
indicted by a Bell County grand jury in July on
charges of theft by
unlawful taking over
$100, following a state
police investigation of
city finances.
"I will not step down.
I was elected by people.
I plan to be here quite a
while," Madon said
Monday night after
Sinkhorm's motion. .
The meeting was adjourned without a second to or a vote on
Sinkhorn's motion.
Most of the 123 counts
in the indictments involved checks Madon
and Mrs. Hoskins
allegedly co-signed,
made out to hotels and

motels in Lexington, vestigators said. Madon
Owensboro and has said the expenNashville, Tenn., and ditures were justified.
Ms. Cashem was
discount and grocery
stores, as well as some charged with eight
written to the defen- counts of theft by
dants themselves, in- unlawful taking.

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY
SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS

Stock Market.
Industrial Average
Air Products
Apple Computer
American Telephone
Briggs & Stratton
Chrysler
Cracker Barrell
Dollar Gen. Store
Durakon
E-Z-Ern Inc.
Ford
Forum Group
G.A.F.
.
General Motors
GenCorp, Inc
Goodrich

+ 4.15
531/2' + 1/M
.351/8 unc
.21 1/4 +I/
. 283/4 +/
1
4
363/4 +/
1
4
133/4 +%
. 21% + 1../is
121/4 unc
141
/
2 +/
1
4
43% -%
93/m + 1/4
. 32 -1/4
67% - +/
1
4
45/
1
4 +/
3
4
32% +%

Goodyear
I.B.M.
Jerrico
Kmart
J(7Penney
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Scientific-Atlanta
Sears
Texaco
Time Inc.
l'.S.Tobacco
Wal-Mart
Wendy's
C.E.F. Yield

27%
12.8%
21%
33%
48%
383/n
50%
14
343/4
36%
571
/
2
35
50/
3
4
16/
1
2

unc
+ l/s
+/
1
4
+ 3/8
+38
unc
uric
+/
1
2
+ 3/m
./
1
2
+ I/8
uric
7.12

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTUAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

0A
7.7

A.P.R.
IP Financing

Caprice
Cavalier
Celebrity
Impala
Chevette
Citation

Hoskins was named in
four counts, two involving allegedly disposing
of weapons belonging to
the city, including a
shotgun he allegedly
pawned.

SEA DI)
ROY D

C/K 10/30
(Pickups Chassis
Cab & Crew CO)

Astro Cargo &
Conversion Vans
Chevy Cargo &
Conversion Vans
_

Dwain
Taylor
Chevrolet

S. 12th
Murray
502-753-2617

Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th
a.

Tobacco Farmers
Our Firing Rates
Have Not Increased
Call Us For A
Quote Today

* You can be a••••••
4(
"Recording Star";:

*
*
*
*
*
*

*
*

Make your own recor-:
dings in our private*
sound-proof booth.*
We provide the musict
and the words, you
provide the voice. Make Recordings
,,,
for Gifts Or
*
Just for
*
FunIi
,i *
*
i
11211:12EIRI
i*
RENTAU,SALES
*
We're Growing'
CENTER *
To Get
Your Business

Troutman
dies, home

Consider
Putnam U.S.
Government
Guaranteed Securities
Income Trust

11.60%*

Television
minister dies
DETROIT i AP 1 William V. Banks, a
lawyer, minister and
the first black owner

•

Banks founded
WGPR-TV in Detroit,
sventert the titr-on•
Sept. 29, 1975. He•-•,$.....
also president and
general manager of •
radio station WGPR- tie
FM, which became
Detroit's first blackowned radio station in
1964.

*
*

Looking
for high
income?

Gary Troutman, 72,
died Monday at 8 p.m. at
his home in New
Concord.
His wife, Mrs. Lorena
Ruth Troutman,
survives.
Blalock -Coleman
Funeral Home will be in
charge of the funeral
and burial
arrangements.

and operator of a television station in the
United States, died
Saturday. He was 82.

753-8201

1/Dining Rooms
V Sofas
✓ Bedrooms
✓ Occasional
Chairs

Putr7arn US Seek.s hiah thcOme c::.-sistent with preseTiOn 04 Caala: 14wOuQh InveStrnen',S -"I a cilversified 00*-!4 7
C) US GOVe7nrre-!:,/a•a 7,teeC SE:,:rIteS
YOU benet)t, from
.e:Js.plus

•Monthly income
•An extra degree
of safety
•
1.,„..den2
Carri
'to
Irrvgderprlp,tr5rVepkr.

_

vLazy Boy Recliners
',Jamison Bedding
vKimball Pianos
, and much more!

•Ready liquidity
•Affordability
•Active management
r•
0..!02 aon,attirec,'he most
of g15 21 o0
4,11
,y4-1"10,.0.4
rreierit

.19,174,
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,
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Edward D. Jones & Co.e
MornbIPS New Vos Slosc• E,cl,snn,
Otrowhoe C.w.o.,
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41IS So.oa11

•
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R. Randall Saladin
522 West Main
502-753-7401
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